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Introduction

This is an intensely personal book. It not only brings together most
of what we as editors consider the more Important contemporary thought
on Canadian communications, but it also reflects our intellectual atti-
tudes toward the study of human communication. The collected essays
can roughly be divided into three categories: theory, policy, and
Canadian oommunication praxis. TOgether these papers form a unity not
because they were commissioned for this volume, but because each writer
as an individual is responding to trends and opportunities unique to
the Canadian situation in the seventies. Four of these unique aspects
Should be particularly mentioned in the beginning,for they have espe-
cially influenced the themes, judgements, values and styles of analysis
of the eleven papers. They are Canada's geopolitical marginality,
Canadian government's attitude toward regulation, government attitudes
towards cultural policy and the absence of academic concern with com -
munication studies in the past. The implications of each of these
unique features is explored in one or another of the essays and a sur-
vey of their author's conclusions therefore provides a natural intro,
duction to this volume.

Canada's geopolitical marginality on the fringe of the North American
continent seems to have given rise to two distinct outlooks: a parti-
cular perception of this country's cultural mission and a unique com -
munications philosophy. Grierson saw this mission as fostering and
preserving Canada's own identity vis-a-vis both the mother country and
its southern neighbour. In the late thirties therefore the National
Film Board under his direction selected the north as an orienting sym-
bol to embody Canada's unique reality, a reality which economists,
politicians and communications engineers find problematic to this day.
In the north lie the untapped natural resources required for modern
survival, the north also is the cradle of the" continent's original
settlers whose life style is being threatened by extinction. In the
north moreover, Canadians are utilizing communications technology on
both a grand and a small scale, pitting the most tv-to -date satellite
technology and the relatively unsophisticated closed circuit radio
telephone against climate, isolation and space.

Geopolitical marginality also has something to do with the fact that
it took Canadians a hundred years to begin to want to know more about
themselves and to talk to each other. This new cultural awareness has
been trarslated into various kinds of social support for the performing
arts, for the film, for the book and magazine industries and for Cana-
dian content in Broadcasting. It is also reflected in the Broadcasting
Act's concern with human needs and the human implications of communi-
cations tecnnology. This legislation enacted in 1932 stipulated that
all citizens irrespective of location should have access to broadcast
messages. In a country with the size and population of Canada this
was and is an idealistic mandate which has generated sensitivities to
the needs of marginal people and cultural differences.

On the practical level of communication research the:awareness of
marginal people has given rise to two novel projects: Simon Fraser's



Raven study and the National Film Board's "Challenge for Change". The
Raven project, Gail Martin notes, demonstrates two impca-uult insights
about mcdern communications technology. It can first of all be scaled
down and adapted to specific needs of human communication. So on the
rugged coast of British Columbia -a closed circuit radio network is
helping Indian groups to overcome communications problems posed by
language and isolation. Second, the process of designing a "culture
free" system helps sensitize the rest of us to the biases of conven-
tional media technology: largeness, efficiency, technological sophis-
tication, and hierarchical restriction of access and cost. All these
biases affect the structure of Canada's social communication patterns
in ways which may not be humanly beneficial in the long run.

A similar mandate to "improve ccummications, create greater unders-
tanding, promote new ideas and provoke social change ", is evident in
the government's "Challenge for Change" prognunte established in 1968.
In the past seven years this agency has utilized film to help describe
and change the lives of Fogo islanders, Quebec unemployed, Prairie
farmers, Canadian women and indigenous minorities. It has also ex-
plored alternative uses of cable as a means for democratising access
and demystifying the established media. Haw well this small grow of
dedicated Challenge for Changers has done and what it learned is ref-
lected in Dorothy Todd Henaut's analysis of the role of film in social
change and self-realization. Even though it may net have succeeded in
all of its aims, "Challenge for Change" has attracted attention far
beyond the nation's borders for its human use of communications tedh-
nology.

Three other papers explore theoretical insights emerging from what
might be considered a particularly Canadian philosophy of communica-
tions. For James Carey and Donald Theall, Harold Innis, the Toronto
economic historian, emerges as the father of an original theory which
stresses that human communication is based on inter-subjective unders-
tanding rather than on control of one's envirazent. Sudh a stance,
which evolved as a counter balance to British and U.S. scholarship,
requires a historical perspective, a dialectical method and a strong
sensitivity to the social implications of media technology. According
to Innis a sense of history provides an overview for the evaluation of
cultural strategies and social change. The dialectical method catches
the dynamism of communication practice in which certain groups have a
selective advantage over others in getting their messages acr"- A
focus on content clarifies the ways in which different tecIllio:L,Iik?s
generate vocabularies for speaking about cur environment which in turn
affect what we attend to and think about. All of these are questions
rarely raised by the more empirically-oriented research tradition
dominating communications thought south of the border.

MOLUhan, according to Theall, adds to Innis' space and time- oriented
communication theory the insight that scholarly analysis is at one and
the same time "drama" and "explanation". Such a perspective highlights
the often overlooked fact that social institutions like the mass media
or advertising are collectivities of people organized to attain a



common purpose and aesthetic facts, embodying a spirit or outiod,s.
The differing FrenCh and English interpretations of reality during the
October crisis are shown in Gertrude Joch Rdbinson's paper to have had
wide-ranging implications for broadcast functioning and national sur-
vival in 1970.

Gordon Thompson is another writer who utilizes a hermeneutic rather
than a control-oriented approach to the study of communications pro-
blem. Faced with the challenge of evaluating a society's future with
respect to cammaications, he chooses to view man's needs rather than
technology as the primary problem. Consequently his analysis of the
history of cOnmunication revolutions from remote antiquity to the re-
cent past reveals three common characteristics. In all communications
revolutions stored human experience is made more accessible, the
"information space" is increases and the ease with which shared fee-
lings can be discovered is markedly improved. Thompson proposes that
these characteristics act as dinensions for describing a society's
communications space, where the constraints inherent in the structure
of language and the economic impact of the innovations define the our
boundaries of that space.

A second set of common outlooks underlying the argument.t of some of
the essays is the recognition that regulation is an integral part of
all human endeavour. Regulation therefore is viewed as a positive
rather than a negative social mechanism, providing for an ordering of
social priorities. Frank Peers uses this perspective to trace the ways
in which Canadian broadcast regulation shifted from network to content
concerns in the past twenty-five years, while Dick MacDonald notes that
the lack of regulation has diminished the variety of expression in
print. The adverse effects of this diminution is confirmed in the
report of the Senate Commission on the Mass Media (the Davey Cornmissian)
which documents Canadian dissatisfaction with their print media.

Exclusive commercial support of print and some broadcast media
furthermore raises the issue of how social values Like accuracy, va-
riety, Canadian production and cn-the-spot foreign affairs coverage
etc. can be encouraged if their adoption cut into profits. The Davey
Commission's recommendation for a press review board has been accepted
in only three of Canada's eleven provinces and anti-trust laws have so
far been unable to diminish corporate ownership regime, Canada like
the United States has paid more attention to distributibn hardware than
to inputs. But it is precisely the quality of inputs which merit att-
ention and which public regulation in broadcasting has successfully
fostered.

Hugo MdPherson's paper on cultural policy introduces a third set of
themes shared by many Canadian communications analysts: the reali-
zation that informatics and cultural policy are inextricably inter-
twined. An examination of the history of increasing support for the
arts in the last decade as well as the current federal-provincial
struggle for control of the new broadcast media (cable, community and
educational broadcasting) point up the difficulties in viewing any
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information nedium or the information media taken collecti,,sely as
cultural catponents isolated from the rest of cultural activity. In-
formation media as well as theatres, films, and museums are part of
one and the sane information system. A balance between centralized
and decentralized control is needed to make this system work.

In the realm of information the latest government move to coordinate
regulatory decision-making of broadrast technology in the hands of one
uMbrella organization, the CHIC (the Canadian Radio and Television
Commission), seems to be a step in the right direction. In the realm
of culture, McPherson, however, recommends a mixed system of control.
He argues that support for Canadian cultural endeavours, books and
magazines should remain in the hands of concerned citizen boards. To
protect the diversity of outlooks in a pluralistic society these should
be as moth as possible insulated from governmental pressure and minis-
terial control.

The fourth and final set of iikumAt conditions affecting all of the
contributors is the absence until recently of a highly organized,
formal academic study of communications in Canada. The results of
such a situation are manifold. It has meant that scholars continue to
work alone in their varied disciplines without much contact and without
a forum for the exchange of views. It has also meant that the insights
of such precursors as Innis, McLuhan and Grierson who laid the found-
ation for a new communications theory have not begun to be systema-
tically studied or developed. It has additionally meant that comma-
cations research has been preoccupied with technical and hardware issues
divorced from their social implications. In the seventies this kind of
a division can no longer be countenanced. It blurs the realization
that planning a society's communications future is far more than crea-
ting a distribution network, it sets the stage for the ways in which
future generations will regard and evaluate their environment.

To build a proper structure for the organized, formal study of com-
munications in Canada will require the development of a variety of
institutions and institutional programmes. First, there is the need
to establish interdisciplinary progiammes at major universities to ex-
plore and develop the theoretical bases for the study of human commu-
nication. Here the best of international communications studies and
the scattered insights of Canadian practitioners like Harry Boyle,
Patrick Watson and Graham Spry, of historians like Frank Peers and
Eesterton, of social scientists like Dallas Smythe, Fred Elkin and
Benjamin Singer and of artists like Michael Snow and Ian Baxter, can
be brought together and evaluated. Such settings will also provide
for the broad critical education which all society requires in order
to assume a responsible role in the contemporary world of camunications.
Second, vigorous journalism programmes will have to be developed in
each province to supplement those already established at Carlton,
Laval, 'Western Ontario and Ryerson. These programmes should fosVer
practical reportial skills and develop practitioners with a wide general
background who will be able to assess the application of film, print,
video, and other technologies to the growing needs of our society.



Finally, couranlications between scholars and practiacnc,rs must
continue to inprove and, in addition to the currently existing infor-
mation centre, an association of academics and practitioners should
be reconstituted and one or more journals of Canadian, ccumunications
founded to encourage researCh and exchange of ideas arcing ourselves
and with international scholars throughout the world. This volume is
a tentative first step in that direction, hopefully serving as a start-
ing point for -1-,:ut,.re work.

Montreal
June 1975

Gertrude Joch Robinson
Donald F. Theall
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Donald F. Theall
McGill University

Communication Theory and the Marginal Culture :
The Socio-Aesthetic Dimensions of

Communication Study
I once had the honour of serving Mr. Mackenzie King, the Prime
Minister Or Canada. On one ocr!asion he said: "Wouldn't it be
a great pity if Canada were to lose her sense of dependence on
the Mather Country only to fall into a sense of dependence on
what we called at the time 'our good neighbour to the South';
and what in fact are we going to do about it". Well, we did
a lot of things. Just one of than was that we set about making
the Canadians look to the North and, to that end, we began by
changing the maps to focus on the North Pole. That is going
to the very root in the changing of attitudes. Of course, there
were other things. We multiplied the expeditions into the north,
we established better news services from the north, we started
on what turned out to be an excellent series of films from the
north. It happened the facts of life were on our side. The
aeroplane was reaching out into the wilderness and the Pole was
becoming in cold hard facts a cross-road of the world. Then
we struck uranium ar4. nic:-.74 and other minerals. But the im-
portant thing for us is this: that in a short period of years
the people of Canada were aided and abetted, and of delibe-
ration, in realizing themselves as a people

The National Film Board's history as an institution is characteristic
of the unique shape given to an interest in communication and culture
by the nation of Canada as a country'. The above epigraph taken from
the writings of the founding father, of the Board, the Scot, John
Griersan, strongly emphasizes the cultural mission implicit in the
establishment of the NFB. Such a cultural mission necessarily pervaded
the policies and concerns of most Canadian communication institutions
since Canada occupied a marginal position to the United States, to
Canada and to the European continent. A preoccupation such as that of
Mackenzie King's led in the early 50's to the creation of the Royal
Commission on Culture, the Massey Commission, and it later led to
Canada's concern with broadrAst regulation, journalism policy and
broader communications issues in the reports of the Fowler Commission,
the Davey Commission, the Telecommission of the Department of CCOMMi-
cations, and the Canadian Padio-Television Commission (CFTC) .

For similar reasons distinctively Canadian interests and emphases in
cannarication theory developed. Harold Innis writing of the Massey
Commission report could share with Griotrson an intense interest in the
problem of propaganda, for:

u
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American propaganda after the First World 'i'at- became acre intense
in the dcmestic field. Its effectiveness was evident LN the
emergence of organizations representing industry, labour, agri-
culture and other groups...In the depression the American go-
vernment learned much of the art of propaganda from business
and exploited new technological devices such as the radio.
with the entry of the United States into the Second World war
instruments of propaganda were enormcusly extended.

The effects of these developments on Canadian culture have been
diaastrous. Indeed they threaten Canadian national life.2

What Innis saw as a systematic attack by "the jackals of entornunication
systems...to destroy every vestige of sentiment toward Great Britain",
struck at the "heart of cultural life in Canada", which had to main-
tain connections with Great Britain and Europe as a means of providing
balance and alternativ7as within the framework of North American cul-
ture. Consequently he could strongly recommend that "the dangers to
national existence warrant an energetic program to offset tlaem"3 and
he could note that around 1950 in radio through the CBC, in film
through the NFB, and to an extent within the universities in the In-
troducticn of Canadian literature courses, such a programme was begin-
ning. Innis shared with Grierson and with the Canadian mdlieu of the
40's a concern with the development of cultural values in the midst of
the powerful influence of ccumunications from the United States.

It is in this conte\t that the relevance of Innis' wide-rangin in-
terest in commlnidation and empire should appropriately be viewed.
While he turned to history to examine the role of the superstructure
in political develccuent, his interest and perspective was being sha-
red simultaneously by the present and the future as well as the past.
Advertising is a major theme and concern to which he returns in each
of his major works -- Empire and Communication, The Bias of Communi-
cations and Changing Concepts of Tine. In his positive discussion of
culture, for example, he observes that advertising has a crucial effect
in the political sphere:

Canadians can scarcely understand the attitude of hostility
of Europeans toward Americans because of the overwhelming in-
fluence upon them of American propaganda. Nnnricans are the
Lest propagandists because they are the be advertisers.
Whatever hope of autonomy Canada may have in the future amst
depend upon her success in withstanding American influence
and in assisting the development of a third bloc designed to
withstand the pressure of the United States and Russia.4

Innis could even argue that in the evolution of the concept of Free-
dom of the Press through American revolution there was a threat to
Canada and that such influence had to be offset through the develop-
ment of radio, television, film and other cultural institutions. Much
of what Innis appears to have thought is quite similar to the programme
of the National Film Board as it was outlined by John Grierson and
represented in his work on dcoimentary film. Grierson saw the Board



as a force of counter - propaganda and thus as assisting the eaolutien
of a cultural consciousness and cultural ealues. drierson in arguing
the relationship between Propaeanda and Education shares precisely the
sane cancern as Innis:

lducation) . has as a result lost control for the real
educational process and it has lost this control tc saes who
govern the newspapers, films, radio, advertising and public
relations, few of whom have a licence to tP:Ach.

Not all these men have been conscious propagandists, but all
have had a propagandist effect by reason of the fact that they
have used dramatic or inspirational methods. They have evae
luated the good and the bad, the heroic and the unheroic, the
exciting and the unexciting, the desirable and undesirable.
They have observed things that interested people; they have
researched into patterns of report that commanded men's under-
standing, attention and desire. They have done so in the nacre
of entertainment, news reporting, salesmanship and public ins-
truction, and, except in the case of public information, they
have dem it for profit. They have not always gene deep or
sought to choose the acct imaginative and socially valuable
pattern, but they have, in fact, provided a system of evalua-
tion for men's daily experience where such a systeniwas lacking.
They have consequently created loyalties and fooled the pattern
of men's thoughts and actions. The headline has been as impor-
tant in this matter as the editorial; the advertisement and the
comic strip as important as the Hollywood epic. They have, -Fei

a large extent, taken charge of men's minds. The 'ordinary,
everyday, imperceptible, elusive habit of millions,' which
Lenin called such a 'terrible force' is largely in their hands.
It is, by contrast, not in the hands of the educators.5

From very diverse points of view Innis and Grierson, academic and prac-
titioner, theorist and activist, developed parallel analyses through
the Canadian experience, an experience which Grierson as a Scot could
see in the context of his own country's relation to England.

idvertising and other popular modes such as those outlined by
Grierson are the starting point for Marshall MeLhhan's ihierest in
communication. As a European-educated Canadian he sees advertising
ficana marginal perspective rather than fran within and the first of
his becks, The Medhanical Bride, focuses on the "effect of propaganda"
by the use of dramatic or inspirational methods where the popular cul-
ture purveyor becomes the unconscious propagandist. MeLuhan uses the
exegesis of these nodes of unconscious propaganda as a way of under-
standing the cultural implications in which they are affecting the
consciousness of the American public. As a means of dealing with the
"effect of propaganda" he employs a hermeneutic technique dependent on
theories of literary analysis stemming from Richards' The Meaning of
Meaning and, therefore, indirectly fran Malineweld's theories of meaning
and ountext. If Grierson noted that these "unconscious propagandists"
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of North America were employing "dramatic or inspirational methods,"
McLuhan used the modes of rhetorical and aesthetic analysis as a way
of eXamining their effect.

The Mechanical Bride attempted to'cantrol the flux of propaganda
by arresting its movement, Selecting individual Objects or events for
examination and contemplation, MOLUhan illustrated the way in which
the social and cultural message of the United States was being carried
through its popular culture. His ability to do this, though, was con-
ditioned as in the cases of Innis and Grierscn by looking at the U.S.
from the marginal perspective of Canada. MCLuhan speaking of his own
method in the introduction of the Bride had said:

A film expert, speaking of the value of the movie medium-for
selling North American to South America noted that: the pro-
paganda value of this simultaneous audio-visual impression is
very high, for it standardizes thought by supplying the spec-
tator with a ready-made visual image before he has 'clime to con-
jure up an interpretation of his own.

This book reverses that process by providing typical visna1
imagery of our environment and dislocating it into meaning by
inspection. Where visual symbols have been employed in an
effort to paralyze the mind, they are here used as a means of
energizing it.6

Mcluhan's stance is that of an observer or spectator, a position dic-
tated by the marginal relationship of Canada to the American empire."
This theme of American empire runs through Innis' work particularly in
essays such as "The Strategy of Culture", "Military IMplications of
the American Constitution", and "Great Britain, the United States and
Canada". Innis' interest in El-vire and Communications rose directly
out of his understanding of North American history and his vantage
point of Observation in Canada. As our opening epigraph suggests,
media practitioners and analysts such as Crierson and politicians such
as Mackenzie King were equally aware of the problem posed by the growth
of communication mcnopolies in relation to American dominance. The
comumication theory that arose in Canada, therefore, arose tO a oon-
siderable extent as a strategy of culture and consequently the theorists
concerned themselves with questions of a cultural nature and with a
critique of the conflicting demands of British, Continental and U.S.
traditions.

In undertaking this the theorists ,and the communications institutions,
especially the CFTC and the NFB, adopted an activist point of view.
Innis lamented that the universities were failing to play their proper
role in the cultural crisis and argued that:

It...(culture)...is designed to train the individual to decide
how much information he needs, and how little he needs, to give
him a sense of balance and proportion, and to protect him from
the fanatic who tells him that Canada will be lost to the Russians



unless he knows more geography or more history or more econo-
mics or more science. Culture is concerned with the capability
of the individual to appraise problems in terms of space and
time and with enabling him to take the proper steps at the
right time.7

This certainly would locate the point at which Nauhan's interest in
such problems begins, for he graduated from Cambridge influenced by
the Leavis school and even more strongly influenced by the British
painter-critic Wyndham Lewis.

Whatever the limitations of the positions of various individual Cana-
dian scholars Who'considered these problems, the situation forced them
to adopt a markedly different approach from most U.S. scholars, except
those like FennethTurke. First of all the Canadian's approadh neces-
sarily had to stress the role of interpretation at every level in
understanding the -processes of communication. Professor Wiiks, writing
of Innis' study an The Fur Trade in Canada, insisted that his scholarly
energy rose out of this love of bringing interpretative order out of
the f4ctual chaos produced by his own massive research."8

Griersdn argued the whole case for documentary in terms of the fact
that dOcumentary at is interpretatiOn, and the ,essence of communication
and propaganda is involved with interpretation. MdLuhan's unique con-
tribution to'cOMmmnicatiorstudies is to open up potentially the entire
range of strategies of aesthetic interpretation to objects, events and
processes involtedin human'communications.

- At this time, Canada also produced a wide variety of other individuals
associated with a concern for communications fran an interpretative
point of view. Eric Havelock, whose Preface to Plato billadhan and Innis
quote, spent the formative part of his academia career in Canada and
later at Harvard produced an analysis of the transition fran the oral
to the written in Greek culture using a hermeneutic approach to Plato,
Homer and Hesiod. Mere recently younger Canadian scholars suds as
'Irony Wilden have applied interpretative methods to the deeper epistemo-
logical questions involved in communication theory.

The Canadian situation led to the development of an interpretative
approach to history and to the events of the present, because any cul-
tural strategy reqUired a.process of Understanding and evaluation. In
"A Critical Revidw" Innis, invoking the support of Graham Wallas, sug-
gested that:

He pointed to the danger that knowledge was growing too vast
for successful use in social judgement . . . He assumed that cre-
ative thought was dependent on the oral tradition and that the
conditions favorable to it were graduallydisappearing with the
increasing mechanization of knowledge . . . The quantitative
pressure of modern knowledge has been responsible for the decay
of oral dialectic and conversation.9
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Innis saw all of his later work in part as a plea for the oral tra-
dition, for an oral dialectic and for the values of conversation.
McLuhan, though apparently in sharper contrast to Innis since he ulti-
mately ebraces the world of advertising and propaganda, argues never-
theless that the nature of the new media lead to reintroducing an oral
tradition as a natural by-product. In the final analysis, the diffe-
rence between Innis and McLuhan is one of theory and values, but first
of all, like Innis, McLuhan emphasized interpretation and a dialectic
approach as the way to come to terms with the modern world. This in-
consistency in McLuhan created the intense paradoxes which exist bet-
ween what his work suggests and what it purports to support. An em-
phasis on a sense of interpretation and a sense of dialectics was
shared with the theorists in the practice of the newer media in Canada,
for one of the purposes of CBC Public Affairs and of the Film Board
had been to stimulate the conversational dialogue which Innis desired
and which seemed to be required as away of offsetting the growing
American propaganda capability. This is clear in views of those such
as Grierson who stressed the need for activists. An education that is
activist, which Grierson said all education must be, cannot be pursued
in what he called the "old way":

...we are discovering that the only methods which will convey
the nature of the new society are dramatic methods. That is
why the documentary film has achieved such unique importance
in the new world of education. it does not teach the world
by analysing it. Uniquely and for the first time it communi-
cates the new world by showing it in its corporate and living
nature.10

Interpretation as developed by Innis at a theoretical level or by
McLuhan in his exegesis is not analysis in the usually accepted sense
of explanation. It is instead a dramatic method for dealing with the
dynamic material and dynamic events that present themselves in the
social study of communications. This centrality of drama to interpre-
tation though only implicit at times in Innis' and MOLUhan's writings,
natftrally emerges out of the social conflicts between different demands
that create the movement of human history. A sense of this leads both
Innis and McLuhan to being concerned with aesthetic questions in their
pursuit of their respective concerns with social communication.

Innis, it, developing his theories from the work of Graham Wallas
(to wham he specifically attributes an important influence on his later
work) , was participating in a viewpoint which took conscious account
of the importance of the aesthetic. In Social Judgement, a work which
Innis specifically quotes, Wallas was most concerted with the effect
of "aesthetic diffusion" an the "social heritage". In fact, Wallas,
mlike MCLUhan, saw a positive value in printing on just such aesthe-
tic grounds:

The degradation of an aesthetic "pattern" by the loss of its
"spirit" in the successive stages of copying has been lessened
in the modern world by the invention of printing and by our

1 it
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new skill in preserving and reproducing works of art. But
the fact remains that aesthetic diffusion has always been
and still is much less successful than the diffusion of the
applied science, and the fact is partly due to the greater
success of the scientist from the time of Archimedes onward,

in explaining his creative methods.11

Wallas saw a relation between this problem of "aesthetic diffusion" and
the problem of the learning of "patterns" of government. The "patterns"

of British government were being diffused throughout the rest of tne

world:

But few of them have learnt the Obscure processes of human
motives which alone nede it possible to work those insti-
tutions and principles in the countries of their origin.
And unless we can make those processes clear to ourselves,
we may have lost the secret of their value before we cease
exporting their forms.12

This interest with "spirit" rather than merely with "pattern" and his

accaTanying emphasis on "aesthetic diffusion" may seem far remvmed
fran what we would call "political science" today, yet it led directly
to Innis' awareness not only of the external forms of Egypt, Greece,

Rome, Byzantium and the like; but also the "spirit" and "inner form"

which permeated the institutions and forms of media created by these

cultures.

From his interest in the "art of thought" Wallas had developed an
interest in the "social heritage" of the nations that formed the "great

society", the European industrial world of the early Wentieth Century.
He had seen the success of that "heritage" involved in the "art" of

thinking and especially on the retention of flexibility and creativity.
This kind of emphasis quite Obviously parallels that of Innis on the

"oral tradition", the value of conversation and dialogue. But more

important Wallas bequeathed to Innis the way of seeing that institu-

tions were "aesthetic" facts in their most important dimensions, be-

cause the art of politics, the art of thinking and the art of social
judgement were intimately involved with a synthesis of reason and emo-

tion. These processes, which Wallas certainly saw as related to the
dramatic -- "the emotional-intellectual process of poetic creations"

-- can only be understood in terms similar to the descriptions of "mo-
tives" which Kenneth Burke found central to history, poetry and commue

nications.

Innis and MCLuhan, as well as practitioners such as Grierson, tooth

such insights more seriously than many of their American counterparts.

That they raised such interpretative questions about comnunication more

readily than many of their British counterparts was thiefly owing to

the Canadian perspective being conditioned by its marginal cultural

position, a situation which led to attempts to "understand" rather than

to "control' comnunications institutions.
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Obviously Wallas' Fabian Marxism and his recognition of aesthetics
attracted Canadians quite readily. "Culture", after all, as a social
construct is shaped according to the same rules of "art" as other man-
made artifacts and art differs primarily only in its freedom to explore
so that the process of interpretation of the arts automatically pro-
vided ways of understanding "culture", a message which evolved under
rather different circumstances in the social sciences of the U.S. and
then only through the contributions of the pragmatist tradition --
Dewey, Peirce, Mad, Burke, etc., leading to contributions of symbolic
interacticnists and to an interest in problems of the "social construc-
tion of reality". Applied directly to social communications the work
of Innis and Mciuhan earlier provided such an approach with a histo-
rical depth and dialectical sensitivity that unfortunately was not too
frequently grasped or appreciated, a sensitivity specifically concerned
with the main area of discourse in comuunications study -- the oral and
written traditions, the nature and influence of media, the relation-
ship between culture and technology and the aesthetic dimensions of
commications.

Social judgement as Innis had learned from Wallas and from the oral
tradition is a prudential art. Like "criticism" it is an art based
on comparison and analysis generated through comparison. Since judge-
ment and criticism were crucial factors in the evolution of a way of
approaching the problems of the cultural superstructure in the United
States the strategies of art became important in the process. Early
works by MLuhan, even if marred by many of the flaws which eventually
resulted in disaster (as elaborated in my book The Medium is the Bear
:View Mirror), pursue this strategy and often pursue it with a close
proximity to the work of Innis. The Gutenberg Galaxy with its yearning
for a historical perspective approaches closer than any of his others
to an Innis-oriented book and it is in this book that MaLuhan discusses
the nature of what he describes as "the Innis mode".

There is nothing wilful or arbitrary about the Innis mode of
expression. Were it to be translated into perspective prose,
it would not only require huge space, but insight into the
modes of interplay among forms of organization would also be
lost. Innis sacrificed point of view and prestige to his sense
of the urgent need for insight. A point of view can be a dan-
gerous luxury when substituted far insight and understanding.
As Innis got more insights he abandoned any mere point of view
in his presentation of knowledge. When he inter-relates the
development of the steam press with "the consolidation of the
vernaculars" and the rise of nationalism and revolution he is
not reporting anybody's point of view, least of all his own.
Be is setting up a mosaic configuration or galaxy for insight.13

In MOLUhan's mind this would relate Innis to a long tradition of essa-
yists beginning with Montaigne and Bacon and developing through Pascal,
who designed a prose form for painting the mind in the action of thin-
king through a subject rather than merely presenting results. The end
of such a process is a hermeneutic one for it is directed toward "in-



Sight" and "understatZ6Vav% which piesumably is achieved bv ways of
piesenting snbleCts that will allow for the illustratien of the ')ca-
Mis10 Eiter-ielatedriess. Mack:Ana:ft ti tt ct-ae-t cites an ficin

The Bias of Cdtammication:

The varied rate of develcpment e4 cepriunication facilities
has accentuated difficulties of understanding. The cable
compelled contraction of 1.,inguae and facilitated a rapid

widening between the English and Am(!rican languages. In

the vast realm of fiction in the Angio--Saxon worlel, the in-
flaenoe of the newspaper and such recent developments as ci-
newa and the radio has teen evident in the bestseller and
the creation of special classes of readers with little pies-
pect of cot-intimidation between them. 14

th w. linking of the relation or interplay between literary and non-
literary forms made possible by Innis mode of writing permits a plebe
penetrating presentation of what is at stake in the dialectical pro-
cesses involved in the growth of ccumunicaticns By this means Innis
provides a shaped or designed picture or a map of a se i. of phenomena
which reveal the dynamics of the history he is exploi. McLuhan
iaLnpares this with Joycean prose.

It is apparent frJm MdLUhan's de,(icritich that he tended to over-
emphasize the "artistic" aspects of Innis' method, though there was
shrell ue grounds for doing this in tenTIS of the theories which Innis
had developed tromWallas. Aprime contemporary task resulting from
MdLuhan's failuse is the need to re-examine and re-justify this process
which is closely tied to the problems of interpretation discussed above.

My own studies of McLuhain presented in The Medium is the Rear View
Mirror were precisely directed at attempting to extricate the "humanist"
values from the general "tedhnoloyical determinism" which McLuila de-
veloped. The "humanist" values, as my appendix on "The influence ef
the Canadian University Milieu" demcnstrated, were the result of the
Canadian situation and the milieu in wirich Mribuhan worked, but the
significance of these should have been generalizable for they were in-
terpretations of a tradition Shared by Western scholars applied in a
new series of problems. MdLuhan essentially had extended Innis by
discovering in the works of Janes joyce, an Irish writer and there-
fore like Grierscn, and the Canadians themselves, a product of a max
ginal culture strategies for using artistic creativity as a means of
social discovery and cultural scholarship. This enabled NCLuhan to
even more strongly appeal to intellectuals in Quebec where he has had
such major followers as Jacques 1.(inguirand, who helped shape the ideas
of the Man in the Contrunity Pavilion at E:p0 as well as writing be
Pythagore a MdLuhan; jean Paris, the French trans later of his works,
and Jean Cloutier whose work on cdriutunications and education was strong-
_by influenced by MdLuhan. caubec contacts with Innis are remote and
often only by way of MdLuhan's work, for Innis is by no means syupa-
theLic to (aueliec nationalism. but McLuhan even seized the imagination
of film-makers in Quelec such as Claude Jutra, among many others at



the National Fihu Board.

The future of whatever began in Canadian communications theory with
Innis must be achieved by developing a criticism of McLuhan which will
preserve the major features of McLuhan's "humanist" approach, for the
very essence of this approach has been Involved in a "critique" of the
consensus among U.S. students of communication. Yet that approach must
be turned upside down and located in a proper social and cultural the-
ory. Where McLuhan failed was in being seduced into supporting that
U.S. consensus, while developing a series of strategies that were ac-
tually subversive and critical of the consensus. It is precisely those
areas of Innis which McLuhan leaves out -- the sense of history, the
sense of dialectics, the stress on values and the sense of the role
of culture and society -- which must necessarily be restored. Some
relative success in practice by those associated with Canadian insti-
tuticns in this area has been achieved. They have often been able to
criticize through their actions evolutions occuring south of the bor-
der. Consequently, Norman Ncharen's presence at the Film Board is in
one aspect a critique of Disney; This Hour Has Seven Days (possibly
CRC's most successful public affairs show) was a critique of the pseudo,
electronic public affairs magazines in the U.S., and even within a
strictly commercial activity such as Expo 67, the Canadian contribution
of a film such as "Man in the Polar Regions" became a critique of the
extensive pre-occupation with commercialism and technology over aesthe-
tics and a sensitivity for social environment.

Innis, perhaps unconsciously, had evolved a method which as McLuhan
realized was related to the arts and the "art of criticism". Innis
would select from the whole range of history radically different cul-
tural complexes involving the principles of empire and communication
and from these complexes he would be able to bring forth a vision of
the way in which the social forms, the political forms, the technolo-
gical forms and the conceptual forms were culturally inter-related.
His so-called cryptic style of writing really resulted fran the pro-
blems created by having to inter-relate such complex phenomena which
could not be simply reduced to some single process of cause and effect.
This appears to be the point from which MoLuhan started when he argued
that Innis was non-linear, and therefore a representative of the new
age Who was rebelling against the linearity of print. The problem in
speaking by way of the metaphor of linearity was that it eventually
led to McLuhan badly mixing his metaphors. Ultimately the decision was
political, for it was associated with MCLUhan's interpretation of the
central role of the tradition of the Catholic Church and Catholic
philosophy (traditional cultural monopolies in Innis' sense of the
term) in an understanding of the new world of "electronic cannunica-
tions".

Nevertheless in specific ways Innis' method could be said to be non-
linear because it was dialectical and it dealt with complex clusters
of fact. Any approach to coimmunication must of necessity similarly'
restore such a sense of dialectics if it is not to become ensnared in
same monolithic approach to human behavioUr, technology or another
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such given which always conceals the relevant shaping features oZ his-
tory and the forms of social and tedhnodogical relations in how commie
nication actaally works. As dames Carey has pointed out elsewhere in
this volume, Innis shows clearly that the clause cmcenthig freedom
of the press in the constitution occupies a very aMbivalent place in
the history of ccanunications, because it became as mud' the guarantee
of a certain kind of monopoly of knowledge as a means to genuine libe-

ration of individual citizens. Such an insight conditions the whole
way we look at the commnication process, from an understanding of the
causes as to why new media appear in the way they do, to the shaping
of editorial policy and the methods of explaining articles concerning
politics or government. "Dependence on the front page has left its
stamp an American political life in the character of personalities
and of legislation..."15 "The effects of the new iournalism reflected
in the demands of advertisers for circulation and excitement were par-
ticularly striking in foreign policy"ib "In the United States the do-
minance of the newspapers was acccnpanied by a ruthless shattering of
language, the invention of new idioms and the sharpening of words.17
That these interpretations are derivable from the more fundament-ad his-
tory in which the press adhieved a favoured position, provides a fuller
understanding of the operation of such effects than could be achieved

by any other interpretative procedure. Consequently, the more adequate
aspects of FicLuhan's work and the work of Innis which complement or
supplement each other need to be related to the critical context in
which they developed and to be further developed while keeping the
perspective of marginality in mind.

The remainder of this argument, therefore, will be prospetive in
nature, suggesting the directions in which the ccntributicns arising
from the Canadian scene ought to be developed. First of all it is

necessary to stress that MeLdhan oversimplified Innis when he reduced

the whole question of form in the media to a question of the technoe
logical means of transmission. Innis certainly considered technology
important, but he considered any technology to be rooted in a oontext
and it was ultimately the context that mattered not the mere fact of

an individual technology. Consequently, when NicLUhan speaks about a

print bias he is reducing a thorough consideration of a complex set
of phenomena to a single causal circumstance. This is what can be so
misleading about Manton, since when he shifts his focus from the ana-
lysis of the technology in vacua, a technique he so frequently uses,
to an analysiS of the way that the technology manifests itself in

social facts, his work is usually more penetrating and sensitive. Take

one problem which he first considered in The Mechanical. Bride -- the

structure of the newspaper and the kind of structure that it favours
for thinking and emotional attitudes. This is a concern MCIuhan shared
with Innis, with Graham:Wallas who preceded Innis, as well as with
Wyndham Lewis, a contemporary of MOLunan and Innis, whose work influe
enced both men.

PLIalhan analyzes the newspaper in terms of the juxtaposition of items

within the make-up of a page of the paper. He relates this to the in-

terest of Nallarm6 and other symbolist poets in both the press and in

intellectual landscapes -- landscapes of the mind instead of the body.

As McLuhan develops his analysis from its first stages in The Mechanical
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Bride, next in articles in Explorations and then in The Gutenberg
Galaxy and Understanding Media, he demonstrates how the perceptual
shape of the newspaper which contributes to structuring consciousness
in the society, is related to a wide variety of other social pheno-
mena ranging from film, the arts, the doctrines of surrealists and the
time philosophy of the advertising world, to the pragmatism of Dewey
and the commitments of American business. It is even broadened in
literary articles to demonstrate the understanding that poets and wri-
ters had of the phenomena involved in the newspaper in such articles
as "Joyce, Mallarme, and the Press FICLuhanis power is in relating

the technical problems which shape the newspaper page and those jour-
nalistic techniques that impose themselves on other cultural phenomena
occurring in the broader social context within which newspapers take
on life and have their influence.

Themes such as juxtaposition, discontinuity, fragmentation, parti-
cipation through contemplation, all come to be woven into the analysis
for they are proper components of the shape of the newspaper. Behind
this there is naturally a web of technology which contributes to that
shape -- the telegraph, colour ptinting, the demands of make-up, the
economics of advertising and the like. Consequently, some of these
factors which are immediately related to technology tend to appear form
tige to time in McWhan's analysis such an the role of telegraph, telex,
xerox, photographic techniques, make-up and the like. But unfortunately
the equally important factors related to social political and economic
conditions tend to be left out of his explanation even though they are
just as genuinely present in the artifact -- the newspaper itself.

Innis, like NOLUhan, was deeply interested in the newspaper. In a
wide variety of essays as well as in the closing Chapter of Empire and
Communications he stressed the importance of journalism in shaping
contemporary political and social situations. His analysis takes into
account the very factors which are left out in the McLuhan analysis.
Innis can illustrate the paradoxical role of American insistence on
the freedom of the press, its roots in economic and political situ-
ations, its relationship to a revolutionary society in contradistinction
to the counter-revolutionary society of Canada. In relation to such
an analysis Innis can also raise questions concerning fragmentation of
thought and language, the discontinuity of social perception and the
transformation of the texture and depth of language. Yet he is not
able immediately to relate this to the aesthetic shape of the paper
itself as an Object that manifests the mode by which consciousness is
partially restructured through the agency of each paper.

Innis can speak of the way in which the newspaper generates it awn
transformation or demise as a monopoly in terms of the way that its
monapoly gradually generates its apposition -- the first is, of course,
the radio -- but he does not relate his analysis to a direct examina-
tion of the structure and content of the particular Objects, which
are individual newspapers. What McLuhan adds, therefore, and what we
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must examine, is away of deriving cultural meanings frau the objects

themselves. Yet MOLuhan's analysis requires a way of developing an

understanding of that cioject's context to includek all the phenomena

at play in the process by which newspapers are one type of medium which

structures social consciousness. To return from McLuhan to Innis and
the marginality of the Canadian social context is to provide a critique
of such deficiencies in MolUhan's work.

What WI,uhan and Innis provide is a basis for being able to examine
questions by a means of a methodology that is broadly interpretative.
An analysis of the content of the paper by statistical methods will

never be able to inter-relate the complex variables involved, though

it Obviously has a usefulness in providing some verification of insights

about quantitative factors concerning immediately recognizable content
or established facts about external social factors. Innis' work,

however, would seem to indicate that the phenomenon of fragmentation
and the introduction of discontinuity in the structure of paperseis-----

as central to their social and political effect as the actual state-

ments that can be extracted frau the articles. Even in particular

newspapers articles the processes by which the association of news with
telegraphic communication reduces language in certain ways, and the

demands of editing and make-up create important mental habits and

emotional attitudes. These effects are not measurable in terms of the
uswil studies of content, even though such factors may even have short-

rue effects in creating depth or ambivalence of meaning, as any of

McLuhan's readings of a front page would suggest.

This example of the newspaper is meant to suggest sketchy guidelines

of the direction in which a full scale interpretation of human communi-

cations could evolve from what is suggested by Canadian theory and

practice. It suggests that successful interpretation begins with a

critical stance and the use of a negative dialectic, which are uncon-

scious instruments in some of W:Luhan's work and far more conscious

instruments in Innis. In the process the entire phenomenon under study

is approached by methods which are essentially artistic and which

therefore recognize that the major components of communication study
are themselves strongly aesthetic in nature. In such an examination

the work of the philosophers of the Frankfurt school, who themselves

occupied a marginal position to the United States by continuing to

write in German after their emigration, would be of great usefulness --
Marcuse for aspects of the aesthetic, Adorno for aspects of the dia-

lectic procedures as well as the aesthetic, and Habernas for specific

discussions of interpretation and communications. But what Innis and

McLUhan have done would still supplement such work since their ideas

are specific and detailed, demonstrating a great awareness of the

objects and events involved in contemporary communications.

If Innis made a plea for time and for a recognition of the bias of

communication, the next state should be a recognition of what Grierson

suggested early in the development of such discussions -- the central

importance of the aesthetic factors and a sense of the dramatic method.

The American experience has provided Canada with a natural context of

9 5by 1v



drama when trying to achieve a self-understanding in relatien to
processes in Europe and the United States. Such a process of self-
understanding has two levels as illustrated in the example of the news-
paper. The first level is a semiotic- aesthetic level, the second level
is an historical-dialectical level. The significance of the historical
level only becomes clear through an encounter (implicitly or explicitly)
with the first level that manifests the details of practice. Therefore,
Innis is as concerned as NCLUhan with questions of the effect of lan-
guage, and formal considerations of make-up and style and the like in
the evolution of newspapers, although he does not provide the detailed
insights on which to base his broader historical presentation. For
this reason it is difficult to detach Innis from the particularities
in which his work evolved and to apply it to other types of practice.
Once such work is confronted with ways of handling the details of actual
practice and with the kind of concern for the level of detail and prac-
tice manifested in Niebuhan's better analyses, its interpretative po-
tential is more readily understood.

Michuhan and Innis have both suffered from critical reducticnism in
discussions of their work, though part of the fault for this must be
blamed on McLuhan's own tendency to invite such "reductionist" analysis.
Yet once it is realized that they are working in a context which is
dramatic because it is practical as well as theoretical, the ambiva-
lence implicit in the complexities with which they have to deal becomes
acre understandable. For this reason the work they began invites
further develcpnent through the use of a dramatistic analysis of cora-

munication such as that suggested by tioland Barthes in Mythologies and
other works. Their major contribution in one way was their unself-
conscious discovery of the value of Canada as a marginal culture from
which to study the central phenomena of the aantemporary world. MeLdhin
later tried to crystallize this in his concept of the DEW Line, Canada
as an Early Warning System, but it is another metaphor he never ex-
plored very far beyond the level of assertion.

This phenomenon of marginality provides a natural negative perspec-
tive which, as Burke simultaneously recognized, was essential for the
comprehension of symbolic phenomena. Such a negative perspective
arising naturally and unselfconsciously provides a natural dramatic
context which invites a use of a dialectical method of exploration.
The dialectical method thriving in a context of requiring cemparison
both between Canada and Europe leads simultaneously to theoretic investi-
gation and to practical confrontation of facts and of the particularities
in which the facts are rooted; since they are symbolic particularities
even when they have material form, they are at the sane time aesthetic
and consequently works of human art. The Canadian ccumunicators,
theoretical and practical, have discovered in a more particularized
context Dewey's insight of the intimate relationship between art and
communication, but in the process they have given to Dewey's insight
a historical and an aesthetic detail which is important.
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An acute awareness of the dramatic method implicit in the processes
of communication is a necessary prolegomena to further develcpment of
What started in the Canadian scene. The fact that it never readied
a very clear articulation as such in Innis, and that &When for rea-
sons I have outlined elsewhere failed to develop it, caused the loss
of that quality which Grierscn had stressed earlier as essential to
all understanding of the contemporary world. Grierscn as a member of
one marginal culture living and participating in another, was acutely
aware that the productions of ccumunicators in a "marginal" culture
had to be dramatic if they were to be relevant to that culture's goals.
For example, the Film Board, as Grierscn recognized, played a role in
the growing Canadian conseiousness of the North, a consciousness which
had to be developed in counterpoint to the growing American commitment
to urbanization and closed frontiers in the thirties and forties. In-
terestingly enough this concern filmmakers had with Canadian waterways
and railroads paralleled the concern that led Innis from studying the
Canadian Pacific Railway to studies of the fur trade and cod fishing
industries and then to the global history of communications and the
processes of empire. Innis, through the process of criticizing North
American history 1y rewriting it, developed a "critical" approach to
ccmmunications.

When pursuing a role whidh is "critical" in all senses of the word,
Canadian media have succeeded best, but this is a role that frequently
leads to internal difficulties as well as external ones. This Hour
Has Seven Days, for example, could translate the national drama of
Canada vs. the United States into terms of a "national" drama within
the couetry, that of Quited vs. Canada, by the strategy of interviews
with leading Qu6becois politicians such as Per& Levesque or Jean Lezage.
A Ca: drama in a series such as Quest in the 1960's could produce
Creeping Arnold, a drena directed at criticism of the U.S. draft and
militarism. A programme such as Seven Days could develop an open-
ended, dialectical style which it incidentally attributed to the in-
fluence of McLuhan's writings and called an "electronic magazine"
precisely because the shaping of a Canadian perspective of necessity
involved the making of a critic. The goals of the analysis in the
practice of Seven Days could strikingly and unselfconsciously parallel
the historical analyses of American empire found in works of Innis such
as "Military Implications of the United States Constitution" (rather
prophetically written in 1952) or "Great Britain, the United States
and Canada." CBC Public Affairs' freedom from advertising served at
least as a short term protection from the intrusion of the influences
existing on U.S. media, but Seven Days' cri*lcisms eventually aroused
the concern of a Parliament highly sensitive to the business community.
The issue that should interest us here though is the natural dialectical
position which arises in Canada as a result of the socio- political
situation when such problems are considered.

What Innis, Griersan, MOLUhan and others have achieved should be a
beginning not an end. There have been hesitant steps and periodic vas-
directions, such as the way in which McIuhan's work evolved. But that
does not mean the essential movement represented by such activity is
incorrect. In a broader context the contributions of Harry Boyle,



Northrop Frye, Jacques Languirand, Jean Cloutier, Dallas Smythe,
Patrick Watscn and many others ought to be examined. For tha present
though let us Doc: what major points ought to be stressed in the cons-
tructive development of the tradition that we have been examining.

Fiast of all, there would be a strong emphasis on the historical
method in approaching problems of communication. Where atcluhan gains
his strength is from his vast erudition regarding history and where
he most often goes wrung is in over-simplifying or misapplying histo-
rical analysis. Although he attempts to turn history against itself,
to use time to undermine time in terms of a commitment to space, which
Innis wculd criticize, one of his major strengths comes fran his sense
of time. Such an historical method would involve a balancing of ex-
ternal and internal history -- the history of movements with which
Innis was preoccapied and the history of detail and texture, which, in
essays such as his studies of the Eighteenth Century pub1ishing industry
or Nineteenth and Twentieth Century American journalism, he found to
be essential. NCLahan's detailed handling of moments in the history
of cammanicaticn as praxis, such as his literary studies of the "trivium",
demonstrate the need to round out such internal history with an analysis
of meaning, a caning to terms with understanding through the signs pro-
vided within cultural objects and events.

Second, there would be an overt recognition of the use of a compa-
rative method, for the dramatic existence of culture within a world
where interaction is requisite makes any understanding necessarily
carparative anayway. Nicluhan's work takes on an "ambivalent" and im-
proved dimension dislocated from his biases when it is viewed as a
technique for comparison rather than merely a techniqae of analysis.
His verbal play, his comic complexity (though ultimately, as I suggested
in The Medium is the Rear View! Mirror resulting in a regressive posi-
tion) are present as a means of removing the American object from the
American context as a way of understanding it and presumably arresting
their uncontrolled effect on people. Our developing theory, though,
must be founded on a breadth of comparison as well as detailed compa-
risons and this is where the "dialectical" work of Innis excels in
counterpointing time and apace, democratic city and dominated empire,
priestly monopoly generating its own critical gestures or undoers and
over - specialized technology creating the need for counter-balancing
technologies, and the like. But such currents can only become clear
through comparison, whether the comparison is in ancient times of Egypt,
Greece and Pone or in more recent tines of England, France, Canada and
the United States. One is talking, however, about more than coaparative
studies in ccomunications; one is talking about studies where the "drama"
of human relations becomes central to the way the study is pursued.
Furthermore one is talking about coaparison at levels ranging from the
consideration of major trends and movements down to particular textural
effects. The wisdom of an oral tradition can only be found in the type
of detailed analysis of what the roles of menary and rhetoric in an
oral world are as well as the ways in whidh the legal system generated
by such oral strategies differs fran a legal system mare dependent on
writing and codification.18
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`bird, there must be a theory accounting for the dramatic and aesthe-
tic. Though it is not as immediately apparent in Innis, like McLuhan
he developed away of approaching the grammar and rhetoric and sym-
bolic of cultural events and institutions. Part of this manifests it-
self through his sense of fact, the way he can weave precise details
together with major trends. This sense of fact an whidh most of his
ammentators have dwelt is also a sense of the aesthetic feeling, the
shape and the nature of conscious/less produced by diverse phenomena --
what WIuhan calls the Innis method or the mosaic method. The rele-
vant selection and arrangement of facts in combination produce an
awareness of the processes of criticism and change at work. Statistics
About advertising, Roosevelt's remarks about radio, Orson Welles' fa-
mous Mars programme, the relation between advertisers and newspapers
and the growing demand for entertainment can all become part of a
"mosaic" whith indicates the way in which radio in its rapid rise as
a medium is shaped by a reaction to newspaper monopoly as well as it-
self shaping a new consciousness of political and social pcwer. Sudh
analyses are not only more central than detailed statistics concerning
specific programming, they are also essential to interpreting or under-
standing what those statistics are actually about. Therefore, although
MOLUhan developed his method fran different sources it is easy to see
that he could attribute it as well to Innis, except that Innis' huma-
nism, unlike Mcluhan's, saw that in understanding the phenomena of com-
munications it was essential to came to an understanding of society a?
well as an understanding of particular Objects, or, more precisely,
to come to an understanding of the process of interaction concerned.

Fourth, there is a need for a dialectical awareness of "holism" and
"atanism". Although NOLdhan has frequently been associated with a
"holistic" approach to comunications, what we develop from this must
recognize again the perpetual tension between atomistic techniques of
analysis and holistic rhetoric which permeates his work. Innis' cor-
rective, and the corrective contained in the practice of Grierson and
others, is to recognize the dialectical interaction between whole and
part whith permits the simultaneous awareness of both in any approach
to cammunication, partly because whole and part as definable goals are
themselves in motion. When Nathan through his literary wit can con-
vert the whole from a nation to the globe and produce his concept of
a global theatre, he is raising the question about wholes and parts
but rather than exploring it he attempts to stifle it. Innis and
Grierson, though nationalists in a strong sense, were aware of the
interactive problem of nationalism and internationalism in a way in
which subsequent analysis seers to have failed.

Fifth and last, marginality must be explicitly recognized as a
strength in intellectual criticism. Innis, MbLuhan, the National Film
Board, the CBC, the CRTC and other individuals and institutions re-
present a distinct culture and cultural awareness in the ccmmunications
area. Marginality, since it is sensitive to the need for a negative
perspective and results in a natural dramatistic approach to problems,
provides a rich basis for cultural development. Innis was able to
anticipate so many critics of the contemporary scene in prophesizing



the problems of American militarism because he did use that critical"

perspective without embarrassment or reservation.

McLuhan could develop his humanism and his aesthetic interpretation
just to the point where he was able to retain such a perspective. He
failed when he relinquished it by uncritically participating in the
apocalypse of the electronic revolution which James Carey has so accu-

rately described. Much of what mignt have been lost can be restored,
though, by returning MtLuhan to the Canadian setting and placing him
in a critical encounter with the work of Innis and Crierson and the
practice of Canadian communications institutions. What then opens up
as a possible evolution is a developing theoretical orientation rich
in historical knowledge and rich in aesthetic awareness coMbining the
two axes along which cannunications can be studied in its particular
embeddedness in human society. The dialectic that would emerge would
balance the virtues of the,oral and written tradition, restoring tne
sense of dialogue to the study of communication and perhaps bringing
the flight of Minerva's Owl to a lengthy if not a permanent halt owing
to an increased understanding of that "ecology of mind", as Gregory
Bateson describes it, which is essential to any human realization of
a society based on an awareness of ecology and conztunications.

2
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Canadian Communication Theory :
Extensions and Interpretations of Harold Innis

Despite the simplification, it is possible to describe Canadian cammu-
nication theory by an arc running from Harold Innis to Marshall Micluhan.
"It would be more impressive", as Oscar Wilde said staring up at Nia-
gara Falls, "if it ran the other way". McLuhan took Innis' economic
and political theory of cannunications and stretched it out to en-
coniess modern literary theory as well. Perhaps "stretched" is not
the right verb, for when MaLuhan finished with Innis little remained
of econcnacs and politics that was recognizable. MeLuhan's original
motive was sound enough: it was necessary to dislodge Innis' work
fran its rather too geographical and material base and move it toward
a more inclusive cultural analysis. That work still remains to be
done, though it is refreshing to see Canadian scholars such as Donald
Theall attempting it once again.'

While it may be unfair, then, to say that Canadian communication
theory ended with Innis, it certainly began with him. Innis' work
represents the distinctively Canadian effort to erect a theory of
communications that is true to the realities of Canadian existence
yet possesses, as well, applicability to the history of oonnunications
in other countries and on other continents. While his work is often
opaque,' often tedious, often badly written, he left a body of hist°,
rical and theoretical speculation that sets out the major dimensions
of omnunications history and the critical prepositions of communi-
cation theory. Muth remains to be done, of course, both in noving
outward to a more systematic cultural analysis and in altering the
entire framework to fit subsequent advances in the social sciences.
Yet I have no doubts concerning the singularity and power of his
achievement.

Now I realize this view is not widely shared in American scholarship.
There are at least two reasons why Innis' work has had little impact-
on izcrican thought. First, in the United Stare a monopoly of know-
ledge has grown up that has successfully resisted the penetration of
Canadian scholarship generally and Canadian communication theory spe-
cifically. For example, an international conference on oannunications
tedhnology and social policy held in Phi1 aa11phia in 1972 was remar-
kable for, among other things, the virtual absende of any reference
to Harold Innis, Qr for that matter the work of virtually any other
Canadian scholar. It was not merely that Innis' name and work went
united, but the principal concepts and propositions of his scholar-
ship made no dent an the promedings, arid were missing fran the papers
even of those persons familiar with the work. The conference papers,
'while often useful, were almost universally Ahistorical, proceeding



as if Canadian and other national traditions had not addressed the
very prablems before the conference. While several essays surveyed
the positive potentials of modern communications technology, few em-
phasized the limitations of ocanunications technology in ameliorating
social problems, the bias inherent in teahnology, the monopoly of
knowledge supported by various cammunication teahnologies and the
formulations which support them. While economics entered several ana-
lyses, it was largely as cost/benefit analysis and not in terms of the
larger questions of social change, selective advantage, cultural sta-
bility and collapse that were at the center of Innis work. Simi-
larly, politics entered the discussions largely in terms of the me-
chanics of decision makins and rule rather than in terms of the legi-
timacy of authority. Finally, while every methodology was implicitly
or explicitly utilized, dialectics was ignored even by those partici-
pants with commitments to Marxism. These are, of course, the central
terms of Innis: limitation, bias, monopoly, change, stability, co-
llapse, legitimacy, dialectics.

While the conference was international in scope, its proceedings,
as befits its location, were dominated by Americans. In the United
States a virtual monopoly of knowledge exists that dictates that the
central terms of ccsmunication theory must derive from psychological
behaviorism or a distorted species of pragmatism and this monopoly
virtually excludes serious attention to Innis' work.

There is a second reason that Innis has had relatively little impact
an American scholarship. While thiS second factor is but a reverse
of the first, it is partionilarly relevant to the larger purposes I
wish to pursue here.

Innis not only was a Canadian by citizenship but wrote against the
background of Canadian history and in terms of Canadian needs and
necessities. He was in no sense a simple minded nationalist, but he
did believe that social science inevitably reflected an ethnocentric
bias. In a certain sense he accepted the bias of the printing press
and tried to overcame it. He recognized that scholarship was not pro-
duced in a historical and cultural vacuum but reflects the hopes and
aspirations of national cultures. American and British scholarship
was based, he thought, on a conceit: it pretended to discover Uni-
versal Truth, to proclaim Universal Laws and to describe a Universal
Man. firer inspection it appeared, however, its Universal Man resembled
a type found around Cambridge, Massachusetts, or Cambridge, England;
its Universal Laws resembled those felt to be useful by Congress and
Parliament; and its Universal Truth bore English and American accents.
Imperial powers, so it seems, seek to create not only economic and
political clients but intellectual clients as well. And client states
adopt, often for reasons of status and power, the perspectives on
econanics, politics, communication, even Cu n human nature promulgated
by the dominant power. While this argument can be converted into a .

vulgar Marxism, that was not the tactic of Innis, as I hope to Show.

Innis believed that Canada's role in the world was to be poised
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between the two largest modern empires, the British and American. He

put forward what we would now identify as a "third world" position,
although that of course was not precisely his intent. Canadian inte-

llectuals, Innis felt, should use their position between the British
and American empires as the starting point of their work. They should

use social science and history to build a series of interpretations

and "laws" tnat would maintain the integrity of Canadian experience
and maintain its autenamaus existence in the face of intellectual ime.

perialism. Again, he did not argue this solely for reasons of cul-
tural nationalism, although he often has been read that way. He felt

that the great task of Canadian intellectuals was to correct the bias

of British and American scholarship and to blunt its penetration into

spheres where it had no explanatory significance. In cultural matters
Niagara Falls, to use again Wilde's metaphor, did run the other way.
The flow of American intellectual and social culture into Canada was
not problematic for American scholarship: it was fully justified by
doctrines such as freedom of trade and freedom of information. It

was radically problematic, however, for Canadian stholarship for it

threatened the existence of. Canadian culture. This threat did not

interest Innis solely for reasons of personal interest and national

pride. He was committed to the notion of pluralistic centers of scho-

larship as essential to cultural stability. Variations in history and

geography demanded in scholarship concomitant variation in social theo-

ry and cultural meanings. Like Patrick Geddes, the Scot biologist wham

he resembles and from wham he borrowed, he believed that the search

for intellectual universals could proceed only through the analysis of

radical particularities of history and geography. This relationship

between imperial powers and client states, whether ia ilne sphere of

economics, politics, or cannunications, was expressed in his work by

a series of polarities with whidh he and other Canadians have described

political and cultural relations: relations between metrgpole and

hinterland, center and margin, capital and periphery or in the more

Abstract terns he preferred, time and space.

For such reasons Innis tried to encourage a Canadian viewpoint on

intellectual matters and to write out of Canadian experience. Ame-

rican social science cannot readily ingest sdholarship writtenwith
that motive and against the backdrop of that experience. American

social science rejec4s this transplant not solely because it is fo-

reign; after all, Innis shared much in common with Veblen, an American

outsider. It rejects Innis because the status of American social

science was shifting in the very years Innis was writing, and as Innis

explicitly recognized, from a prophetic to a priestly role: from an

independent center of thought and influence to a thorough integration
into toe modern economy and state. The shift to an industrialized

basis of production for knowledge signalled the ingestion of the in-

tellectual class into the apparatus of decision and rule. Intellec-

tuals became a priesthood upholding the pieties of industrial meanings

rather than a prophetic cabal puncturing American interests and pre-

tension.

On the one hand, Canadian seholarship cannot adopt the American

3 7,
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point of view without simultaneously acquiesing to American influence.
On the other hand, it is only among the Left or among certain elements
of what I call democratic cam: unitarianism that Canadian scholarship
of Innis' variety achieves a sympathetic reading.

But this rejection of Innis has had severe disadvantage for American
scholarship. It has removed from the United States critical nommunity
the only writing on cannmications technology that has power, scope,
theoretical integration and, unlike Marxism, relevance to the North
American camunity.

In the balance of this essay I would like to pay homage to Innis'
Canadian theory of ccmounications not by piously repeating it, although
I shall do same of that, but by gently extending it. I wish to draw
out of his writings what I take to be some necessary implications of
his thought. This requires some license that is more than poetic,
some simplification of original texts, and same imputation to Innis
of positicra_that are my own. I justify it only by my belief that
Innis has_had enough hagiography and the great need now is to extend,
however tentatively, his analysis. Therefore I wish to extract two
well-known polarities fiota his work and use them as a starting point
for a series of observations. The polarities are time-binding versus
space-binding communications and monopolistic versus pluralistic
communicaticns.

II Tine- Binding versus Space-binding Communication

There has been rather too much metaphysical debate spent figuring out
what Innis meant by the terms time and space. I at least happen to
think that the basic meaning of these terms and the implications he
wished to draw from them are relatively direct and simple. He ex-
pressed the essence in a direct statement:

In confining my cements to political organizations, I shall
restrict ry attention to two dimensions -- on the one hand
the length of time over which the organization persists and
on the other hand the territorial space brought within its
control. It will be obvious in the case of the second con-
sideration that organization will be dependent to an im-
portant extent on communication in a broad sense -- roads,
vehicles of transmission, especially horses, postal or-
ganization and the like fnr carrying out orders. It will
be less Obvious that effective camunications will be de-
pendent on the diffusion of a knowledge of writing or in
turn a knowledge of an alphabet tfaxxicOlubidh orders may
be disseminated among large numbers of subjects.

Societies exist in two dimensions: tine and space, duration and ex-
tent, history and geography. Innis attempted to connect these pola-
rities dialectically; he turned them into what we have learned to call,
in testimony to our capacity to invent terminology, conjugant variables:
the mere you get of one, the less you get of the other. Attempts to

ry
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insure duration limit extent; attempts to Increase geography attentuate
history. He recognized there was always a price to social policy howe-
ver complicated the maces of payment may be in the particular life of
particular people. Wisdom in social policy is the continuous attempt
to simultaneously adjust to the demands of time (stability, continuity,
duration, succession) and the demands of space (geography, control,
political, economic, military necessity). The ability to meet these
conflicting demands is enormously °Implicated by the very nature of
communication .and ocurunication technology. A particular cagolicaticy
is the inherent contradiction between the demands of long distance
versus short distance communication. It can be put as a preposition:
as long distance commilication improves, short distance calwardcation
deteriorates. Time and space, then, are largely names for short dis-
tance and long distance communication. The dialectical relations
between history and geography derive fran the contradictory relations
between these two forms of communication.

Naw let me add a complication. Much of the confusion in Innis on
the relations of tine and space derives from his maddening habit of
fusing together quite distinct dimensions of these two "variables."
I want to argtue that there is a physical, a structural and a cultural
dimension to the relations of time and space or long distance and short
distance oomanication, though the differences are cne of shading and
emphasis rather than sharp demarcation.

First, the physical dimension. When Innis suggests that time and
space are reciprocally related, he first of all means that demands for
the physical improvement of communication over distance are related to
the progressive difficulty in naintaining effective oarmunicaticn in
proximate relations.

A major dream of ancient man was to improve cammunicaticn at a dis-
tance, to overcame the inherent spatial limitation of language. Oral
speeds cannot traverse distance without quickly evaporating into dis-
tortion, rumor and dialect. Consequently, there always has been strict
Limitation on the ability of speech to exercise effective control at a
distance. A major challenge to human communities has been to discover
ways to transmit messages in relatively costless ways over wider dis-
tances. As an economist, Innis emphasized not merely the discovery of
means of transmitting messages but their transmission in cost effective
ways. The specifics of haw this has been done from smoke signals to
television need not detain us. What we need to observe, however, is
that the price of improving long distance amnicaticn is the develop-
ment of types of codes and forms of social organization that alter_the
physical and social relations among people. Let us call thiS bias of
social policy -- a bias emphasizing the increase of speed and the reduc-
tion of the cost of carrnunicaticn at a distance -- a high al7nunication
policy.

A high communicaticn policy affects short distance communications in
two ways. First, the extension of language over space drains it of
its capacity-to serve as an instrument for emotive meaning and
emotional closeness and therefore reduces the capacity of language

3=
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to be time-binding. The cost of translating language into semaphore
signals or telegraphic dots is to strip away fran language the expres-
sive capacity it possesses in close traditional contexts of face to

face usage.3 Second, the stretching of language over longer distance:
necessarily creates new relations of power and control that blunts
the effective capacity of proximate relations. New communication fa-
cilities create special classes of readers, listeners, viewers, com-
puter freaks with little prospect of communication ahug them.4

This can most easily be seen in the case of transportation. A high
communications policy was followed in the United States throughout
the 19th century. It began, officially at least, with the Secretary
of the Treasury Albert Gallatin's Report on Public Roads and Canals
(1808) ironically enough during the administration of Jefferson. By
directing social investment toward the construction of the canal,
railroad and eventually the streetcar, both the effective size of the
nation and of the city were increased. The radius of Boston, for
example, increased through use of the railway fran two miles to six
miles between 1850 and 1890. This substitution of the horse-drawn
streetcar and then the electric trolley for walking increased distance
while it decreased freedom. Streetcars moved over iron and inflexible
routes. While they increased the speed and distance over which people
can travel and reduce cost, they necessarily change, as well, face to
face contacts and social relations. They strengthen the relations
between centers and margins while weakening everything in between. In
prosaic terms, they strengthened the relation between the downtown
department store and the suburb, the urban advertising based news-
paper and the community. They weakened the neighborhood and village
and the community network of knowledge, information and gossip. Simi-
larly, the creation of the mail order house, through the telegraph,
railway, rural free delivery and parcel post, increased the speed
and distance of moving information and material while reducing the
cost; it also led to the disappearance of forms of community relations
organized around the post office and general store, forms which relied
on traditional types of language and ritual, and substituted the more
distant forms of the catalog and reproduced letter.5

In summary, then, as we have improved and reduced the cost of long
distance communication and transportation, we have hooked people into
longer and more reliable physical networks but we have also made face
to face, neighborhood relations more difficult to maintain, inacce-
ssible and, in the not-econamic sense, more costly. As we have in-
creased the freedom to travel and to be informed, we have decreased
the freedom to move About under one's own power and therefore at
one's own control and the freedom to speak to others of one's choosing
with ease. A high communications policy, in strengthening long phyz,:,-
sical lines of transportation and communication, degraded many social
relations and aspects of the cultural environment, reduced the choice
of life styles, involved huge public expenditure, increased social
control and led to purely technical processes dictating social rela-
tions.
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`There is a second level of contradiction in the relationship between
long distance and Short distance communication and this is less phy-
sical than structural: as communication improves over long distances
there is an attendant shift of the location of authority.to more dis-
tant, diffuse and abstract centers. This shift is recognized in phrases
like the "rise of public opinion", the "growth of empire", the natio-
nalization of power, and the emergence of legal, bureaucratic authority.
It can also put this as a proposition: each improvement in long dis-
tance, space-binding communication leads to a dialectic of centrali-
zation and decentralization of authority and location. Or to put it

more simply, though no less correctly, improvements in communication

centralize authority as they decentralize"location.

When long distance communication is relatively expensive, time con-
suming and intermittent, authority must be delegated from centers to

margins. For example, Leonard White observes that:

(In the Federalist period) the difficulties of communication
were extreme in the conduct of the business of the Department
of State..-A reply to a foreign dispatch could hardly be ex-
pected within a period of three months. In such circumstances,
instructions had to be general, confidence had to be complete,
and the discretion of the minister had to be wide.6

The relative slowness of communication diluted the effective, detailed
regulation of control over long distances. The slowness of communi-
cation between London and colonial governors gave the governors wide
discretion in the exercise of powers.

As communication improves in fidelity, increases in speed and is
reduced in cost, authority need no longer be delegated from centers

to margins. It can be retained by the center, discretion can be re-
duced among distant factors, governors and operatives, and responsa-
bility at margins can be narrowed. Consequently, improvements in co-
mmunication strengthen distant centers of authority and shift control

to higher echelons of organization. To make the argument contemporary

there is no better Observer than Gilbert Burdk:

...just as the cable and wireless once brought farflung and
quasi-autonomous ambassadors and proconsuls under home-office
control, so the computer is now radically altering the balance
of advantage between centralization and decentralization. It

organizes and processes information so swiftly that computeri-
zed information systems enable top management to know every-
thing important that happens as soon as it happens in the lar-

gest and most dispersed organizations.

Burck concluded that computers and automation have "generated what

appears to be nothing less than a pervasive reoentralization".7

This relationship between the structure of authority and communication
can be illustrated through some details of American history and of the

3k)
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It was however the third dimension of time and space, the cultural
dimension, that in some ways most interested Innis, and on which his
own writing is most opagne. Changes in communication affect not only
the physical relations among people and the centralization or decen-
tralization of authority but aleo, and perhaps nest importantly, the
structure of consciousness, or to avoid that somewhat overworked word

for the moment, the structures of thought. Here we encounter a cum-
plication that derives less from Innis than fran a prejudice present
in the way we are accustomed to think about thought. In our predomi-
nantly individualistic tradition we have normally characterized thought
as being essentially private, a sequence of ghostly happenings in the

head, graphically represented by Rodin's "The Thinker". However, there

is little evidence to support such a private view of thought. Thought

is predominantly public and zocial. It occurs an blackboards, in ri-

tuals and poetic readings. The capacity of private thought is a de-
rived, secondary talent, one that appears biographically later in the
person and historically later in the species. To reduce it to a catch

phrase, we learn to count on our fingers before we learn to count in
our heads. Fingers can be "things to think with", representations of
nuMbers, but so can sounds in the air, lines on a paper or even, as
the work of Levi-Strauss has taught us, natural objects like animals

and plants. These things of the world can became things of the head
when they are disengaged from the natural backdrop and made to serve
as vehicles fez carrying a meaning. Thought is primarily public than
because it .depends ax on a publicly available stock of what we have
learned to call significant symbols. It is public in a second and

stronger sense: thinking consists of building maps of envircoments.
Thought involves constructing a model of an environment and then ru-
nning the model faster than the environment to see if nature can be
coerced to perform as the model does. Thought is the public construc-

tion and public utilization of maps, models, templates: football plays
diagrammed on a blackboard, equations an a paper, ritual dances dhar-
ting the nature of ancestors or streams of prose like this attempting,
out in the bright lit world in which we all live, to model the effect

of communication technology. 10

It was then a final implication of Innis' thought, though not one
he ever directly expressed, that culture should be seen not as learned

behavior or mores and customs but as forms of thought: models cons-

tructed out of symbols -- danced as ritual, drawn as equations, in-
canted as prayers -- that serve to contain and guide human action.
Culture is, in Ernst Cassirer's apt phrase, tne place of the mind in
nature and to study culture is to study the oonstructicns men place

upon their experience. The question for Innis then was how do changes
in forms of ccnnumication change the constructions men place on expe-
rience, the nature of their thought, or to return to our more inclue
sive term the structure of consciousness?

Innis axqued that changes in oarntunications technology affected cul-

ture by altering the structure of interests (the things thought about),

by Changing the Character of syMbois (the things thought with) and by

changing the nature of ccumemity (the arena in which thought developed).

t 0
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By a space-binding culture he meant literally that: a culture whose
predominant interest was in space -- land as real estate, voyage, dis-
covery, mvernent, expansion, empire, control. In the realm of syMbois
he meant the growth of syntols and conceptions that supported these
interests: the physics of space, the arts of navigation and civil
engineering, the price system, the mathematics of tax collectors and
bureaucracies, the entire realm of physical science and the system of
affecfless, rational symbols which facilitated those interests. In
the realm of communities he meant connunities of space: communities
that were not in place but in space, mobile, connected over vast dis-
tances by appropriate symbols, forms and interests.

To space - binding cultures he opposed time-binding cultures: cultures
with interests in time -- history, continuity, permanence, contraction;
whose symbols wereliduciary -- oral, mythopoetic, religious, ritua-
listic, and whose communities were rooted in place -- intimate ties
and a shared historical culture. The genius of social policy, he
thought, was to serve both the demands of both time and space; to use
one to prevent the excesses of the other: to use historicism to check
the dreams of reason and to use reason to control the passions of me-
mory. But these were reciprocally related tendencies. As cultures
became more time-binding they became less space-binding and vice versa.
The problem again was found in dominant media of communication. Space-
binding media were light and portable and permitted extension in space;
time-binding media were heavy and durable or like the oral tradition,
persistent and difficult to destroy.11

In propositional form, structures of consciousness parallel struc-
tures of communications.

Daniel Boorstin, in an apt phrase, recently described city news-
papers; particularly those published during the period of urban ex-
pansion in the lath century, as "the streetcars of the mind". The
linkage of transportation and communication, albeit metaphorically,
is appropriate; for as the streetcars stretched the city in space and
brace the association between work and residence, the newspaper, par-
ticularly newspaper advertising, pulled the imagination "downtown" and
in the process broke the linkage between residence and shopping. In
creating communities on the move, on the move physically as well as
imaginatively, the newspaper and the trolley car shattered the boun-
daries and reality of the neighborhood community and substituted for
it abstract and mobile communities: communities of shoppers and co-

mmuters. Where pepple travel -- vicariously or physically influences

the content of culture. Thus, space-binding forms of communication
set up voyages -- physical, imaginative, metaphysical -- into new
realms of space and possibility. Whatever else print or any other
forms of communication might be used for, their primary effect is to
redraw the geography of culture: to shatter the verbal resources of
linguistic communication, mythic participation and shared ritual and
to substitute rational legal forms of intellection and imaginative
voyages in space. As we once defined Utopias as existing someplace
else in time -- literally no place we came to define then as ex-
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isting somewhere else is space and the vehicles of transcendence were

those of commmication and transportation. More prosaically, print

burst the bounds of local interests and imagination and of the local

community with its particular verbal resources in the name of a more

glnhal, spatially defined community.

But print also created new forms of cultural association. The form

of cultural association related to tine- and space-binding media is

perhaps best expressed as the introduction of a horizontal dimension

into modern states and into international relations as well and as

an alteration in the meaning and relations of social classes. Charles

Beard selected 1896 as the pivotal year in modern American history

because the political conventions of that year introduced horizontal

cleavages into society that were overlaid on existing vertical ones.

Let me quote him directly:

Deep underlying class feeling found its expression in the

conventions of both parties and particularly that of the De-

mocrats, and forced upon the attention of the country in a

dramatic manner a conflict between great wealth and the lower
middle and working classes which had hitherto been recogni-

zed only in obscure circles. The sectional or vertical clea-

vage in American politics was definitely cut by new lines

running horizontally through society.12

It is not accidental that Beard chose the period in which a national

communication system, through the agency of the news service and the

national magazine as well as rural free delivery and the mail order

house, was emerging to mark this new historical phase. He is impli-

citly contrasting horizontal forms of association with local and re-'

gional communities. These latter communities, naturally, possessed

a class structure but such structures revealed class variations on a

oommon culture: vertical divisions within communities and not hori-

zontal units across them. Improvements in long- distance communica

tion created a series of national classes, first in business but even-

tually spreading out into every domain of human activity. These na-

tional, horizontal nits of organization created by space-binding forms

of communication possessed greater reality in terms of culture and

power than the local units fran which they sprang. The upshot of the

Progressive Movement, of which Beard himself was a part, was not, in

the phrase of John Dewey, the transformation of a great society into

a great community, but the creation of innumerable horizontal commu-

nities tied together across space, attenuated in tine, and existing

relative to one another not as variants on an explicitly shared cul-

ture but, in David Riesman's apt term, as "veto groups". Moreover,

there was little relation ancoa these horizontal layers except the

exercise of power and manipulation.

Beard states, then, the final relation Innis was setting forth bet-

ween time and space and between long and short distance canninication.

If communication is physically effective over short distances and weak

and attenuated over long, we would expect that the units of culture,
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politics and the common concern that would emerge would be grounded in
place, in region, in local communities; While these communities would
be vertically stratified it would still be sengible to speak of a
Shared culture and'politics Among them. Small deviations in space
would produce great differences in culture,, and interests. Larger units
of social organization that emerged would not be national but federal:
amalgamations of local structures into more comprehensive communities.
However, as long distance communication improves, both local and fe-
deral relations evaporate into a stratified national community. Large
nutters of people phySically and culturally separated became effective
national cammunities of culture and politics. As long distance commu-
nication improves and short distance deteriorates we would expect that
human relationships would shift to a horizontal dimension: large
numbers of people physically separated in space but tied to a common
culture by participation in extra-local centers of cultures politics
and power.1

In common observation we attestto this shift in many ways: in our
recognition of the growth of "worlds",of fashion, sport, and leisure;
the emergence of international classes of bankers, athletes, scholars
divorced from the culture of local, regional, and, increasingly in
this age of rapid international communication, national clients; the
decline of'regional and local university traditions and the growth of
national and international schools. Paradoxically, again, as national
and international improvements in bommunication occurred they reduced
effective local and short run communication by ming the relations
between horizontal: classes Imre problematic and generational, relations
more quixotic and unstable."

In summary, as communication improves aver long distance theeffec-
tive unitspf culture and social organization undergo a change in
scale. There is a progressive shift from local and regional units to
national and international ones. This extends the horizontal divisions
in social organization over wider geography and further attenuates
vertical relations. Individuals are linked into larger units of social,
organization without the necessity of appealing to than through local
and proximate structures. Communication Within these local units be-
comes leim critical fbr the, operation of the society and less relevant
,t0 the. solutions of personal problems and the maintenance of indivi-
doal self-esteem. Finally, the growth of long distance communication
not only alters the communities in which thought develops and occurs
but the things thought about -- speed, space, ultra-event, change, mobi-
lity -- and the things thought with -- rational, mathematical, legal,
analytic symbols.

It is this triple relationship between long distance and short dis-
tance communication that Innis collapsed into one relationship, namely-,
theorelatitin of space and time.

III Monopolistic versus Pluralistic Communication

While traditional liberal values can be found sprinkled throughout
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Innis' Canadian theory of communication, it is of some surprise that
he saved same of his itcst savage language for assaults o! the Anglo-
American notion of freedom of the press. He argued that Jhe first
amendment to the United States constitution did not so much grant
freedom of speech and press as it gave constitutional protection to
technology and in this sense restricted rather than expanded freedom.
The clause served largely to consolidate the position of the news-
paper's monopoly of knowledge and.eventually, through the paper's de-
pendence on advertising and news,Was instrumental in telescoping time
into a one -day world, in spreading the values of commercialism and
industrialism and furthering the spatial bias of print. In granting
freedom of the press, the constitutionsaorificed, despite the quali-
fying clause, the right of people to speak to one another and to inform
themselves. For such rights the constitution substituted the more
Abstract right to be spoken to and to be informed by others, especially
by specialist, professional classes. He refused to yield to the mOdern
notion that the level of democratic process correlates with the amount
of capital invested in communication, capital which can do our knoWing
for us, and fervently hoped that his work would break modern monopolies
of knowledge in communiegtion and restore faith in the political pcWpr
of the foot and tongue.'

Innis' notion of a rocncpoly of knowledge is the one concept in_hiss
writings that has diffused widely and is now part of the analytic
apparatus of many social theorists. And yet, like so many of his
ideas, it is Janus headed, pointing simultaneously in so many different
directions that it is hard to track them down and hold them together.
He derived the notion of a monopoly of knowledge, on the one hand, from
a straightforward application of the theory of economic monopoly to
cultdral affairs and, an the other, as is perhaps intuitively evident,
from his analysis of the relations of space and time.

Heargued that any form of communication possessed a bias; by its
nature it was most adept at reducing signalling time and controlling
space or strengthening collective memory and consciousness and xrr
trolling time. This bias hardened into a monopoly when groups came
to control the form of communication and to identify their interests,
priestly or political, with its capacity.

In economic terms monopoly simply means the control of supply by a
single source. If knowledge is viewed as a commodity, as something
that can be possessed and distributed, then it too can be monopolized:
the sources of knowledge or skill or exoextise can be reduced to one.
Obviously, for mcnopolies of knowledge tv grow, some division of labor
must be present, for, as with other commodities, monopolies can grow
only when persons are dependent upon an external source of supply.
When people are capable, through control of knowledge and resources,
of producing goods for themselves, monopolies are inhibited. In Innis'
view, 6ommercialism was a system that ultimately transferred all control
from the person and community to the price system: where people are
fed every product, including knowledge, by a machine which they merely

tend.16
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The 5trength of the oral tradition, in Innis' view, derived from
the fact that it could not be easily ma-lopolized. Speech is a natu-
ral capacity, and when knowledge grows out of the resources of speech
and dialogue, it is not so much possessed as active in community life,
a view Innis shared with John Dewey. But once advanced forms of co-
mmunication are created -- writing, mathematics, printing, photography
-- a more complicated division of labor is created and it becomes
appropriate to speak of producers and consumers of knowledge. Through
the division of labor and advanced communications tedhnology, knowledge
is removed from everyday contexts of banquet table and public square,
workplace and courtyard, and is located in special institutions and
classes. In extreme form we come to speak of a knowledge industry,
and meanings are not dignified as knowledge until they are processed
through that industry or certified by designated or self-designating
occupations, classes, organizations, or even countries.

As in his analysis of space and time, Innis' writings about mono-
polies of knowledge continually moved across three dimensions of the
phenomenon. There is a physical, structural and cultural aspect to
a monopoly of knowledge, although again they are but slight variants
on the same theme.

Physically a nc5ruct oly of knowledge is created when information can
be made to move at unequal rates of speed so that what_is the past
for one party is still the future for another. This can be called the
"bookies'-dilemma". What bookies fear most is someone placing a bet
after. the race has been won and the winner declared. Bookies seek
therefore to get information from the track faster than the bettors
lest the bookies' future be the bettors' past. It was no accident
that one of the first major uses of the telegraph for public commu-
nication was in gambling, nor was it accidental that Chicago became
the center of gambling as it was the center of the railroad and tele-
graph. Mont Tennes, the Chicago gambling czar prior to World War I,
established a chain of gaubling parlors, organized telegraphic ser-
vices to bring in race results from tracks throughout the country,
and later organized a nationwide General News Service to bring more
reliable information from the race track.11

The context of a physical mcnopoly of knowledge need not be limited
to the exotic sphere of gambling. Whenever information, in fact or
in belief, moves at unequal rates of speed, what is already the future
for the privileged is still the past for the deprived. For exaucole,
there is the often told story of the Rothschilds cornering the market
on the London stock exchange by the simple device of having a high
speed private communication system relay messages across the English
Channel on the progress of the Battle of Waterloo. By knowing in
advance news of military victory and defeat, Nathan Rothschild could
anticipate the market.18 But the capacity or presumption to knowledge
of the future is a general phenomenon. It is found in shamans and
witchdoctors, priesthoods predicting through elementary astrcnamy the
floodtide of the Nile, or prophets hearing voices. Control of the
speed of communication, in fact or fancy, is one of the principle points
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of ompetitiori communications.

Being strategically located in a high speed channel of communication
delivers a great covarative advantage relative to others at some other
point in the same channel or outside the channel altogether. More-
over, there is a cost eleient in this as well. The cost of communi-
cation is a large part of the cost of engaging in any activity. By
being able to reduce the cost of communication greater flexibility of
action can be gained.

Writing in 1932 Arthur W. Page felt that physical monopolies of
cemmunication were possible solely because of the dependency of wri-
ting, speech, and print on transportation for distribution. As an
apologist for electronic communication, he felt the telegraph, radio
and ultimately television would be democratic forms of communication
because they would eliminate the result that the race goes to the
swiftest.19 Yet he also overlooked the degree to which many American
businesses in the 19th century sprang out of telegraph offices (Richard
B. Sears in North Redwood, Minnesota, is only the most vivid example)
because of the critical location of the operator in a rapid system of
information transmittal. Page also overlooks the critical comparative
advantage available to those who can reduce the cost of telephone,
either because they have free access to long lines (telephone ccrpany
employees running side businesses, for eample) or can through %AM
lines reduce unit costs or who reside at modern points where infor-
mation flows: airports and computer terminals, for example.

The structural dimension of the monopoly of knowledge is related to
ceiltralization and decentralization. The basic argument for the cen-
tralization of function and activity is the economics of scale. It

is generally assumed that the cost of operation declines and the effi-
ciency of- operation increases as the scale of organization is enlarged.
Mile it is recognized that there are diseconomies of scale that can
be encountered at relatively low levels of organization and that any
organization passes at some point into a phase of "diminishing returns",
in the actual world these diseconomies never seem to be encountered.
However, if the cost of communication is controlled, the size of or-
ganization has little to do with efficiency and cost effectiveness.
The centralization of organization is justified mare by inequalities
of knowledge than by the advantage of cost and efficiency.

When lines of communication are long and slaw, there is a dependence
of the center of organization on its decentralized margins. Not only
is activity decentralized but authority as well. Knowledge is possessed
at the margin that is not available at the center. Therefore, as pre-

viously argued, freadan of judgment and action must be delegated to
the margin. Information available at the center is not current, and
the ability to respond quickly to Shifting ccoditions and opportunities
is absent. A general mutual dependence exists and on equality of
knowledge as well. Perhatz the same things are not known at the center
and margin, but things are known at each point denied to the

other. For example, in the 19th - century system of distributing goods

I.1
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in the United States, Eastern manufacturers depended on a, system of
distribution they could not readily control. While the distributors
depended on the manufacturers for goods, manufacturers in turn de-
pended on distributors for knowledge of narkets, opportunities for
products, and information about taste, styling, and packaging. This
has sometimes been described as a gravity feed system of marketing
because once a product was manufactured its subsequent fate was in the
hands of distributors. Pram a cost and efficiency standpoint, there
is not such wrong with such a system, but the knowledge possessed by
the distributors effectively curtailed the power of the manufacturer.
With improvements in ccamunication, manufacturers were no longer Obli-
gated to delegate authority. The authority of the middleman was sha-
ttered, and he was degraded to the status of a hired hand following
orders from the home office. Through high speed communication, some-
one in New York could know as much about the Midwest as someone on
the scene. The systematic collection and storage of information in
the have office reduced dependency on the field workers. As impor-
tantly, national advertising allowed the manufacturer to leapfrog
over the distributor, create demand for a specific brand, and in effect
suction goods through the distribution channel.

This homely example illustrates a number of points. In any system
of communication there are critical positions at which information is
stored. These structural positions are capable of monopolizing know-
ledge of given situations and power consequently accrues to them. One
of the motives behind the search for ways for altering communication
technology is the desire to break these monopoly positions. Physi-
cally the effect of improving communication is to maintain the decen-
tralization of location and activity and to centralize the location
of authority. Structurally the effect of improvements in communication
is to decentralize work and to centralize knowledge. The centralized
control of coununication creates a condition of inequity and dependency.

Structural monopolies of knowledge refer then not to the movement
of information but to its storage. The appropriate questions are
these: is knowledge in any form of organization widely distributed
or narrowly controlled? Is it centralized in hare offices, secrecy
files, libraries, computer facilities or limited to few, the terms of
decision sequestered among elites or available to large numbers?

The effect of improvements in communication has been to enhance se-
crecy and mystification, to centralize and monopolize knowledge in
national professions, data banks and hate offices. But the effects
are even more dramatic in the public media of communication.

Innis argued that the effect of modern advances in communication was
to enlarge the range of reception while narrowing the points of dis-
tribution. Large numbers are spoken to but are precluded from vigor
rous and vital discussion. Indeed audiences are not even understood.
Professional classes appropriate the right to provide official versions
of human thought, to pronounce on the meanings present in the heads
and lives of anonymous peoples. In Changing Concepts of Time he co-
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mmented that vast "monopolies of communication occupying entrenched
positions involved a continuous, systematiC, ruthless destruction of
elements of permanence essential to cultural activity". He is clai-
ming something more than the now commonplace observation that over
time the media of communication become increasingly centralized and
conglomerate. He is not merely claiming that with the growth of the
mass media and the professionalization of communication a few journa-
lists, for example, achieve vast readership while other people are re-
duced to representation in the letters to the editor. He is claiming
that the commodity called "information" and the commodity called "en-
tertainment" and the knowledge necessary to produce these things of the
world becomes increasingly centralized in certain elites and institu-
tions. The civic landscape becomes increasingly divided into knowled-
geable elites and ignorant masses. The very existence of a commodity
such as "information" and an institution called "media" make each other

necessary. More people spend more time dependent an the journalist,

the publisher, and the program director. Every week they wait for
Time.

The new media centralize and monopolize civic knowledge and as imr
portantly the techniques of knowing. People become "consumers" of
communication as they become consumers of everything else, aril as
consumers they stand dependent an centralized sources of supply.

The development then of monopolistic or, if that is too strong, oli-
gopolistic structures of knowledge and knowing and the professional
classes that control them expropriates the more widespread, decentra-
lized body of human impulses, skills, and knowledge an which civil so-

ciety depends. Given a network of such monopolies backed by corporate
economic and political power we reach a stage under the impulse of ad-
vanced communication where there is simultaneously advancing knowledge
and declining knowing. We keep waiting to be informed, to be educated,
but lose the capacity to produce knowledge for ourselves in decentra-
lized communities of understanding. All this apparatus generates con-

tinuous change and obsolescence: time is destroyed, the right to tra-

dition is lost. The more couvilicated the tools of cartnunication the
easier for it to be anonymously owned and controlled and for knowledge
to be centrally stored.

It has been the fervent hope of many that the advent of electronic
communication and in particular computer technolo-n, and information
utilities would end structural monopolies of knowledge. Ithiel de Stela

Pool, for example, recently wrote:

The information facilities provided by the computPr can...

serve as a decentralizing instrument. They can make avai-
lable to all parts of an organization the kinds of immediate
and complete information that is today available only at the

center. The power of top leadership today is very largely the
power of their information monopoly. Only they are served by
the army of clerks that compile the records of what is going
on. A society with computerized information facilities can
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make its choice between centralization and decentralization
because it will have the mechanical capability of moving infor-
mation either way. An information utility can peke information
available with unprecedented facility to people working at all
levels.20

Similarly Edwin Parker holds out the same hope in education. He asks:

What will happen when the student's access to information is
just as good as his teacher's? What will happen where there
are some bright youths who have access to this communication
scheme -- who look into the encyclopedia and into the commu-
nication system?. I suspect that scare of our youths will keep
us older men running when their information sources are as
good as ours.

While Pool and Parker see computer communications technology demo-
cratizing economic and educational life respectively, Harold Sackman
sees the same tedhnology democratizing our civic life:

The way out of the dilemma of overbancentration of informa-
tion power in some new elite is modification of existing
democratic procedures with the aid of new technological ca-
pability. Pluralistic chedks and balances between competing
groups and interests, conducted in an open forum, is a tine-
honored method for preserving a dynamic democratic equili-
brium. The design of pluralistic checks and balances for di-
verse real time information systems and public information
services would be pouring new real time wine into old demo
cratic bottles. The new real time'information services can
be applied to enable the public to exert closer scrutiny over
elected officials by more frequent voting and more frequent
expression of public opinion by electronic polling on key
issues as they arise.21

Based on the work of Innis there is ample reason to suspect that com-
puter communications facilities will not break the structural nrnopoly
of knowledge of the professions and public media. But even if Pool
and Parker and Sacknen are right concerning the democratization of
access to stored knowledge, they still are ignoring the cultural di-
mension of monopolies of knowledge and it was on this matter that Innis
was most incisive.

Whe Innis spoke of monopolies of knowledge, his examples were often
directed at problems that were physical and structural: speed of move-
ment and access to stored information. But he also used the term in
a stronger sense. He believed that the fundamental form of social
E2wer is the_ixAver to define what reality is. Monopolies of knowledge
then in the ctilfaral-666se-igra-bro the efforts of groups to determine
the entire world view of a people: to produce, in other words, an
official view ofrealityWhich can constrain and control. human action.

Therefore, when Innis spoke of the monopoly- of knowledge of the
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medieval church, he was not simply talking of the capacity of the church
to predict the future, through prophets and astrologers, or to store
in monasteries the official knowledge of human experience. Rather he
was referring to the power of the church to produce, through the con=
trol of speech and ritual and art, an entire system of thought, an
official view of reality. The church produced what we would now call
a paradigm: a view of the world that predetermined what it was that
could be factual, that determined what the standards were for assessing
the truth of any elucidation of facts, that defined what it was that
could even be counted as knowledge. And it is the capacity to pre-
determine the facts that constitutes a cultural monopoly of knowledge.

Modern computer enthusiasts like Pool may be willing to share their
data with anyone. What they are not willing to give up so readily
is the entire technocratic world view that determines what it is that
qualifies as a valuable fact. What they wish to monopolize is not the
data but the approved, certified, authorized mode of 'thought, indeed
the very definition of what it means to be reasonable.22

What Innis recognized, of course, is that knowledge is not simply
information. Knowledge is not given in experience as data. There is
no such thing as information about the world devoid of conceptual sys-
tems that create and define the world in the act of discovering it.
And what he warned against was the monopoly of these conceptual systems
or paradigas. Even in the realm of science he warned against them.
He recognized that the intellectual life tended toward monopoly po-
sitions: schools would grow up - around a Freud or Keynes or around a
paradigm like behaviorism that effectively monopolized a department or
university or culture and cut off communication. He recognized that

organizing scienoe'paradigmatically heightened efficiency: the clo-

sure of perspective increased the speed of accumulation. But it also
sapped the vitality of intellectual work, decreased its sense of time
and history, and threatened in the long run the stability of scientific
enterprise.

Cultural mcnopolies of knowledge then are found in the interrela-
tionship between a form of communication and the world view articu-
lated through it. Innis would conclude, I think, that modern informa-
tion systems have not diminished the danger of this form of monopoly.
Paradigms are present in the very structure of the technology of such
systems: they are meta-informational, contained in computer programs,
statistical routines, information storage and retrieval codes, tech-
nical theories that pre-define information and perhaps most importantly
in systems of binary opposition which ccmputer technology has made the
lingua franca of modern science. Innis' greatest contributicn to me,-
darn social science, I believe, was his recognition of monopolies of
knowledge, his perception of the different levels at which they operate
and his connection of them to forms of comunication.

Presenting the arguments of Harold Innis as a series of prypositions
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with examples can easily lead to a distortion of the intention of his
work, a distortion I hope to guard against in this concluding section.
It is all too easy to forget that Innis was a historian. The truths
he was after were historical ones, not logical or propositional ones.
The order of history he was seeking was the history of order, in Eric
Vogelin's useful phrase, and not the order of logic. In his writing
Innis linked together events in history, often events widely separated
in space and time, and he rarely, if ever, presented straightforward
narrative or summaries of logically implicated propositions. He did
not present a deductive argument whose conclusions could be overlaid
on all sorts of events thereby automatically yielding explanations.
He presented no more than a series of tendencies he saw in history, a
set of values with which to make judgments, and a set of concepts to
provide a beginning for analysis. With his analysis you cannot pre-
dict what will happen when new forms of communication are innovated,
how precisely they will bias space or time, or what monopolies of
knowledge will be created. History was too open,a system for that, too
full of surprises, contradictions and antimonies. There are but few
things that one can say prior to actually examining the historical
record. Innis did assume that the growth of new forms of- communica-
tion would produce profound disturbances in the order of knowledge and
society. One cannot predict, given the abstract qualities of the tech-
nology, just what these disturbances will be. New forms of camuni-
cation will lead to new patterns of association or cannunity and such
communities will create distinctive forms of knowledge and values.
There is further a tendency for groups to impose their forms of know-
ledge and association on all of society creating rigid monopolies of
knowing and feeling. Innis was here merely restating the Marxist pro-
position that the specific conditions the middle class required- for
its awn salvation were transformed into the general conditions of sal-
vation for all mankind, though he was generalizing its implication be-
yond the middle, class. Each form of cossunication and monopoly atten-
dant to it would bias social organization toward one of the two po-
larities of thought, feeling, and organization: time or space. Again,
the precise form and type this bias takes is unpredictable; one need
only think of his erratic and confusing remarks regarding radio. Fi-
nally, these conditions of control, bias and monopoly would encourage
groups to search for new forms of communication -- technologies, types
of speech and symbolism, forms of social relations -- in order to
Shatter the control and rigidity of social order. These groups would
usually arise at the margins of organization where communication was
weakest and least effective but there is no predicting the form or
nature or composition of such groups. His propositions then are Merely
guides to historical research and not laws to be mechanically applied.

The same argument can be made concerning his values. The values you
find in Innis are not unambiguous moral markers to be applied to life
and scholarship. It was clear that he had a bias toward time but this
did not prevent him from casting severe disapproval at the tenporal
monopoly of the medieval. church. He realized that as the Boman Empire
lost its spatial monopoly upon the barbarian invasions it was "natural"
for the church to build up a monopoly over time: to rely upon parthnent,

a limited body of scriptural writing, elaborate ritual, monasticism
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and celibacy, Gothic architecture and the supremacy of the Papacy to

control anempire in space. Yet he was as caustic concerning this

monopoly, as he was to be of the later monopoly of print. Similarly,

he held a bias toward the oral tradition, but this was because he felt,

like Graham Wallas, that the oral tradition had been almost completely

driven out by nechanical mass commanication -- the reading of books,

newspapers and magazines, listening to radio, watching films. But he

did not fail to note as well the binding, constraining per of custom

in oral societies lacking a literate tradition.23 Innis' strategy was

aIways'to oppose convention and conventional thinking, to attempt to

restore balance to civilization by noting whidh elements necessary to

a human culture were being eroded by a given technology.

He looked upon the university's contribution to culture as that of

the permanent and loyal opposition -- always moving against the grain

of society, maintaining values currently scorned, bringing balance and

proportion into students thought by emphasizing the unfashionable.
He was particularly dour in his later years, for he saw the university

abandon this role and saw no other institution arising to assume it.

He characterized modern professors rather savagely "as hot gospellers

of truth" producing "in the name of science new monopolies to exploit

faith and credibility". The disciplines of the university were in-

fected thoroughly by the bias of space. Econsmics, political science,

urban planning, sociology and the physical sCienoes charted the pro-

blems, challenges, progress of society in space. Even time was con-

verted to space asLthe social sciences, enamored by prediction, cha-

racterized the future as a frontier to be conquered. Even history had

caught the bug for historical writing :merely used time as a container

to tell the narrative of progress: politics, power, empire and rule.

The only exceptions were pre-history and the grand syntheses of people

like Toynbee, who, forced to rely on sources other than the written

'work, discovered the more physical and durable human artifacts expre-

ssive of art, mythology, ritual and enduring temporal concerns like

death. $is own strategy was to break chronology and try to make time

a variable in history: to chart man's changing conceptions of what

time was under the influence of mathematics, calendars, astronomy,

religion and ritual. He tried to cut against the concerns of histo-

riography by restoring a concern with time to the center of scholar-

ship and thought.

Precisely how he did this is beyond us here, but allow me in con-

clusion to shift his argument into a more natural, narrative node and

to make, as well, a note or two an his methods.

Innis' first major work was his doctoral dissertation, a history of

the Canadian Pacific railroad. While studying the path of the rail-

road he disobvered that it largely overlaid the routes of the old fur

trade and 'this led him to an interest in the economic staples -- fish,

furs, tinter, pulp -- that had been the basis of the Canadian economy.

The discovery of the path of the fur trade led himto examine the cam-

petition of New France and New England for control of the North American

continent. Subsequently, in his greatest work, The Fur Trade in Canada,
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be argued against lathing at history in terms of the then prevailing
paradigms: the formal stages of Geenan history or the American "fron-
tier hypothesis". He contended, in particular opposition to the
"Turner school", that the settlement and development of Canada and the
United States was largely an extension into the New World of the per
and politics of Europe, particularly Spain, England and France. He
described North America by three broad bands: the Canadian North,
defined by the Laurentian shield and the routes of the fur trade co-
nnecting New France and Europe by the coin of commerce; the American
South, tied by staples like tobacco and cotton to England; and bet-
ween the two the mixed economy of the American North. The continent
as a whole represented the adaptation of European culture to new gece
grephy. The patterns of trade, of institutiereuere not a pure response
to indigenous factors but rather were controlled even into the 19th
century by policies of London, Madrid, and Paris. Moreover, the fac-
tors central to North American (kvelogtent were not such ethereal Tria-
tters as frontier individualism but the rather hardei facts of the
biology of beavers, the role of staples in international trade and
community settlement, and the persistence of unused capacity over the
trade routes which acted as constant stimulus to immigration. Inns
also paid considerable attention to the differing social and economic
nctives of the :imperial powers, natives which drove the French to the
Rockies when the English were still at the Piedmont, and of the fate-
fulness of the contact between the tribal and oral cultures of the
Indians with the literate culture of erope, a contact which shattered
Indian culture as they became dependent upon European goods and inte-
grated into the European price system. The Fur Trade of Canada is less
a portrait, then, of North American particularism than of Europeani-
zation of North America as an outpost of the first eodern empires.

Fran his studies of the fur trade came the germ of two ideas that
were later to control his studies ef curecnication and his analysis
of the relations of space and time. The first idea can be put as a
qeestion: %hat facilitated the great migration of Eurcpean power,
people and culture beyond the peeimeter of Europe into a "new world"?
The second idea was an iepiication of the staple theory outlined in
that book but developed later: comnunication, when considered in terms
of the medium that facilitated it, mieht be seen as the basic staple
in the growth of ire.

First, the question of European migration. The expansion of Europe
into North Anexica was based on c cluster of inventions in ship-
building, navigation and warfare. These inventions affected indivi-
dual nations quite differently. Hewever, the central impulse in each
country was improvements in communications: high speed sailing craft,
reliable instruments of navigation and, most importantly, printing.

As the first uses of writing were in matters of eppire, warfare and
the state -- assessing and collecting taxes, keeping records, dis-
patching military couriers, counting slaves, the bookkeeping of live
stook captured, casualties and confiscation -- so too the first uses
of printing were in the administration of nation and eppire. We have
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came to think of Te.riting an printing as ele;ated arts identified Witb
holy books and literary art, but their iromediate utilities were in tile
practical realm.

In the absence of printing, sporadic forays utilizing the new teal
nology would have been attempted. However, printing encouraged the
coordinated and systematic expansion of European empires, because of
the structural relations between long distance and short distance
oommunication. First, it encouraged the centralization of national
authority through a uniform code of law, a standardized vernacular, a
uniform educational system, and a centralized administration capable
of integrating separate provinces, regions and principalities. Second,
it permitted the decentralization of national administration through
the portability and reproducibility of a lightweight yet durable form
of communication. National companies of trade, exploration and settle-
vent could be created such as the Hudson's Bay Company, the company of
Cie Hundred Associates, the Jamestown Bay Company, thot could be directed
and, to a degree, monitored and controlled through the marriage of print
and relatively rapid navigation. It was print and navigation that
allowed European nations to burst the taxis of geography and spread
into a "new world".

Mile print permitted this imperial expansion, even encouraged it,
print, as the colonial powers soon discovered, also had its limita-
tions. The French empire stretched from the moritimes to New Orleans,
was thinly settled, and held together only by military strength. The
weakness of ccmmumication in the American colonies permittAd an effec-
tive federalism to develop despite British efforts to counter it. It
was not until the 19th century with the decrease in time of Atlantic
crossing and the growth of an effective mail service that control of
the American colonies was possible from London,but by then history had
turned a corner.

If Innis was led to study communication originally by the contact
of the tribal and oral cultures of the Indians with literate European
cultures and by the role of print in facilitating imperial expansion,
he was led to move connunicaticn to the center of his studies when he
expanded his analysis of Canadian staples into wood pulp and paper.
Here he made a significant discovery, albeit not quite a serendipitous
one, for it is foreshadowed clearly in his earlier work. With the
rapid expansion of the American newspaper industry following the in-
vention of the "penny press", American demand for Canadian pulp and
paper was intensified. The rapid growth of the American economy
pressed the United States into an increasingly worldwide search for
raw materials. Canada by the conspiracy of geography and the history
of European empire was cast as a staple economy providing such raw
materials to England and the United States.24 Consequently, many of
the decisions central to Canadian develcpment were made in Landon,
New York and Washington, increasingly in this century in the United
States. TO support its imports, the United States exported capital,
commodities and, increasingly, culture. In his studies of paper Innis

discovered the true Canadian double bind. The United States imported



the raw material of printing fran Canada under the doctrine of free-
dom of trade, a doctrine of Manchester economics which the United
States selectively adapted to its interests. It then exported back
into Canada the finished produce fashioned fran Canadian raw materials:
newspapers, books, magazines and above all advertising and defended
its exports with the doctrine of freedom of information. Here was the
Canadian dilemma: caught between the scissors of American demand for
paper and American supplies of newspapers, magazines and books, its
independent existence in North America was threatened.

It was this realization that turned Innis to the study of the rela-
tions of time and space, to the relationship between the routes of
trade and routes of culture. Be initially characterized the history
of the modern West as the history of a bias of caumunication and a
monopoly of knowledge founded on print. In one of his most quoted
statements Innis characterized modern Western history as beginning
with temporal organization and ending with spatial organization. It
is the history of the evaporation of an oral and manuscript tradition
and the concerns of community, morals and metaphysics and their repla-
cement by print and electronics supporting a bias toward space: real_
estate, society, power, and practicality. But he did not leave the
analysis here. in a manmarmaraul of his contemporary Patrick Geddes
and the later work of Lewis MUmford, he extended it historically in
both directions.

All too briefly, the final analysis takes this direction. There
have been four major transformations of the scale of social organi-_
zation in Western history. Each was founded upon-a-transformation in
communication and later involved a transformation in politics and eco7,
nomy. The first was the unification of the Upper and Lower Nile into zi

the first empire, a unification based primarily upon the invention of/
writing and mathematics, the availability of a cheap and light form of
communication, papyrus, the civil engineering of the Nile, and rapid
river transportation. The second was the creation of the Rodman Empire
again through papyrus and a simplified script, the civil engineering
of roads and the diffusion of horse and Chariot. Third, the creation
of modern European empires based upon print, long range navigation,
mining and later steam -- what Patrick Geddes called paleotechnic ci-
vilization. The fourth transformation, and the one to which Innis
devoted the least attention, is the modern American and Russian empires
founded upon neotechnics: electronics and electricity, petroleum and
jet aircraft.

Each of these escalations in the level of :social order was founded
on a spatially biased form of ocanunication, a form that satisfied
the ancient dream to reduce the price and expand the effective range
of messages. Each was motivated by the desire to bring more space and
larger populations under centralized, bureaucratic, administrative
control. Eadh involved a reduction in signalling time: the gap bet
ween the time a message is sent and received as a function of distance
and fidelity. And each supported a monopoly of knowledge, grounded in
the idea of space itself: that the goal of hunan endeavor was the
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conquest and subordination of space.

The impact of forms of communication, then, resides in the forms of
social order and organization they call forth and facilitate, the forms
of consciousness they support and the points at which they locate forms
of authority. If this is what the phrase means then, in fact, the
medium is the message.

To the demands of space, the demands for long distance carmunicaticn
in support of empire, Innis opposed the demands of time, the demand
for community, history, and stability. He in part inherited, I believe,
this concern from the Chicago community in which he studies, the oommu-,
nity of John Dewey, George Herbert Mead and BObert Park. But he did
something different than they with the concern, for he emphatically
did not believe that the growth of modern communications technology
could support a "Great Community", as it was, following Graham Wallas,
called. The extension of technology was extension in space. Empires
were continually outrunning the capability of communication and so
were forced to rely on force. They also were continually threatened
internally by the demands of time. The invention of institutions such
as the Sabbath and Synagogue, the maintenance of ethnic languages, the
persistent reassertion of ethnic nationalism were devices through
whidh the demands of time and the margins of civilization were pressed
against the center. But each extension in space by disrupting, in the
ways I have attempted to show, short distance communication, weakened
the possibility of meeting the needs of time. Therefore, spatial em-
pires forced persistent instability in political succession, armed
insurrection, and radical yenerational distontinuities. He argued,
in short, that some nodes of camunication support the needs of time
or proximate, Short distance ccauunication. While he speaks of clay,
stone, pardhment and the oral tradition as time binding, the only effec-
tive exposition he presents is in the case of the latter. Like John
Dewey he recognized that it is only through oral oannanication that the
demands of time and democracy can be met. However, they too can even-
tuate in rigid monopolies, for in adapting to the demands of time they
lose the capacity to control space. This imbalance in civilization
caused by an carer- emphasis an the temporal or spatial factor, an the
contradictory demands of long- and short-run comnunication, was the
dynamic Innis discovered in the rise and fall of empires. And his plea
was consistent: civilizations maintain themselves by paying attention
to the factors, the media, that allow for balance, equilibrium between
the demands of time and those of space.

In contrast to almost all other writing about technology, Innis cons-
tantly emphasized the limitations of technology in solving human pro-
blems. He did not so much emphasize the capacity of technology to
bring about useful change as the amount of cultural loss that was atten-
dant upon technical innovation and the degree to which given technolo-
gies, when imposed throughout social organization, finally destroy the
very ends they are trying to achieve.

This strength in Innis' work derives from his mastery of dialectics



and his unromentic location of North American history on the inter-
fusions of technology, politics and eccncmics -- on the political ecce
nomy of communications. Dialectics informs Innis' work both as a me-
thod of analysis and as an implicit. attitude toward the possibilities
of scholarship and human action. Dialectics teaches first of all that
the most important terms of discourse can be known only through their
opposite: individualism through collectivism, negative freedom through
positive freedom, equality through aristocracy, capitalism through
fenaAliSM, etc. Approaching events through contrary terms quickly leads
one to recognize the contradictions and antimonies of existence and
particularly how any system of thought or institutiaps harbors contra-
dictions within it, possessing, therefore, the seeds of its own des-
truction. Innis always played off his principal terms against one
another: time and space, Church and Empire, stability and change,
written and oral traditions, Raman and Common Law, force and sanction.

The occurence of any idea or phenomenon always led him to ask: "Where
is its negation ?" When one term of a polar set is actual or realized,
the other is always potential. ,The advantages of dialectics reside in
its sensitivity to the,contradictory tendencies within phenomena, the
awareness it creates-of the potentialities of any situation, and fi-
nally its necessary attention to-the dynamics of social life and to
qualitative changes in the nature of the social Process.

Dialectics also involves an attitude toward events, and, as Andrew
FLacker has noted, it is a tragic attitude. Dialectics, as method, was
forged in Europe, where people have understood the harshest. lessons of
history. The European experience of the rise and fall of empires, of
the disintegration of once flourishing societies, of disappointment
in the grandest of dreams teaches something of the limitations of human
actions, and at the least cultivates an attitude of patience. American
social thought, in contrast, is wedded to the doctrines of singular
causation and the Enlightment view of history as a highway forever
running in the same direction. In Innis one finds, in contrast, a
scholar continually trying to search out the boundaries of the possible,
the concrete possibilities of history and the limitations of hunan
action. Moreover, by accepting the principle of contradiction, Innis
tried to make it work for mankind by emphasizing balance, restraint
and countervailing tendency. This attitude toward history and contemn
porary societj serves az a protection against the wild oscillations
bet'een despair and euphoria, between self-righteous moralism and ni-
hilism typical of so mudh scholarship.

Dialectics was for Innis both a method of analysis and a guide to
social policy, the ideal coMbination of scholarship and politics. In
both scholarship and politics Innis raged against nenopolies of thought,
wealth and power, and emphasized balance and countervailing force:
time against space, duration against extent, morals against techniques.
He recognized that any orientation, policy, social arrangement or sys-
tem of thought had the defects of its virtues. Like Kenneth Burke
he emphasized that ideas they the Greek principle of enteledhy; they
perfect themselves and then they are most subversive. The only solution
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to the problem of perfection was to balance ideas and orientations with
countervailing forces for only thus could any stability, permanence and
sanity be achieved in society.

Innis applied these methods and attitudes to the development of North
America and to the historical role of media of communication. While
recognizing the centrality of media of communication to social life, he
avoided mythicizing these media and attaching them to edenic images
currently so much in vogue. In the technology of print and later elec-
tronics he saw the potentiality for the perfection of a utilitarian
attitude and the indefinite expansion of the administrative mentality
and imperial politics. Print and electronics were biased toward sup-
porting one type of civilization: a power house society dedicated to
wealth, power and productivity, to tedhnical perfectionism and ethical
nihilism. No amount of rhetorical varnish would reverse this pattern;
only the work of politics and the day by day attempt to maintain another
and contradictory pattern of life, thought, and scholarship. As Innis
pointed out, the demise of culture could be dispelled only by a deli-
berate cutting down of the influence of modern technics and cultivation
of the_reaIms_of_art, ethicsr,andpolitics.---Neidentified-the-oral-
tradition with its emphasis on dialogue, dialectics, ethics, and mete-
physics as the countervailing force to modern tedhnics. But support
of such traditions or media requires that elements of stability be
maintained, that mobility be controlled, that camunities of associa-
tion and styles of life be freed from the blinding obsolescence of
technical Change. However, the demands of growth, empire and techno-
logy put an emphabis -- in education. politics, and social life gene-
rally -- on those media which fostered administrative efficiency suer
as print and electronics. Only by supporting the countervailing power
of substantive rationality, democracy, time and ethics would the bias
of technology be controlled.

The age of electronic communication has posed anew all the questions
Innis raised. This is an age of satellites and cable television, video
phones and computer information utilities, telex and pay television,
and also multinational corporations and common markets. There have
been a number of responses to these developments but none of them po-
ssesses the power and scope of Innis' Canadian theory of communications.
The age of electrical machines has been savagely portrayed in dystopian
tracts of the same kind that =reed at the onset of industrialization.
Others have tried to analyze the new technology in terms of the quali-
tative differences between mechanics and electricity, between paleo-
teobnic and neotechnic technology. Still others have pinned their
apalysis to the difference between communications organized on socialist
as opposed to capitalist principles. Another solution to our dilemmas
Lit offered try a cadre of technocrats, ccunitted to no political theory,
who energetically demonstrate how the new technology will solve every
problem of politics, the economy, health, even loneliness and isolation.
They propose to solve the "problem of communication by identifying the
entire human-habitat with it. Finally, modern utopians have resurrected
the original language of industriaLien and presented a bright new world
aborning by the automatic action of electrical machines. One finds
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among them the pleasant notion that we are 11044 outgrowing the nation
state and that a new form of world order is emerging, a global village,
a universal brotherhood or world government on a shrunken planet --
spaceship earth.

Most of this id'pleasant if not dangerous nonsense. What we are wit-
nessing is another increase in the scale of social organization based
upon electronic communication. We are witnessing the imperial struggle
of the early age of print all over again but now with commanicaticn
systems that transmit messages at the extremes of the laws of physics.
We are witnessing larger federations of per developing out of the
nation state: the Soviet bloc, the Common Market, North America. Ins-
titutiaaal structures are already being evolved in multinational corpo-
rations, regional federations and modern cartels. Multinationals could
not exist without -jet planes, advanced computers and electronic cam-
munication. Harold Geneen was appalled by the lack of central direction
when he took control of ITT:

When we started off we had 110,000 people in Europe. This is
way back at the beginning. We didn't even have an office in
Europe. We had one fellow, andbehad-alpoUt five aqsistants,
and he used-to travel around an airlines and hold meetings in
hotel pies, for 110,000., Today we have a coordinated mana-
gement group in Brussels, which is our headquarters for Europe,
which would comprise about 300 executives, and they monitor all
of our operations in Eurppe.5

Such organizations are even creating, through electronics, a new cul-
ture. In the ncmedic travels of ITT executives, the telephones become
an obsession, as Anthony Sampton puts it,

"not only because ITT makes them but because they abolish
distance and provide a reassuring link with home base. The
more uprooted the way of life, the more dependent the multi-
national managers become on their company, which forms the
carapace within which they travel. I overheard one ITT manager
in his Brussels hotel joking on the telephone for twenty mi-
nutes with New York . . . Inside these giant organisms diffe-
rences of nationality seems often less important than diffe-
rences of company."

There is also a pattern of decentralization occuring. First, through
satellite communication there is a thrustina out of cultures into new
regions of space. 9.._ .s movement is part of a system of national and
regional rivalries, which find expression in United Nations debates on
international regulation of satellite broadcasting. If in a few years
television images can be transmitted over national boundaries to hare
receivers, the United States and the Soviet Union as the two largest
electronic powers can enlarge the region and particularity of their
influence. Naturally, there are disagreements over international sate-
llite regulations, but the direction of United States policy is clear
and flourishes the same rhetorical strategies in use for over a century.

At a recent United Nations debate, as reported in the New York Times,
the United States representative argued that the United States, while
anew:Able to international satellite regulation, apposed restrictions
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on direct telecasting over national boundaries. He declared that the

new tedhnology could be used in an "effective and constructive way"

without inhibiting what offers potentional for great contributions to

education and communication. "In this world of rapidly increasing

contacts and interaction among states, we need to understand more about

each other rather than less". The United States representative Objected

to the concept of "prior consent" that the advocates of strict regu-

lation were advocating. "Sudh a principle could rule out direct broad-

casting for entire regions. Because a satellite beam would usually

cover many states, one country's objection to international broadcasts

could prohibit many others from receiving Such broadcasts even-if they

specifically desired to receive them". Well, the French say it better

but the more things change . .

Beyond the use of satellites for direct, nation-to-person broadcas-

ting, there is a second dimension to the current decentralization and

extension in space of electronic comfaunicatian. The second arena in

which the United States and the Soviet Union are in competition is the

arena of space itself. The exploration and utilization of space is

in-its infancrandrone cannot-predict what-the-ultimate-uSes-of-these
lifeless colonies will be. However, the delay in space exploration

did not derive from deficiencies of rocket thrust. The real delay was

the development of a system of ocnrclunication that would allow space

travel to be controlled true earth. As'printing went with sea-going

navigation and the telegraph with the railway, electronic and computer-

based communication goes with the space ship. In the absence of com-

munication that matches the speed of light and exceeds the speed of

the brain, same hardy pioneer might have tried to thrust himself off

to the moon, although capital costs alone, as in the age of navigation,

make that unlikely. The availability of electronic commanication with

its capacity to increase control by reducing signalling time has turned

space into the next area of expansion. The meaning of electronic cam-

munication is not in the news that informs us or the entertainment that

distracts us but in the new possibility to turn space into a domain

of gecgrequilical and political competition for the most electronically

advanced nations. All of space is naw in the potential control of

Houston,

These new institutions and ambitions are potential rather than actual.

Perhaps what is most needed is a Bismarck to bring out of them a new

order of politics and Walt Whitman to call than forth vividly in con-

sciousness.

It was Whitman in 1870 when the railroad and telegraph were binding

the American West to the East who said, "Long ere the second centennial

arrives there will be same forty to fifty great states, among them

Canada and Ctibp,...The Pacific will be ours and the Atlantic mainly ours.

There will be/daily electric cammications with every part of the

glObe...The'lndividuality of one nation must then, as always, lead the

world. Can there be any doubt who the leafier ought to be?"

It all sounds absurd, yet a recent and bestselling Canadian novel,
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Richard Rbhmeris Ultimatum, describes the invasion and occupation of
Canada by the United States. Robin Mathews reviewing recent Canadian
political novels in This Magazine testifies to what he calls a "very
deep Canadian intuition", namely that the U.S. will not permit Canada
self-determination. Canada will be an economic colony, open as an
unhindered resource base and market, or we will face the U.S. Marines.
But Canada, as Mathews knows, was invaded long ago and the Canadian
imagination is already occupied by America. We need not here rehearse
the evidence, it is too well known: the struggle over Time and Reader's
Digest, the American television programs and movies, the ubiquitous
motels and fast food franchises. Under the circumstances one can un-
derstand and appreciate the lures of nationalism, even if it too is
one of the least attractive of modern doctrines. Innis flirted with
it and felt its impulses deeply. He once wrote:

Whatever hope of continued autonomy Canada may have in the
future must depend on her success in withstanding American
influence and in assisting the development of a third bloc
designed to withstand the pressure of the United States and
Russia. But there is little evidence that she is capable
of these herculean efforts and mudh that she will continue
to be regarded as an instrument of the United States....
Neither a nation, nor a commonwealth, nor a civilization
can endure in which one half in slavery believes itself
free because of a statement in the Bill of Rights and
attempts to enslave the other half which is free. Freedom
of the press under the Bill of Rights accentuated the prin-
ted tradition, destroyed freedom of speech and broke the
relations with the oral tradition of Europe.

But Innis' response to this situation was to erect a history and
theory of communications that while grounded in the particularities of
Canaaian experience could speak eloquently to others. That same task,
call it as he did "A Plea for Ti"me, awaits our renewed attention.
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Moloch or Aquarius
Strategies for Evaluating

Future Communications Needs

The planning of the communications future for a society may be the vest
important activity in the realization of that society's future. %hat
follows assumes that this activity has never been properly carried out
in the past. Planning is particularly important today, for now we have
the opportunity for a real choice of particular futures. Our Children's
Children will hold us answerable for our responsibility to do this.
This per develops a method of rating various coartmdcations systems
in terms of their significance to society at large. The nethodology
is designed to guide the choice of topics for research as well as the
choice of systems to be installed. The chief aim of these measurement
systems is to put man in the center, and give him an increased oppor-
tunity to achieve a fulfilling and creative life, in harmony with his
fellows.

Evaluation of future needs implies that the identification of these
needs ought to precede significant appearance of the reeds. Hence,

the problem divides itself into two basic parts: identification of

the need and evaluation of that necl. In attempting to deal with a
question as large as this, it is helpful to explore the problem as if
it were some kind of space and seek to establish the dimensionality of
the space as well as identifying the limiting constraints surrounding
that space.

After many false starts at exploring this span of communications
needs, an approach was developed ..;hich focused on three kinds of effects
past commicaticrs revolutions had on their host societies. Such de-

velopments as writing, the phonetic alphabet, papyrus, trade routes and

the perfection of the movable type printing press provide a rich collec-
tion of past revolutions. An examination of how they facilitated co-
mmunication with the past, communication between individuals, and co-
mmunication within and between large groups of individuals, disclosed
three characterizations of comnanications revolutions. These can be

thought of as dimensions of our search space, providing we recognize
that as strict dimensions they are questionable, for they are neither
mutually exclusive nor necessarily exhaustive, and besides, it is
difficult to ordinate along these characterizations. However, even
with these restrictions, the concepts developed here have proven use-
ful and perhaps these shortcomings are significant only when the search
space analogy is pushed too hard.

An analysis of how various revolutions facilitated conrmaaication with
the past generated the idea that each succeeding ccernunications made

stored human experience easier to access. In addition, this ease was



manifested by a mph increased use of stored human experience in the
daily transactions of people. The way in which stored human experi-
ence was made easier to access and how more accessing occurred is illus-
trated in the following examples. Lets start with the adoption of
the pnonetic alphabet by the Greeks between the ninth and fifth cen-
turies B.C. and how it affected this society. Writing had existed
before the phonetic alphabet, but was very clumsy and only good for
the making of lists, bookkeeping and the like. These early forms of
writing required much effort to learn and maintain. The Greeks added
vowels to the Phoenican consonants, and so completed the elements
needed to produce a pronouncable writing form. This simple adaptation
resulted in a skill that could be taught in just a few years, and was
easy to maintain. So the *number of users multiplied very rapidly.

The phonetic alphabet freed people from the Limitations of the pre-
vious major memory technique, that of mime assisted memory, and for
the first time encouraged rational. consideration of alternatives rather
than blind imitation of the response of a mythical hero to a similar
situation. This is the basis for the pun in Joyce's Finnegans Wake,
"ABCEDminded".1 The then new phonetic alphabet, which Athens finally
made official in the fifth century B.C., produced many profound Changes
in Greek life, which are dealt with in detail by Havelock.2

The interchangeable typeset printing press, invented during a period
of great civil strife in Europe, initiated a total intellectual, reli-
gious and artistic revolution. It took this technology a mere fifty
years to eliminate scriptoria as the significant means of producing
books. This printing press made cheap books, newspapers, journals and
magazines possible, all further easing the access to stored human ex-
perience.

Even the telephone makes stored human experience easier to access.
It is so easy to find out something through the use of the telephone
that we frequently overlook its importance in this area. Much of the
efficiency of today's world of Tierce depends on this aspect of the
telephone.

Surely the computer must be amongst the greatest developments in
the area of easing the access to stored human experience. However,
linguistic research has identified what may be a fundamental constraint
limiting the utility of information retrieval systems, language trans-
lation systems and the like. Yehoshua Bar-Hillel presents the argu-
ment that really effective general purpose information systems are
impossible to build, but yet we cannot afford to stop trying.3

It would soon that language is too complex to analyze in simplistic
Aristotelian logic terms. We call this caution "Bar-Hillel's Conun-
drum". The difficulty of producing a significant easing of the access
to stored human experience with a:mut-ens must not be underrated, nor
should the payoffs be overrated.

The really significant achievements in easing the access to stored
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human experience have had the effect of modifying or changing the way
people indexed information. The printing press, for example, caused
references to change from the Biblical form of "it is written" to ci-
ting the exact volume in which the writing could be found. The come
puter introduced interlinked indexing systems, such as the "Fey Word
in Context" system. Consequently, a test for signdficance of this
first characterization can be made by asking if a particular communi-
cations innovation has the potential of affecting has people index
information.

So much for the first characterization. The second characterization
stets from the interaction of the second partition, communication bet-
ween individuals, with the list of effects of past communications revo-
lutions. Man operates in ropy spaces beyond the mere physical one in-
volving houses, offices, autombbiles and just plain land. There is
the concept of activity space, sudh as a person's job or role. There
are also information spaces that people occupy and identify with.

Conversation represents a rather interesting manifestation of the
spatial game. The acoustic-language space enveloping two convetsants
is occupied, at first glance, by one person, or the other, alternately;
and a well understood game is played when one wishes to retire, or,
the other wishes to advance into possession of that space. A common
or mutually shared information space must exist for communication to
occur. We gust speak the same language, our use of special texts must
stem from common experience, you must be where you can hear me, are
all examples of this requirement. Furthermore, the efficiency, effete
tiveness, depth and involvement of the communication experience all
seem to vary directly with the size of the common information space
Shared by the comummicants.

To fully share a thing, both parties should have simultaneous aces
to it. In simple conversation, the acoustic space enveloping the
communicants is fully shared. Both parties can both talk and listen
simultaneously, should they so desire. The space is shared in a fully
communal way. Simple models of communications have averlodked the
importance of those brief periods during which both parties are talking.
The shared space model suggests that this is where the significant ewe
tional catharsis occurs. Many of our past designs of communications
systems ha Ne inhibited simultaneous talking by both communicants. The
echo suppressors used in long distance telephone, the hands free tele-
phone, and the "push to talk" office intercom are examples of systems
that inhibit simultaneous talking. A telephone subscriber once come
plained that when she called. her sister long distance, she was unable
to cry with her. The echo suppressors had prevented this shared ex-
perience from occurring. The tine delays inserted by stationary oommu-
nications satellites also affects the comuunicant's perception of the
sharing, for the interruptions always appear to be someWhat late, and
hence sluggish.

We communicate using many languages, speech languages, non-verbal
languages, gestures, etc. The more of these we can share simultane-
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ously in any communications situation, the richer the experience can
be. Interruptions of one language can be achieved by means of another.
A gesture can interrupt a speaker. The larger the size of the shared
information space, the richer the 'Choice of interrupt strategies be-
comes. The game beccues more involving, interactive and exciting.

The range of interrupt strategies open to the communicants provides
a significance test for this characterization. To the extent that a
particular innovation tends to increase this range, it has signifi-
cance. It is not necessary that the carrunicants actually aake use
of the whole range of interrupt strategies, they need only be aware
of the extent of that range. Conflict resolution studies have Shown
that the unsent message is of almost as much value as the sent message,
so long as both parties know the channel is open.4

One can conceive of a computer based management system where each
versants files would be kept in a central storage system. Browse rou-
tines would make it easy to peruse each:other's work. Such a system
is currently being developed at the Stanford Research Institute by
Douglas Englebart.5 Clearly such a system would enlarge the size of
the information space shared by the members of such a group. Inter-
rupts would be of the form "Say, I see you are thinking about widgets,
did you know that Professor I.M. Wang in Saskatoon has done quite a
lot with widgets ?" Again, this system appears to extend the range of
interrupt strategies open to the group members, by enlarging the size
of the common information space shared by the venters. However, such
an enlargement is constrained by the Bar-Hillel conundrum, see above,
being inherent in the problem of designing "adequate" browse routines.
Hence improvements on the intellectual side of this particular charac-
terization seem bounded.

Picturephone does not create a shared visual space, for I am looking
at you while you are looking at re. A simple game of naughts and
crosses can not be played with ease on such a system. Your naughts
are on the screen in front of my face, utile my crosses are on a sheet
of per on the table. For you, the opposite is true, and for neither
of us is there a display Showing both the naughts and the crosses. That
display we must create by adding to the paper what we see on the screen.
Hence, Picturephone represents a very mild increase over the telephone
in terms of the size of the common information space shared by the
communicants. The basis for that mild increase is the fact that the
range of interrupt strategies does increase someWhat, for now gestures
can be used on Picturephone for interrupts. However, the deletion
of the handset, which is replaced by a switched audio channel permit-
ting a hands-free style of operation represents a diministment of the
Shared communication space, so the whole effect may be a communications
tool that diminishes rather than enhances this characteristic of commur
nications, compared to the familiar telephone. Picturephone's early
dPgigners did not consider this aspect in any important way.

The third characterization of communications revolutions relates to
the ease with which new ideas can be propagated throughout the society.



Each significant communications revolution has increased the easeurkth

which shared feelings could be discovered and developed in the host ,

society. For want of a better descripter, I Choose to call this proe

cess the development and discovery of nascent consensus. We are not

concerned with beating the remaining twenty-five percent of the popu-

lation into submission, but rather how the first ten percent got the

thing going in the first place.

Money is one of the greatest social inventions in the ccosensus pro-

ducing areas. In a very simple, direct and positive way it determines

haw many Mustangs will be built, bow much bread will be baked and how

many bridges will be built. Although the system is far from perfect,

it's the best we have. Unfortunately, we have treated the system's

messages as an end in themselves, and so few people can appreciate

this fimdamentaily important role of mcney. In Stafford Beer's terms,

our monetary system is a variety attenuator, and as the ccuple)dty of

the social system it is controlling grows, it may attenuate too much

variety and so fall short of providing an optimum overall situation.

Essentially, if one does the right thing, one is rewarded by the so-

ciety by receiving money so that performance that is acceptable to the

society results in positive reinforcemnt that stimulates continued

efforts. Unacceptable performance is rewarded by denial cf reward.

The rich pluralism and freedom to annihilate oneself makes this sys-

tem a very effective and stimulating one. Perhaps the role of govern-

ment should be to assure that the system does in fact reward activities

that contribute to social good, so that it is profitable for entre-

preneurs to mcve in directions that are socially acceptable.

The choosing of popular songs is another example of a consPrisus for-

ming system. This system is based an record sales and various other

techniques that indiqate the preferences of listeners to radio and

TV. It is a complex, fast acting system. In pre-radio days, a bit

sang would last a year or two. After radio, the period of supremacy

shortened to a mere month or two. Today, if that same period extends

beyond a couple of weeks in a particular geographical area it is un-

usual. As our ccununications envinavael evolved from concert ball

to radio, and on to television, the whole musical consensus system

speeded up and became more pluralistic ond complex. It also became

easier to input the system with a new musical idea. It is a fine ex-

ample of how consensus discovery and develcpment is a function of the

communications environment of a society.

In futures research work, one technique that is employed to explore

experts' views of the future is known as the Delphi study. In this

technique, the experts are polled as to when they consider certain

events might happen. The -,:esults of this questioning are plotted to

Show the spread of opinion. These plots are then fed back to the ex-

perts along' with a second round of questions, and the experts are re-

quested to reconsider their estimates. Lo Jkltehold, the second round

results show less spread when analyzed. Consensus is generated! It

is generated from condensed informaticn and feedback.
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In any consensus discovering system there appears to be both reduc-
tion or filtering of information and feedbadk. Variety attenuation
and feedbadk, in Beer's terns. In the case of the Delphi study, the
Individual estimates belonging to each expert are all coMbined into
one distribution curve, so there is data reduction, or variety atte-
nuation. In the case of the popular song selection, the disc jockey
doesn't know who bought which record, he only knows the overall sta-
tistics of record sales. Again there is data reduction or variety
attenuation. In both cases there is also feedbadk. The attenuated
data is fed back. The opinion of the expert on the second round of
questions in the Delphi study is influenced by the summarization of the
results of the first round. In the fAde of the data about the group's
behaviour, will the expert hold his position, or will he yield? Lists
of the "Tap Fifty" are praminantly displayed where records are pur-
chased, so that the reduced data from previous purchases is offered
as a decision input to the prospective record purchaser.

The proper management of business is based on the same forrmsL4. The
richness of the company's activities are reduced to a balance sheet.
This is fed back to the manager to show how he did in the last period,
and to assist him in developing strategies for the subsequent repor-
ting period. Stafford Beer would suggest that this particular system
attenuates much too much variety by absorbing too much information,
and so produces a suboptimal overall system. He would probably be
quite right. Not too much is known about consensus processes, but it
would appear that as the data reduction becomes excessive, the control
exerted by the feedback process moves from a dynamic, evolution ori-
ented genre towards a conservative, small, no change one. Considerable
research would have to be done before this could be anything but a mere
hypothesis. :However, even meaningful hypotheses are rare in this area.

A mass,hedium, such as the newspaper, the radio or TV, is a feedback
system ccerating around the processes of a society. It picks up mes-
sages from the output of these social processes, selects and filters
them through its editorial policy, ana aistributes themwidely
throughOut tnerSbolety. The health of the medium, or its income, is
directly proportional to the popular acceptability of the messages it
disseminates.- Since mare people will agree about what it is they dis-
like than will agree about what it is they like, a larger audience can
be pleaseqmore- often by hAa than nice news. Trouble sells!
Consensus,is easier to generate in a negative direction with mass media
than-in'a positive direction. New tentative ideas sound trivial on
TV, while-thetan the boob, the stop ecological destruction messages
sound important. Note how the conservative no change messages prosper
in this system which has all the. characteristics of too Ruch infor-
nation reduction. The variety attenuation is too great to permit the
exciting new and untried to, be proninantly discussed. They say it is
not of sufficient general interest.

Skinner has obserwd-that the signifiCdnt Ljoracterization of evo-
lution relates to increases of a being's, or culture's, sensitivity
to the remote consequences of its actions.6 Perhaps his otser:ation

tio
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is less significant if we note that mass media that absorb too much
information, and hence attenuate too much variety, have an inherent
propensity to produce just this result. We must also observe that
such media are easier to build, grate and control than others that
might result in a richer and more exciting fare. Complaining about
the editorial policies of mass media will not correct this situation,

for the problem is inherent in the structure and size of the medium.
As these media have developed, with their centralist structures, their
content has evolved into forms that would be too costly for significant
more pluralistic structures to hoPAr.

It is too late to correct the situation by just adding many more 'IV
dhannels, for example. Our trained response to the content wtich we
now recognize as "good TV" is such that the probability that suitable
content could be generated to fill these additional channels, content
that would differ significantly from that that exists today is only
minimal. The mere adaition of channels does not increase the ease of
creating high variety content. Such a strategy may prove counter pro-
ductive, and only drive the cost of producing content up by inereasing
the demand for "good" content. Hence, the variety could be even fur-
ther attenuated by this particular strategy.

The development of massive, consensus spawning communicaticns systems
that enhance the possibility of constructive and positive consensus
seems both possible and difficult. We can do it where the messages
are abstract, as in the popular music case for example. Where the
messages are explicit, as in politics, we are quite unskilled. As
system designers, we might be tempted to suggest that the power of the
computer could solve the problem if only we had the hardware, but again
Bar-Hillel's conundrum limits such strategies, making the software more
critical than the mere hardware.

A measure of the significance of advances under this consensus dha-
racterization can be developed from the probability of a given indi-
vidual either transmitting or receiving a message that is regarded as
both interesting and unexpected. Jane Jacob's sidewalk is a medium
of communication that permits interesting and unexpected messages to
be exchanged at a low level of cammitment.7 Where are our "electronie
sidewalks"? The old fashioned rural telephone party line was a form
of electronic sidewalk. Tomorrow's electronic telephone exchanges may
offer the opportunity of developing services that make a contribution
in the easing of the discovery and development of nascent consensus,
particularly if we understand more about the nature of such processes,
and design into these new systems no characteristics that inhibit sudh
services.

In summary, we have three criteria for evaluating future communi-
cation technologies and needs which have emerged from an analysis of
the effects of communications revolutions on the societies in which
these revolutions occured. The three criteria are:
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The ease with which stored human experience can be
accessed,

The size of the camon informatia space shared by the
communicants,

The ease of (ifs cccivery. and development of nascent con-
sensus.

And the three tests of significance which correspond to these charac-
terizations are:

Must affect the way people index information,

li

* Must increase the range of interrupt strategies open
to the communicants for the interrupt act,

Must increase the probability of transmitting or
receiving interesting but unexpected messages.

Two general tests or ccnstraints can be applied to any communications
innovation or potential need description. The first stems from the
observation that each of the three characterizations are limited in
same way by Bar,-8111el's conundrum. Any potential need or innovation
in the communications area must address the realities, the subtleties
and the complexities of language. Because of the previous references
to this factor, in the text above, we shall proceed to the second cons-
training factor.

The second constraint is ecmcmic, being more complex than just the
simple noti,cn that the innovation must pay off for the entrepreneur.
The effect of any really significant communications revolution has
been to open the otherwise closed economic system of the host society.
The important communications innovations alter the environment in which
the economic system is eMbedded,and open up whole new ways of creating
wealth. The ecencmic effects of such a happening are truly profound.
Cionventional ecenanic analysis can only lead to an entirely inadequate
assessment of these.opportunities

The phonetic alphabet transformed econdmics trona household oriented
activity, for the Greek word "ekos" means household, to a city state
concern. The adoption of that particular technology so stimulated
Athens as to trigger the hundred golden years. Had the Greeks managed
to foresee their need to keep the communications environment of their
society evolving, and developed paper and printing presses, they per-
haps could have avoided the need for Alexander the Great and his mili-
taristic methodology of consensus development. Perhaps almost two
thousand years of costly social development with its attendant massive
human suffering could have been compressed into a few centuries.

It would appear that significant improvements in the way in utIch
human experience is accessed tend to result in great increases in pro-
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ductivity. Eventually, however, these hmprovements seem to result
in the society again being limited by the need for a further quantum
improvement in this direction. Our own society todAy seems in need
of just such an improvement.

'Communications revolutions that affect the environment of the host
society's economic system in this basic way seem to have the charac-
teristic that they open opportunities for more people to do more things
that have positive economic consequences. These revolutions provide
new tools that can be used by the population to create wealth in new
ways,

Ivan Illich uses the term "convivial tools" to describe tools and
processes that have high utility for common folk.8 In his terms, the
cooking stove and the hammer are very convivial tools, for almost
everyone can use them to advantage. The computer, as we now know it,
is anything but a convivial tool. By making the art of reading and
writing available to anyone who could spend three or so years.learning
the technique, the phonetic alphabet mode reading and writing far more
convivial than it was in its earlier forms when decades were required
before a man could develop proficient skills. Illich argues the essen-
tial importance of convivial tools to the stability and success of a
society.

The telephone is a highly convivial communications tool, for anyone
can use it well. Television is less convivial, for although we all
can view it, only a few are suffiqirly skilled to be able to input
the 'IV medium well enough to make Ile result worth significant viewing
time. 'Newspapers and other one way mass media are similar in their
level of conviviality. Such mass media must lie between the telephone
and the poet office at the high end of the conviviality scale, and the
computer at the low end. The major communications revolutions impacted
their host society's economic system by placing a new tool of increased
conviviality in the society's hands, providing the opportunity for a new
wealth creating process to emerge throughout that society. Creativity
and exploration are terribly costly if the price is possible loss of
material that has been previously accumulated throe very hard work.

Here then is the connection between easing the a s to stored human

experience and innovation.

Communications innovations that have this property of conviviality
and are also consensus builders appear to directly impinge upon the
processes that are basic to the wealth creating means of a society.
An examination of the various communications innovations of the past
show that these two properties do not always occur together. Television
is cettainly a consensus building medium, but it is not a highly con-
vivial one. Hame.er, the subset of the consensus systems that build
positive consensus, consensus that is forward directing rather than
constraining, may well correlate with the set of communications inno-
vations that are highly convivial. Such an important difference in
Characteristics between the two subsets of consensus producing systems,
those that act as a positive feedback loop and tend to help the society



get on with its evolution, and those that seem to act like a negative
feedback loop, and restrain such activity, suggest that they are really
quite different, and perhaps the classification system could be altered
to better bring this important difference into clearer focus.

In order to estimate the potential of a communications innovation
to impact the economic system of its host society at a truly basic
level, two approaches can be taken. Firstly, assuming that the con-
viviality and positive consensus characteristics of communications
innovations describe the essence of the principal impact processes, a
particular innovation's potential in the areas of conviviality and po-
sitive consensus could be used as an assessment device. However, this
alone might be misleading due to the existence of other factors that
are as yet unidentified. A second strategy may be more general, and
is based on how the impacts of the innovation are likely to be viewed
by the affected population. Four impact areas are considered: social
good, economic opportunity, economic necessity and survival. The
larger the fraction of the population that see the impacts as spreading
across more than one of these categories, the greater the significance
of the innovation will likely be. An analysis based on both these
strategies provides the best known approach to estimating the eventual
economic impact of a communications innovation on its host society.
Whether or not the innovation will meet the smaller requirements of
the innovator depends on his skill and staying power.

The three Characterizations can, in a limited way, act. as dimensions
describing a communications needs space, while the two constraints,
that derived from the structure of language, and the one relating to
the eventual economic impacts of the innovation, define the outer edges
of that space. Within this needs space it should be quite easy to lo-
cate regions of opportunity. Vast spaces seen to exist along the axis
of consensus, particularly the positive or go ahead kind of consensus.
The spaces out near the economic constraint represented by the convivial
concept, seem quite empty and opportunity rich. With so much ofthe
world's populatiOn awaiting the chance to enter our economic games,
additional opportunities for expansion of that game would seem desir-
able, particularly if these opportunities are not ecologically patho-
logical. The insights and challenges provided by this approach to
identifying and evaluating future communications needs (and opportu-
nities) Should keep us profitably engaged for quite same time.
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Canadian Media Regulation

Except in the field of broadcasting, regulation of Canadian media of
communication has been limited to a general proscription in the cri-
minal code against libel and Obscenity, and a few belated attempts to
protect Canadian publications against the diversion of advertising
revenue to foreign periodicals. Again with the partial exception of
broadcasting, the federal government has not assumed the responsibility
of ensuring that Canadians are served by a variety of informational
sources, diverse in viewpoint and capable of performing at a high
standard. Under modern conditions, effective communication within an
organized society is often deemed essenUal for its continued exis-
tence, functioning, and well-being. But as a recent report from a
committee of the Canadian Senate comments:

The big trouble with this assumption, the notion that media
diversity equals a higher polity, is that it happens to be
in flat defiance of economics. More voices may be healthier,

but fewer voices are Cheaper.'

Regulation is not to be confused with restriction; it need not be a
tofally negative concept, akin to censorship. Regulation can be a
means of ordering priorities, of giving fairer access, and therefore
of increasing Choice, providing more diversity. As applied to commur-

nications, it can prevent facilities from serving the narrow needs of
one class of owners or limited groups of users. It can help ensure

that human beings who have choices to make of many kinds, including
political choices, have access to the information which enables them
to make decisions that are truly theirs. Furthermore, regulation of
the media of communication can aid a society in realizing and per-
ceiving its azmunity of interests and its cultural heritage. If con-

centration of economic or political power prevent a full presentation
of options, provide stereotyped representations of life rather than a
more faithful reflection of human activity in all its diversity, or
subordinate other interests to immediate commercial profit, the commu-
nications system will not advance man's true liberties.

The Canadian experience with regulation of the media, different in
some respebts from either British or American, is indicative of both

the inherent probleL3 and the possibilities. Traditionally, govern-

ments have been reluctant to embark an a course which would have them
establish priorities in the older media of communication. For its

part, the federal government can plausibly argue that it does not have

primary jurisdiction over the media except for broadcasting (which the
courts have interpreted as being an extension of telegraphy, and there-
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fore interprovincial in sccpe). Otherwise, comunications are regar-
ded as local enterprises, whose property interests are under the Juris-
diction of the provinces. The federal government has certain levers,
however, that it can use in the national interest if it chooses. Under
the criminal code (WhiCh in Canada is entirely federal), it can declare
monopolistic practices to be an offence. It can control the importa-
tion of films and periodicals from other countries, or impose import
duties on them. It can levy income taxes on individuals and corpora-
tions, and grant exemptions for certain kinds of income. Through its
almost unrestricted power to spend, it can give financial support to
ocarmunications enterprises. The last, however, is hardly a regulatory
measure.

The fundamental reason for lack of gomernment intervention with res-
pect to most media is the tradition that Canada shares with Reny libe-
ral democracies, that government control of speech or other expression
is abhorrent. Beyond this, there is a more arguable assunption that
channels of ommunication are best left in the hands of private owners,
who ccypete in the nerket-place as do the producers of other goods and
services. The ideological link with a capitalistic econcmdc system is
evident, that is to say, with the ethic of free private enterprise.

That these assumptiens can be followed to the obliteration of any
national control or selfetterrnination in a median of ctimnunication
is illustrated in the case of theatrical films. By the nineteen
twenties, thirties and forties, Canada depended on the United States
for nearly all its feature films, and even the cinemas in which they
were Shown were owned by a few American production groups. The Massey
Ca-mission reported in 1951:

The cinema at present is not only the nest potent tut also the
most alien of the influences shaping our Canadian life. Nearly
all Canadians go to the movies; and most movies cove from Belly-
weod...Hollywood refashions us in its own ineee.2

If through the play of eccnamic forces Canadians had lost out in the
production and distribution of films, they were active at least in
film censorship, which was carried on under the aegis of nine provin-
cial boards. The puritan tradition was strong among both Protestant
and Boman Catholic elements of the pepulation, both English and French-
speaking. Films were perceived as having more to do with entertsiinnt,
clean or unsavory, than with freedun of communication. In the past
decal, of ceurse, censorship has bewne much less rigorcus.)

To the present day, Canada has never established quotas on fcreigr:
films, as have many other countries. Its principal efforts to breathe
life into a Canadian film undustry have been non-regulatory: the
creation of the National Film Board in 1939 and the Canadian Film Lc
melopment Corporation in 1968.

Brcs otir

in radio, and later in televisi,Alp the federal authority found :ore



scope for regulatory activity than in films or the print media. Re-
gulatory powers would be used sparingly, but same control at least had
to be imposed in the allocation of frequencies. In the genesis of
broadcasting in the 1920s the governaent tended to grant licenses freely
to all carers (provided they were "British subjects"). There was little
concern for the quality of station performance, except for restriction,
negligently enforced, on direct advertising.

In 1932 regulatory activity was stepped up, and the laissez-faire
policy which continued to characterize governmental relationships with
all other ocamunications media was abandoned. The circumstances that
led to this departure in policy were several years in the making. In
the neighbouring United States, the allocation of frequencies had been
in a Chaotic state, and Canada decided that action must be taken to
safeguard positions on the spectrum for its own stations.

The commercial auspices of broadcasting had brought very uneven de-
velopment of radio across the country: there was a lack of coverage
in many rural areas, and especially in French - speaking Canada. Pro-
viding programs in French cost more money, and business in the main
was in the hands of English-speaking owners and advertisers. Public
dissatisfaction with coverage provided one stimulus for government
action.

There was also a concern that radio as it had developed was excessi-
vely trivial and canmrcial. In some circles, there was a demand that
its cultural and educational potential be better realized, with the
BBC in Britain cited as an example of what could be done.

While it was said that Canadian stations offered insufficient va-
riety, failed to serve important needs, and misused the nedium, there
was disturbing evidence that listeners were attracted in preponderant
nutters to the powerful United States stations, and particularly to
the programs of the newly established NBC and CBS networks. The time
had come for the Canadian government to stake out its claim to influ-
ence Canadian broadcasting from coast to coast. It appointed a royal
commission of inquiry to advise it on measures that should be taken
to effect an improvement in the broadcasting service available to
Canadians.

Evolution of a "nixed system" in Broadcasting

It is surprising that a commission headed by a prominent banker, Sir
John Aird, president Of the Canadian Chamber of Commerce, recommended
national ownership and control of all radio stations, more or less on
the model of the BBC. The Conservative government which finally acted
on the recommendations in 1932 was headed by R.B. Bennett, himself a
corporation lawyer. The government bill, modifying the Aird Commission's
recommendations, established a regulatory board, the Canadian Radio
Broadcasting Commission. But unlike the Federal Radio Commission in
the United States, the Canadian Radio Commission was to be in adaition
a programming body and an owner of stations. In fact the whole future

Pot



of private stations was left in doubt. The Broadcasting Act was
written in such terms that the Commission could expropriate private
stations, but to do so required the government's sanction as well as
positive financial support that was never forthcoming. The Conser-
vative government, after all, believed in the ethic of free enterprise,
and it was unlikely to embark on a policy of cutvlete public ownership
unless driven to that recourse by the failures of private owners.

Thus began the rather curious mixed system of private ownership and
public ownership in radio and television that has lasted until this
day.

Built into the system was the quandary of how the stations, private
and public, were to be regulated, and who was to choose between appli-
cants for new stations or increases in kilowatt power. In both the
Act of 1932 and its successor of 1936, the assumption was that the
public body was called the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (the CBC).
As in other Anglo-American democracies, there was apprehension over
the prospect of a government playing a central role in communication
activity, and a fear that the party holding office could use its go-
vernmental powers for its own purposes. The opposition parties and
the voluntary organizations acting as pressure groups insisted on se-
veral measures to insulate the CBC from government direction. First,
the revenues of the CDC were to be from licenses sold to listeners,
and not from government grants. Second, although the government appoin-
ted the governing board, renters of that board were to hold office for
stated periods, and were to be accountable not to a single minister or
the cabinet, but to Parliament as a whole. In respect to its broad-
casting activities, the Board was conceived to be a "buffer" between
the program directors and the political authorities.

The system worked reasonably well for about twenty years, increasing
the amount of Canadian programming in English and French, providing
national distribution for the sore important and costly programs, and
increasing the coverage of Canadian stations and the variety of pro-
gram fare, some of it decidedly controversial. The system had, however,
certain weaknesses and internal contradictions which kept alive the
issue of how broadcasting might be better regulated. The private sta-
tions grew sore prosperous, and less willing to remain a subsidiary
part of the national system. As time went by, they successfully en-
listed the aid of like-minded business organizations ((such as the Ca-
nadian Chamber of Commerce) and eventually of one of the two major
parties -- the Progressive Conservatives, under the leadership of first
George Drew and then John Diefenbaker. The growth of television after
1952, its popular appeal and its prospect for profits, made the stakes
all the higher, and the private owners more determined that they should
no longer be regulated by the CBC. Mr. Diefenbaker's defeat of the
Liberal government of Louis St. Laurent in 1957 presaged a fundamental
change in the regulatory system.

What the private stations advocated was a regulatory board that was
separate from programming, one that would function more or less along

:



the lines of the Federal acuwnications Commission in the United
States -- a board that would have minimal powers to prescribe cate-
gories of programs or to determine what parts of the CBC service Sheuld
be carried by private affiliates. Such a board, they argued, should
deal in an even-handed fashion with the CBC and the private stations.
If the CBC had been allowed to hook on to U.S. networks for the impor-
tation of American programs, each private station or private network
should have the sane right.

In the first five years of television development (that is, after
1952), the "mixed system" had effectively extended coverage to most
of the Canadian population. Unlike the situation during the early
days of radio, there was available a full complement of program ser-
vices, in English and French, distributed through the national net-
works of the CBC and the private affiliates. The CBC used its regu-
latory authority to secure national distribution, but it was not very
energetic in applying standards toward the station's own programming

performance.

With an objective of using scarce resources to bring television co-
verage to the entire population, in small communities as well as large,
the government had decided in 1951 that each city would provisionally
have only one station.3 The CBC would have its own stations in six
principal cities (as production centres), and private stations would
be licensed in all other communities. They would be expected to dis-
tribute a major part of the CBC program service.

As the time neared when second stations for the larger cities could
be considered, the St. Laurent government appointed another rpyal co-
mission (under the Chairmanship of R.M. Fowler) to recommend on the
advisability of licensing second stations, and also to review the re-
gulatory system. The report of the Fowler Commission (1957) emphasized
that the primacy of the CBC's national service should continue, but
that a greater distinction should be recognized between the operating
functions of the CBC and the regulatory powers of its appointed board,
which should be renamed.

The Diefenbaker government did not follow the main recommendations
of the Fowler Commission when it introduced new legislation in 1958,
though it made a pretence of doing so. The result of its cabinet deli-
berations was a rather uneasy compromise between the former system and
the Conservative party's preference for a regulatory board that would
strip the CBC of its pre-eminent position. The 1958 Broadcasting Act
indeed marks a turning point, away from the primacy of the public com-
ponent in the system, and at the sane tine making the national service
dependent on annual parliamentary appropriations and on advertising.
Two new boards were established in place of one, each reporting to
Parliament. The first, the Board of Broadcast Governors, was to be
entirely regulatory. The second, the CBC Board of Directors, was to
be responsible for a national program service in radio and television,
and for the operation of CBC stations and networks. The CBC would
have less financial independence than before in that it would have



no statutory assurance of income for a period of years, but o ust de-

pend on funds voted each year by Parliament.

Aside from initial doubts as to whether the (BC would have treed=
to continue its former programming policies, the thief problem in the

ten years was the uncertain relationship between the two public
rds. The Board of Broadcast Governors (BBG) had general regulatory

lowers over both CSC and private stations, but certain safeguards pro,
..lided the CBC under the Act limited the BBC's authority in regulating
network arrangements. A number of disputes arose between the two
bodaes, and the BBG was thought by some to be too protective of pri-
vate stations and the new private national network it had encouraged.

After a further review of broadcasting in 1965 and 1966, the Liberal
government of L.B. Pearson passed the Broadcasting Act of 1968. While
emphasizing that private and public components together constituted
a single broadcasting system, the Act continued the provisions of 1958
which had established the two boards. However, the new Act renamed
the regulatory authority as the Canadian Radio - Television Coundssion
(CFTC), and gave it undisputed regulatory powers over both the CBC and
private stations. In addition, the definition of "broadcasting" was
dhanged to give the CRTC authority over cable distribution of programs.
Community Antenna Television systems had been developed rapidly in
many locations to bring subscribers a better picture and additional
program services tram remote stations (particularly from the United
States). This resulting fragmentation of viewing audiences threatened
the basis of advertising support for many private stations, and the
government responded by forcing cable operators into the "single broad-
casting system", where they would be regulated in the same fashion as
the more traditional broadcasters.

Throughout these successive changes was the underlying concept, held
in common with the framers of the Radio Act of 1927 in the United
States (such as Senator Dill) that broadcasting was a public trust,
which required that a national agency administer and supervise the
allocation and use of broadcast frequencies. In. Canada it has been
held that Parliament should set out general guidelines, but the func-
tion of interpreting and applying the statutory provisions should be
delegated to an independent board or commission. The argument that
station owners should have the same freedom of control enjoyed by ow-
ners of newspapers and maga7ines was never accepted. Unlike the United
States, Canada does not have written constitutional guarantees of free -
dun of speech. In the main Canadians have only the protection of tra-
dition and the common law. As a result the regulatory authorities have
never been constrained fram setting standards in the content of broad-
casting on the grounds that such practice would violate constitutional
freedoms; indeed there have often been public expectations that more
program direction would be given broadcasters than the regulatory au-
thority was willing to undertake. In positive terms, the regulatory
authority since 1958 has been charged with ensuring that programming
should be "varied and camprehensive", of high standard, and predomi-
nantly Canadian.4



Ctdects of Regulation in Canadian Broalcasting

The principal Objectives ot the regulatory authority since 1956' have
been: that ownership and control of stations and networks Should be
Canadian; that the amount of foreign-originated programming should be
limited; that the national service provided by the CBC should reach
as much of the population as possible, either through (BC stations or
private affiliates; that private owners preferably should be part of
the community they serve, although there should be some limitations
on monopoly ownership of diverse media in the same community, as well
as limitations on the number of broadcasting licenses granted throu-
ghout the country to the same owners; that stations under license meet
certain program standards (admittedly hard to define) in terms of co-
mmunity service, program variety, integrity of news presentation, and
provisions for fairness in controversial broadcasting. Finally, as
conditions permit, the regulatory authority is expected to encourage
the extension of national radio and television services, in addition
to those of the CBC, to as many communities as possible, in both Eng-
lish and French.

Before 1968, Parliament and the regulatory authority had allowed a
number of stations to come under the ownership or control of companies
from Great Britain or the United States (for example, Paramount Pic-
tures and RK0 - General Tire and Rubber). In cable television, by
1967 United States companies owned or controlled the services used by
77 per cent of all Canadian subscribers -- approximately twenty of
these systems were awned sObstantially by subsidiaries of CBS and of
Gulf and Western Industries.5 The 1968 Act allowed the CRTC to res-
trict such ownership to one-fifth of the voting shares of any broad-
(lasting undertaking, including cable, and many stations and rahle sys-
tems have had to be sold to new owners.

Both the BBG after 1958 and the CRTC after 1968 made regulations to
Limit the nuMber of foreign programs carried by Canadian television
stations. In the period before 1958, the CBC's position as the sole
operator of national networks was assumed to guarantee the availabi-
lity of Canadian programming. After 1958, private stations outnumbered
CBC stations, and the licensing of a private (second) television net-
work increased the opportunities for the importation of foreign pro,
grams, chiefly from U.S. networks and American film sources. To meet
the Objective laid down in the act that prtgrams Should be predomi-
nantly Canadian, the BBG mode the requirement that at least 55 per
cent of any television station's programs should be Canadian in origin,
but the requirement was interpreted so loosely that most private sta-
tions fell considerably Short of this objective, especially in prime
time. Indeed after 1958, despite the creation of the second Canadian
network (CTV), there was a higher percentage of American programs avai-
lable in two-station cities than there had been when the CBC was the
single source of Canadian network programs.6

After 1968, the CRTC tightened the "Canadian content" regulations
for television, and 'or the first time established a minimum require-
ment in radio. Thirty percent of the recorded music broadcast
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AM radio stations must have a Canadian conecnent in ourpositiai or
performance. This new regulation has had a pronounced elect on the
cceresition, performance and recording of popular music, and since
1970 a pranisirig record industry has developed where (at least in

English Canada) there had been virtually none.

After ensuring Canadian ownership of stations and a quota for Ca-
nadian content in programming, the CRTC has a third objective to see
that as many Canadians as possible have access to the national program
service of the CDC. A number of private stations have received their
licenses on condition that they be affiliated with a CDC network. The
CYTC has pressed the CBC to extend service to thinly populated areas,
and has facilitated the establishment of CBC stations in some centres
where private stations previous...y had the field to themselves. (The

BBG on occasion had favored private applicants or delayed in appro-
ving applications from the CBC -- notably in Quebec City and St. John's,
Newfoundland.) Furthering Canada's official bilingual policy, the
CRTC has been especially concerned to provide programming in French
to Canadians who speak or understand that language. Outside the French
Canadian "heartland" of Quebec, this has usually required the CBC to
establish French-language stations, because such services are seldom
commercially profitable. Moreover, the CRTC is known to have spurred
a government announcement early in 1972 that the CBC would be autho-
rized to extend its services within a five-year period to 98 per cent
of Canada's entire population.7

In its attempts to curb monopolies or to prevent domination of broad-
casting by large-scale enterprise, the CFTC has had objectives nimilar
to those espoused by the FCC in the United States. A multiplicity of
owners is supposed to promote diversity and to help serve the needs
of particular communities and regions possibly also to help the
media "act as a check upon other institutional power centres" (in the
words of Nicholas Johnson of the FCC). The CRTC not only grants li-
censes, but it has the power to review changes of ownership and trans-
fers of shares in companies holding licenses. Nevertheless, the trend
toward fewer and bigger owners is the same in Canada as in the United
States. There are several large multi-media groups. For example, in
1970 the Southam chain of newspapers (accounting for 18 per cent of
Canada's daily newspaper circulation) through its own holdings and
those of an associated company, Selkirk Holdings, held substantial
interests in two weeklies, three weekend magazines, 34 business pu-
blications, 21 radio and television stations, and seven cable systems.8
Canada's largest magazine publisher, Maclean-Hunter, had majority in-
terests in six radio stations, one television station, and sixteen
cable systems.9 Each of these companies has on occasion been denied
broadcasting applications because of "excessive concentration of owner-
ship" in a community or because of "no community involvement". But
the precise guidelines employed by the CRTC have not been made public,
and they seem too permissive to avoid undue media concentration.

In its objective of improving program quality and limiting the effects
of commercialism, the CRTC has not been notably more successful than

Si
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its predecessors or indeed than regulatory agencies in other countries.
Public statements of admonition have been plentiful, and a very few
applications for the reissuing of licenses have been denied, but in
the main broadcasters, both public and private, have continued as be-

fore. The CRTC has sought to increase the variety of program services
available to radio listeners by requiring that more attention be paid
to the tastes of minority groups, especially be FM stations.

Although the numbers of radio and television stations have increased
rapidly in the past twenty years, on the whole the regulatory agencies
have never been confident that more outlets ensure more program choice.

The CBC was rather restrictive so long as it was the body making reco-
mmendations to the licionsing authority, the BBG less so. But in every

case the economic position of existing stations has tended to be pro-

tected.

The most acute of the unsolved problems no doubt relates to cable

broadcasting. Because of a continuing appetite for American entertain-
ment, cable systems have grown very rapidly in Canada, to the point

where an estimated 38 per cent of television households are now (Ja-

nuary, 1975) served by cable. The efforts to bring in remote U.S.

stations called for a CRTC response in maintaining the Canadian dha-
racter of television services. It has required cable systems to carry
Canadian television programs as a matter of priority and to provide
one channel for community use -- this even if the number of channels

is insufficient to bring in all available stations from the United

States. And, as pointed out, the fragmenting of television audiences
through Additional cable services poses a real threat to the existing

television stations, since advertising costs per thousand viewing
households will inevitably be higher. Thus the CRC has been forced

to consider ways of protecting the commercial interests of licensed

TV broadcasters. This has brought further regulations affecting the

cable operators.

It must be recognized that one of the principal objectives of the

broadcasting system in Canada, and hence of its regulatory agency, is

the maintenance and promotion of a Canadian national identity. There

is no doubt a similar Objective in most countries, but it seldom has

to be articulated precisely because of natural defences provided by

geography, language differences, or the power of the economy. In Ca-

nada these "natural" defences have been lacking, and the American pre-

sence is always felt. It is true that French- speaking Canadians have

a form of defence in their language, but less so in an industrialized
and urbanized society, where the main economic levers are in the hands

of the English-speaking and predominantly foreign owners. The feeling

that the culture of the Qvaecois is threatened has much to do with
the existence of a separai7E-Tovement, and is reflected in a resump-
tion of an old contest between the provincial and federal governments
over the control of broadcasting. The ambiguities surrounding the

status of wired systems provide the occasion for the provincial cha-

llenge.



Under the Broadcasting Act of 1968, licensees are enjoined to "safe-
guard, enrich and strengthen the cultural, political, social and eco-
nomic fabric of Canada". The GEC's service is expected to "contribute
to the development of national unity and provide for a continuing ex-
pression of Canadian identity". It is probably beyond the powers of
any single communications medium, or of the CRTC as a regulatory body,
to establish a sense of Canadian nationhood or of unity if many other
forces work in 'an opposite direction. But a policy statement of the
Pearson government declared that the mandate to provide Canadian broad-
casting:-

.:.did not arise fran any narrow nationalism that sought to
shut out the rest of the rld or, more appropriately, the
rest of the continent, 1, .. rather fran a clear conviction
that the destiny of Car a depended on our ability and will-
ingness to control and jlize our own internal communications
for Canadian purposes.10

More recently, the government has been concerned about the future of
all telecommunications -- not only broadcasting, but transmission by
other means, such as cable, satellite and computer technology. The
Minister of Communications has put forward a proposal to merge the
functions now performed by the CRTC and the telecommunications section
of the Canadian Transport Commission into a single federal agency, the
Canadian Radio-Television and Telecommunications Cammission.11 On the
telecommunications side, the enlarge agency would regulate the rates
and approve the tariffs and contracts of the federally incorporated
telephone and telegraph companies in Canada. Although Changes in tech-
nology require modifications in the existing regulatory tette-a-is, there
are difficulties in the government's proposal that should be debated.
One of the reasons that the CRTC has been a more effective regulatory
agency than the FCC, for example, may be that its responsibilities are
of a more manageable size. A super-agency of the kind envisaged may
be too busy, too remote, too concerned with technical and economic
questions relating to ccniminications hardware for average viewers and
listeners to relate to. The Canadian Transport Commission, which now
regulates telecommunications carriers, has not seemed as accessible to
ordinary consumers as has been the CRTC, which is less of a specialist
board and seemingly more representative of the public. Programming is
of a different order of inportance in broadcasting than in other tele-
coamunications systems, and a regulatory board that can make this one
of its principal concerns may be essential for Canadian purposes.12

Newspapers and Magazines

Until the late 1950s, little public attention was paid to the problems
of the newspaper and periodical press, or to the service they were ren-
dering. It was generally as4umed that periodicals should have freedom
from government supervision Or restriction, except for the laws go-
verning libel and obscenity.) It was true that Canadian publications
enjoyed the benefits of f-A-cheap postal rate, but such benefits were
common in other countries as well. Daily newspapers, with a camplement
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of local news and advertising, seemed on one face of it to be indispLe
tably Canadian, although the news columns relied on foreign wire and
syndicated services for most of their international coverage and for
many of their features. In the dailies of the smaller cities, it was
said, over ha f the news coverage characteristically was written out-
side Canada.'

No special provisions appeared necessary to safeguard Canadian owner-
ship. Although the nuMber of cities with two or more dailies declined
rapidly, those newspapers that survived tended to be profitable. For
those owners wishing to sell, the development of newspaper chains pro-
vided some assurance of a buyer if the newspaper in question was ecce
namically viable. The concentration of ownership that resulted, the
difficulty in starting a new publication that could compete, and the
dependence of most cities on one newspaper were all causes for concern,
but nothin was done to face this situation until an inquiry was autho-
rized by the Senate in 1969.

The few steps that had been taken some years earlier resulted rather
from concern over foreign competition and foreign ownership, mcre par-
ticularly in the magazine field. Canadian magazines had always to
contend with American competitors, and in the 1920s the pUblishers
lobbied the government for protection.14 In 1931 a duty was imposed
on foreign magazines that had at least 20 per cent adverttsing content,
but the tax was removed in 1936. By 1949 Canadian magazines were being
outsold in their own markets by more than two to one. Fran then an,
the situation grew steadily more serious. Two American giants --
Time and Reader's Digest -- established branch operations in Montreal
to distribute Canadian editions and to share in Canadian advertising
revenues. As a rival editor bitterly commented in 1962:

Time and ReAriee's Digiect...dump their editorial material into
Canada and then solicit advertising to keep the news pages a-
part. Since their editorial costs have already been paid in
the United States, they can run a highly efficient and well
staffed advertising department, and can offer combination deals
to big international advertisers.15

Under the heavy competition not only of U.S. publications but of te-
levision, the number of Canadian magazines dwindled. A royal ccmmission
on publications (the O'Leary °omission) was appointed in 1960 to in-
vestigate; it reported that Time and Reader's Digest were receiving
over 40 per cent of the total magazine advertising revenues. Canadians,
said the O'Leary Report, were:

exposed unceasingly to a vast network of cemmunicatims which
reaches to every corner of our land; American words, images and
print -- the good, the bad, and the indifferent -- batter un-
relentingly...at our eyes and ears.16

By 1954 the problem of the survival of Canadian magazines was still
unsolved. In that year, the government introduced legislation to prevent



advertisers fretucedeagg, for inenre tae purinnses# the cost of ad-
vertising placed in a foreign periodical aimed at the Canadian market,
or in the Canadian editions of foreagn periodicals. Time and Reader's
Digest mounted an effective lobby to forestall the applicaticn of this
legislation _to them, and did so with the backing of the U.S. State
Departiwrit.17 As enacted, the new amendment to the income Tax Act had
the effect of granting an exempticv to these two U.S. magazines: for
the purposes of the Act, they were figuratively given Canadian citi
zenship. Between 1959 and 1969, the said of Canadian magazines de-
creased from 45 million to 34 millionicepies, The circulaticn of Time
during the same period doubled, and its advertising revenue nearly
tripled. Reader's Digest, published in English and French, has become
the magazine with the largest Canadian circulation)- 8 Only one large
Canadian publisher of general-incerest or constrer magazines survives,
the firm of Maclean-Hunter.

The position that (one Canadian publisher, Maclean-Hunter, has achieved
in the magazine field is symptomatic of what has been happening, to a
lesser degree, in the other media, The CFTC has been more vigorous
than its predecessors in limiting the common ownership of radio, tele-
vision and newspapers in the sane ccumunity, but in spite of its ef-
forts, more and more broadcasting stations are being acquired by con-
centraticns of media ownership. The tendency toward urnopoly was the
focus of the most recent inquiry into the mass media, initiated in the
Canadian Senate. Its special cAirtuitt?e, headed by Senator Eeith Daeey,
retxited in 1970:

Within. .e.103 cumanaties there are 485 "units of uass ceranu-
nicatiOn" -- daily newspapers or radio or TV stations and
slightly over half of them are ccntrolled or partially owned
by grdups. Of Canada's 116 daily newspapers, 77 or 66.4 per
cent) are ixAttrolled or partially owned by groups. Of the 97
TV stations (including sate relay stations), 47 for 48.5 per
cent) are controlled by groups. Of 272 radio SUAtiOrtS, groups
control or own a substantial interest in 129 6nr 47.4 per cent

lte Senate committee worried about the tax-Ise:Fences of this accele-
rating trend and remamended govenhment action to forestall it. There
is as yet no evidence that the goverment will act. The conruttee ad-
vocated the creation of an official Press Ownership Review Board with
pcwers to approve or disapprove mergers or takeovers of publications.
It asked that the CRP: be given more precise guidelines for curl
the over-ccncentraticn of media ownership. It suggested removing the
income tax exemptions that have benefited lime and Reader's Digest:

Somehow or other, 4,1ve arrived in the peculiarly CarleCnt
position where our Mast successful magazines are Amerioan
magazines, and we're moving inexorably toward the day when
they'll be the oily magazines we have. This may make sense
in terms of econcurcs; en every other basis it's intolerable.--



The (..,arrtrasting values of decisions sock-- through the eccui,(_uw2s c,tf

the market-place, and of decisions based on other social c-ritc-ria
these are the contrasts that help explain the incongruities and para-
doxes existing within the Canadian systems of communication. The fear
of "Americanization" is perhaps only one manifestation of the dilemma
that exists in Canada as in many Liberal democracies. In the nake of
freedom, are the means of communication to be operated by private ow-
ners with minimal intervention from -public authorities? Or in the name
of social responsibility, are controls to be placed on these keepers
of the gates to promote or preserve some presumed individual or ee,
llective good? Or should the state, as a legitimate representative
of the public interest, assume through its agencies a positive commu-
nications role? in turn, Canada has answered yes to all of these ques-
tions, and no one would pretend that satisfactory answers to canadian
needs have been found. The search for a balance between national in
terests and broad cultural needs goes on.

In a number of areas, Canada has shown an inclination to use the
power of the state to regulate the econcmy or to provide social bene-
fits. Canadians generally possess what Robert Presthus describes as
a "positive appreciation of government's role". He points out that
by 1972, all levels of government spent about 38 per cent of the gross
national prcduct, a percentage "well above the united States and amang
the highest in western nations". 21 Even so, Canadian governments have
often drawn back frOm same contemplated action rather than offend the
interests of strategically placed or privileged groups. Canada is
still a liberal rather than a social democratic country. Its nedia
of communication will continue to operate in this ccntext, though it
may be significant that advocacy of stronger state action has come
most recently from a Senate committee ccmposed entirely of members whe
belong to centre parties, normally identified with free enterprise and
supported by private business. It can be expected that the media will
continue to be operated in the main by private owners, with government
intervening per in respcnse to particular pressures, especially
those generated by national feelings, whether expressed in English Cr
French. For those who wish to avoid a continental uniformity, the
struggle has just begun.

The history of regulation focuses attentiCV on the choices istoited.:.'
to what uses are the media to be put: what interests are they to
serve what needs? Ihe Can-lhaneTeriemice demonstratos at last
some limitations of regulatialtut also the lhcreasia4 de:rat:Kis .that
milt now be mode rt quin Lois,
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Graham Spry
Canadian Broadcasting League

Culture and Entropy:
A Lay View of Broadcasting

It is the purpose of this paper first to reiterate and to emphasize
the significance of informatiai and conmemication in society. Second,

it is its purpose to suggest that broadcasting in Canada and espe-
cially the relationship between programming and finance is wrong and

requires reform. This relationship, both public and private, on the
premise that the structure, as it has developed, hAs become less than
effective in serving the national strategy and policy la7id dawn by
successive Parliaments of Canada and that the objectives of Parliament
have been and are being subverted.

In sum, the very logic of the financing and structure of Canadian
broadcasting to the Canadian home is wrong and nendPrs difficult, ina-
dequate and often impossible the right use of Canadian financial re-

sourcPs and r'inadian production talent. Furthen, it is feared that

regulation by a regulatory authority is unlikely sufficiently to in-
fluence programming on Canadian stations and lead them to fulfil the

purposes set out in the present or earlier Acts of the Parliament of

Canada. The expansion of cable systems and the danger to breadcasting
stations reinforce these doubts.

The situation has been long, grievously Iona in haturing. it has

been allowed too carelessly to develop because of the conflict of in-
terest between the broadcasting purposes of iarliament, and the finan-

cial requirements of broadcasting. The present position has arisen
fran the inherent conflict of interest between the private and public
sectors, and film the long process of weaiening, limiting and eroding
-- particularly since the introduction of television and cable --

the one clearly defined and successful, as well as profit44e, ope-
ration of a once-strong single CartMi an broadcasting service and Li5j,;-L

tesia.

There has been and ctntinnes to be toeimh deniatian frouttasic
principles, toc,mueh ocmpnmise and dilution of defined legislative

purpose. There has been too grievous a sacrifice of the high, para-
mount strategy of Canadian broadcasting policy -- the strategy of

identity, character and of that information which is the very foua,la-
tion and integrating, organizing eery:neat of any group, society CT

nation.

This is not a depressing conclusion. It is a opal, if very tenta-

tive attempt to recognize the facts of a situation. In this situa-

tion there are also great hopes, opportunity and resources. There



are superb technical efficiency, inventiveness and success in the
stations, networks and cable systeas, in the telephone and other tele-
ciiimurucations services essential to broadcasting. This great sys-
tem, one of the largest in the world, serves nearly 9En'_, of the Cana-
dian people. There are also vast financial revenues.

"Nothing is here for tears, nothing to moan". What the situation
now commands is an urgent and renewed sense of the prime and essen-
tial purposes of broadcasting, a fresh and wise use of imagination
and, above all will, will, will, the determination to achieve these
purposes.

Lest premature conclusions be drawn, these short qualifications or
explanations are offered. One: NO advocacy of total public owner-
ship is proposed. Two: The private sector is necessary and the sta-
tions, networks and cable systems require an adequate return on their
capital investment. Three: Entertainment is what most people ill the
home want most of the time. Four: NO principle of excluding non-
Canadian programmes is for an instant considered; the principle of
free choice is fully asserted. It would be folly to cut ourselves
off from the thought, business, art and entertainment, this "Instant
World", has to offer. Five: Broadcasting is an economic instrument.
Advertisers have a role and consumers require information. Six: The
hope is not controversy or conflict, but a consensus which gives due
consideration to many different Canadian interests. Further, this
paper is mainly but not exclusively concerned with the immediate pre-
sent and the next few years. What tedhnology we will choose, or if
we do not deliberately choose, will be imposed, is not either ignored
or here examined.

IT Culture: aitropy: Society

Culture is used as an expression for social organization or integra-
tion, and entropy as an expression for disorganization or disintegra-
tion. They are related here through the concept of information or
oi_simunication. This paper, as is Already evident, is then only the
riposte of a general reader. He has consulted no oracles in Delphi
or gods on nearby Parnassus, but only Pelicans, Penguins; Pans and
other paperbacks. A discussion is not attempted of the thoughts of
Matthew Arnold on culture, or those of Sadi Cannot, Clausius,
Shannon and Weaver on entorctnn

The pretentious words Culture and Entropy are here used to underline
and emphasize the over-mastering, over-arching momentousness and signi-
ficance of the communication of information in all forts of indrvidnal
and social life.

Especially is it significant in the life of a highly onlnerable so-
ciety, such as Canada. Canada's old association with and re-
enforcement from Europe are more and more forsaken or truncated or
i'educed. The dependence upon prederinant continental connections is
increasing. The basic east-west axis of nationhood, which the canoe,

o
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canals, Confederation and the CPR confirmed, is under challenge by the
powerful technological and corporation influences, including even the
CPR chairman's sympathy for continental economic north-south associa-
tions.1

Each of us has his own respect for or suspicion of the word culture,
and each his own definition. The late Marshall Herman Goering, when
the word was mentioned, reached for his revolver. To Matthew Arnold,
in his essay a century ago, Culture and Anarchy, culture was "getting
to know, on all matters whieh most concern us, the best which has been
thought and said in the world..." Secondly, culture, as "the very
desire to see things as they are", was "a genuine scientific passion".
Thirdly, it expressed "motives eminently such as are called social...
the main and preeminent part".2

In terms more contemporary, culture in a society may be deemed to be
information or the product of information. Information is the prime
integrating factor creating, nourishing, adjusting and sustaining a
society.L. "Properly speaking", wrote the late Norbert Wiener of the
MassaChussetts Institute of Technology in hisSypenaletisti "the co-
mmunity extends only so far as there extends an effectual transmission
of information".3 "Communication", wrote Dr. Colin Cherry of the Im-
perial College of Science and author of On Hunan Communication, "is
the substance of all social life. I would define society as a people
in communication...a social group of any kind exists only in as much
as its members communicate ". 4 St. Thomas Aquinas, 700 years ago,
offered a comparable statenent.5

A society, a community, a nation, like any other organism, is a funce
tion of a network; society is organized, integrated and made respon-
sive by information. In the human being, the central nervous system
including the brain is that most powerful, most complex and highest
of all networks of life -- a network of 12,000 to 20,000 million neu-
rons. Each of these cells is, so to speak, a two-way electric and
chemical re-broadcasting station, creating by means of its axons, den-
drites and synapses, an incalculable total of channels or inter-
relationships.° In a society, in an individual, organism is message,
organism is opposed to chaos, to disintegration, to death as message
is to noise.

The wisdom of the corrumity or society, balanced against the wisdcrt
of the body is elementary, rudimentary, inexperienced and very, very
recent. What, it may be asked, are the processes within a society of
separate individuals which provide to the society something- remotely
similar to homeostasis, the wisdom of the body?? In a society, what
are the parallels to be observed? How does society learn or reinter
or think? What is social consciousness? What are the channels in
a society for the reception of information? What is the brain and
central nervous system of a society? What in a society performs the
function of a brain, responds to environment and regulates the rela-
tionships with the environment?



the simple in ar society is lic voi. is the lithodiation 1.A;firon
1ndividiu1s receive distributed to theib and terns,Aeiri thew, and what
sour,.. e controls arid surtlies that it:lei:ma tic*i hc is so,:-iety nn-
clitioned:. flow programed.' 'the is the Beanc of
and whoever provideis the information. vNlic are the "Controllers" who
have the power to ccntrol ourselves and our octieBonity'.;

Here "words fly up", but "thoughts remain fieloW'. In sum, the dr-
guailent attentits to suggest that whereas the htitun body, as isiberit,ed
through the genetic axle generation after generation, has millenia
experience as a single, unified systori, sensitif-s and restxrisive to
changes in the internal and e.xi-errial environment, human societies
have only very recently developed riiiiiirentary processes of social ad.-
lustment and SoCiai response.

The question evokes many nouns tradition, education, goverrian,Den
cio-uperation, the '..oice of the Stisa-ttor, Language, and iciarcy re and
for convenieni-a?, the real but loose ei.zpression, public :pivaon. nil
of thin have a ciisirtph information or the c.iitBunication
C f infogiution.

So much is simiar/Ay- suggested to raise to the hadhest :Level of sig-
nificance the Bear-Ling and weight of the wid, information and its oppo-
site, entropy. Information is the core eliA4ant of or4anization, inte-
gration, stra;ture. To the extierit that a sodiety lacks information
or control ot infoimation, the ooherehoe of tst3t L-,..J.Ciety is restricted
and without information, there is no society. There is ehtrol.7.

III Intorrut_ti: At:bite:Any: Decisioll

"It is possible", wrote Norbert wieher, "to gice o sort of Beasuie to
the extent of the i3atittunity) h; opiiparin...i the nuitt.*._,-f of ,,:iecliores en-
baring a grFi_itsi frcrri the outside with the decisions ik in
the grotko".' This leads to the .17-iiestion of information and methods of
cTiraTiunication in Canada and to the question of the ha Lance between "tkte

wjiber of decisions" entering Canada from outside and the nurmii.er
of decisions made in Canada and, therefore, the auti.,notiy of the Cana-
dian group or society.

This Buy have the sound of a nationalist note but it it ihulies the
narrow, introverted, destructive a priori doctrine of isolation, en-
clusiveness, hostility and contlict, it is both regretted and re-iec-
ted.9 There is a wider clan-rim-tit,' than a nation, and the human problem
is the resolution of datferences of interest without a nation's loss
of the pcwer of independent decision or the weakening or the dissolu-
tion of the wider comunity. Today technology, pressing towards wider
unions and wider cattnunity, poses that issue. But the i_p_stiori. is
raised: what is the information upon v.tich the Canadian society tales
its decisions; who i_lintrols its selection and its distriiutiort; and
for whose purposes,.?

The larger bulk of the princeo-J and tioicast-
bated to Canadians is of



almost entirely Canadian but a large percentage of the contents is
syndicated, imported matrial. Motion pictures, films, film strips,
tapes, records, are overwhehitingly iMports. Books and educational
texts cure overwhelmingly frau other countries. For the whole of
Canada, in a recent year, comparing Canadian only with Americin sjurces,
41.4% of the educational texts were written and published in ezmada;
sate 58.6% were of American origin, most of them, however, with sate
Canadian revisions.11 In the field of comic books, "25 million were

imported in 1969. The difficulties of Canadian book pub- Ushers are
well known.

The position in broadcasting is familiar and is not amplified.
The CDC staticns almost alone provide a majority of Canadian programee.
The CPTC's content regulations are exerting in the private sector e
helpful inflwence, especially in radio, but American programming IQ-
ceived on radio and television sets in Canada, whether transmitted
over American or over Canadian stations, predominates, especiaP,y in
the peak atelience hours.

One example not untypical of border cities, taking four euffalo and
four Toronto stations in the week of 12 February, 1972, geres U.S.
programtes available 78%, Canadian 22%4 motion pictures en television,
U.S. 138 feature films, Canada, none.li Certainly, the exclusion of
nen-CanaTian programmes is not desirable or, perhaps, practicable.
on the other hand, Canadian oompetiticia is both desieable and prac-
ticable in programming and, on the evidence, Canallexi prograrirtes can
and do hold and re-capture Canadian audiences. (In Mr. Pierre jurveau'e

words, we should have "the right to see everIthieg...includireeur-
seives".13l

En the field of print, film and broadcastir4, we do riot see Oat-

selves. Forty years ago, Parliaaent decideO we shas)L1 at least have
that opixAlazilty in broadcasting, and no PArlianeht his reversed that

purpose. Yet is has not been fulfilled rare than ax-cially even by
the force of regulation, and thile at tur r1lAe thu .fegulations ha-:4e been

watered down.

r.rPurpose; Lrosicaai Reversal

La the house of commons in 19-.32, these ids set cut the .14:_geccies

of U first national broadcastltg "clnadians have a ri4it

to a system of broadcasting trco Careddan sources equal in all res-

pects to that of any other cetloor. First of all, this country must
be assured of cemelete Cati an eontrol of broadcasting from canadrin

sources, free from foreign ieteeference or influence. Secondly, nee

scheme other than that of eublic ownership can ensure to the people...
without regard to class ce r'iace, equal ernoynent of the benefits and
pleasures of radio breed:aeting". The werds are those of the then
Prime Minister of Canaea end Leader ot the Conservative Party, the
Rt. Hon. R.B. Bennett ,I4

These principles ,e,eru the too-ionci delayed Parilameetary

ft
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of a national broadcasting policy, the first since broadcasting re-
gularly began twe1'ce years earlier in 1920. They were endorsed at
the sane the by the leader of the Onosition, Mr. MacKenzie Fang, and
other party leadrs, French and English-speaking. A massive if not
unanimous public opinion from e'ry section of Canada led the House
of CIVULTIS in May 1932 to adopt with ore or no opposing vote the Bill
enshrining those principles.

The reference of Prime Minister Bennett to "public cccnership"15 re-
quires, however, the qualification which his speech quoted, the Commons
Ciommittee specified, and his own broadcasting statute of 1932 implied,
that the public ownership proposed was not total in scope nor did it
require the elimination of private ownership or private participation.
Later Acts similarly required Canadian ownership, Canadian control and
Canadian purposes, and gave undoubted primacy to the national service
and to the public sector. The Liberal Government of Mr. MacKenzie
King clearly and firmly set out those principles in the Act of 1936
creating the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation and they are incorpo-
rated in Mr. Pearson's Act of 1968.

These statutes drew a most crucial distinction between an autonomous
public corporation responsible to Parliament and state ownership or
direct state operation. Both the Acts of 1932 and 1936, but not later
legislation, also significantly incorporated the principle of finan-
cing public broadcasting by the audience through License fees paid
for receiving sets, instead of by Parliamentary appropriations from
taxation or by large dependence on advertising. These are important
distinctions --- one, the distinction between state and public; and
two, between finance from tax revenues and finance from the public by
license fees or subscriptdons.lb There were other important princi-
ples implied or explicit: they will be touched upon later. All of
thou have been weakened, resisted or eroded.

Before the Act of 1932, private capital and competition after 12
years' trial had not created a national service. In 1932 there were
indeed only 66 stations in the whole of Canada: their entire power
as a group was only some 60,000 watts. Fifty-six of these stations
used only 500 watts or less, 32 only 100 watts yg less.17 Canadian
coverage after 12 years of private brcadr!astingi was, in consequence,
entirely and deplorably inadequate, except in four or five larger ci-
ties. The first objective of the legislation of 1932 and 1936 was,
therefore, the creation of a network of public stations of high power,
supported by smaller public stations; the second objective was the
multiplication of smaller private stations for local community service.

To finance the public system Canada chose the license fee --- of
$2.00 per home --- coMbined with some advertising. From 1932-3 to
1951-2 this two-fold revenue financed the formation and programming
,r3f a national system under the Canadian Radio BroadoAsting Commission
or CDC, and revenue over the 20 years exceeded expenditure.19 The
first government grant from taxation was made in 1952. This must be
0i4Tbasized. For 20 years there was no subsidy and no resort to taxa-
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tion. In this period, public broadcasting supplied some 16 hours a
day of national network programmes over public and private systems,
compared with one hour in 1932. Private stations multiplied, their

transmission per grew, and in the larger markets, they prospered.

The existing five radio and television networks in French or EnglisL,
embracing in all 21 regular national, regional or provincial networks
of public and private stations have been organized by the Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation and tlNy serve 98.6% of the population by
radio and 96.8% by television." The CBC also operates the interna-
tional, armed forces, and emergency, as well as the northern services,
and will use three of the twelve Canadian satellite channels.21

These are the planned creations of public policy and mainly public
revenues, and not the result of advertising: advertising over the
last 40 years could not have evoked them. A national radio network
in private ownership was not even attempted and would not be profi-
table. The CTV network, an essential alternative television service
owned by the larger private stations in Canxla, provides service only
in English and is predominantly a "big city network", where greater
advertising revenues are to be Obtained. Yet CTV is finding it diffi-
cult to finance coverage for more smaller places or to meet the 60%
Canadian programming required of the CDC and independent stations by

the CRTC.22

V Conflict: Finance: Dilution

To contrast what Parliament over 40 years has willed and what we have
today would require a very broad canvass, and it is neither available
nor desirable. Only a few quick statements, therefore, are submitted.
One, the distinction between the public character and the state cha-
racter of the CBC has been diminished. The state character has in-
creased, is increasing and should be diminished. Responsibility of
broadcasting to Parliament is, of course, paramount, but day-to-day
autonomy of the public corporation is desirable. 1be trend towards
greater and greater intervention by the Government of the day is
neither an advantage to the party in power nor to the operations of
the Canadian Broadcasting Corpo'ation. In the sane period of years,
Government policy has also made the CBC dependent to same extent on
advertising and has involved at least its peak audience hours in the
advertising market. The CBC has been thrust between two stools.

Two, the CBC is no longer self-financed; it is dependent upon annual.
Parliamentary appropriations of tax revenue, a vast deviation from
the original, wise policy and a close approach to potential state ope-

ration. Three, the publicly - owned and operated network of stations
across Canada has not been completed and it was years before there
were, among other possible examples, CDC television stations in Quebec

City, Regina, Saskatoon, Edmonton or Moncton. Parliament willed the
ends but was long and slow in willing the means. In consequence, the

distribution of CBC progrmures in most places depends on local private
stations which use only around 50 or 60 percent of them. In those

9 5



places, up t one half of the (BC programmes pass through the
unseen and unheard. The CBC networks are thus dependent over the
wide areas of space and pepulation on private stations for distribu-
tion. This may have sound reasons but ensures built-in conflict bet-
ween advertising and non-advertising CBC programmes on stations
renenne.

',:our, nor are Canadian programing and Canadian purposes predaminant
in the Canadian system as a whole. There are, using CRTC figures in
1971, 1497 Canadian radicn television, cable or rebroadcasting units.
Of these, most are rebroadcasting units and repeater stations riot
producing program-nes. The Cr C operates about three in ten.24 On the
mcro numerous private stations, both in television and radio, imported
programmes usually predominate. in addition, there is direct or cable
reception of American programmes. The system was to ensure for the
Canadian people "complete Canadian control of broadcasting from Cana-
dian sources". It was not to provide, as Prime Minister Bennett de-
clared, " private exploitation", but to be reserved "for the use of
the people". There was also implicit in the earlier statutes the
"pooling" of at least major revenues to ensure a central fund which
could finance Canadian competition with imported programmes rather
than dispersing revenues over too many spending units.

There was also the essential principle that no single religious, par-
tisan, class, sectional, commercial or other interest would predcad-
nate; that reason contributed to the rejection of a proposed private
system, subsidized by the Government but operated by the Canadian Pa-
cific Railway.

What we have today is a large measure of concentrated private con-
trol over more and mere of this great national instrument of stations
and cable systems --- a one-way mode for distributing information and
influencing public opinion by business and commercial interests. They
are part of the Canadian community but a conflict of interest is ine-
vitable between using revenues for Canadian programming and using them
to increase profits and push qp quotations on the stock market. this
inherent conflict dilutes the Canadian purposes of broadcasting and
as imported programmes are cheapest, it contributes to the absorption
of the Canadian audience into the American entertainment and adver-
tising market.

Other contrasts25 between the established purposes of Canadian brrod-
casting and the existing practices or structure are not drawn here.
To those purposes, a new and urgent challenge has been developing:
with little Parliamentary awareness, for 10 to 20 years with the in-
troduction of cable television and, indeed, cable radio distribution.
Cable, in the words of the CPTC,27 presents "a real and immediate
danger...to the Canadian broadrasting system...Unlimited penetration
by United States stations on a wholesale south to north basis raises
the question of the survival of the Canadian system". The chairman,
Mr. Juneau, himself has stated, "unless controlled, cable will proba-
bly destroy the capacity to produce programs in Canada and will pro-
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bably destroy the stations themselves".28

The announcement by the CRTC an 16 July 1971, however, will increase
not decrease the very possibility which the CRTC fears. It will en-
large the threat to Canadian stations, CBC or private. The CRTC, per-
haps by inevitable compulsion as well as an the principle of equitable
service all over Canada, will now allow cable systems to use micro-
wave to import pp to three American television channels. This policy
would allow cable systems anywhere in Canada to become rebroadcasting
stations or unofficial affiliates of up to three American networks.
That is, the CRTC is ensuring the opportunity for the "unlimited pene-
tration by United States stations on a wholesale south to north basis".

This is a startling reversal of some'40 years of Canadian policy and
a rejection of the principles of Parliament --- and the CRIC --- once
persistently required. It is in fact a surrender of the national pur-
poses of Canadian broadcasting policy long required of both the private
and publicly-owned sectors. Yet there has been no action by Parliament,
no public hearing specifically an the new policy of the CRTC, and
little or no newspaper or public discussion whatever. Thit is not an
attack an the CFTC. The CRIC was set pp after the problem was allowed
to arise. What is to blame is governance and its unresponsiveness to
a significant, useful innovation.

These statements are made here an the sole basis of what the CRTC in
February 1971 or earlier has said about "the real and immediate danger"
to the Canadian an-the-air stations. If the statements node are
wrong, then pp to 16 July 1971, the CRIC was wrong. Let it be hoped
that both this paper and the CRTC are wrong. But let the Canadian
people decide; let there be real public discussion. And in the dis-
cussion, let the alternatives be discussed. Is exclusion an alter-
native? The answer is no. Is the dissolution or restraint of cable
an alternative? The answer is no.

An alternative method exists. It is the importation of American pro-
grammes by a number of regional "gateways" or antennae set pp by the
CRIC or other public agency in a few places across Canada to receive
and distribute American and ultimately more distant programmes to
Canadian cable systems region by region, instead of an a south to
north basis by sane 350 individual cable businesses, rightly and ne-
cessarily motivated by business purposes. To repeat, an 26 July 1971,
Mt. Juneau said: "Unless controlled, cable will probably destroy
Canadian capacity to produce programs and probably the stations them
selves". These suggested "gateways" would create that control. These
gateways would also permit the removal of American cannercials without
interfering with American programmeS. On-the-air stations have not
been permitted to directly import at their own will American programmes,
as either affiliates or as rebroadcasting stations of American networks.

A summing pp and conclusion of this lay estimate of broadcasting have
arrived but regrettably with little in the way of recommendations. Nor
will any trite comparison be drawn between culture and entropy. In
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terms of Canadian purposes, strategy and Canadian reception of Cana-
dian entertainment, education and information in the home, the trend
seems to be irresistably towards running down, disorganization, ran-
domness,that is towards entropy. The CBC, the national broadcasting
service which provides the largest and much the most varied Canadian
programing in French and English, and the widest national coverage,
is being ground between increasing dependence on government inter-
vention and upon advertising. In the private sector also this has
a measure of relevance, but the main impediment to the private ope-
ration of Canadian broadcasting is its inevitable reliance upon the
expectations of shareholders and of advertisers and the ccupromise
which this subservience imposes upon the use of broadcasting for the
information, delight and satisfaction of the audience.

But the private advertising system that North America has developed
is not the only structure through which investors may receive a re-
turn and advertisers sell their goods. In Britain's private sector,
the first emphasis is placed on programming and upon the true purposes
of broadcasting, even though private programme contractors often make
fortunes from advertising revenues. In Italy, during a day's broad-
casting, there is only one 15 minute advertising time segment during
priMe time and several others during the day: these produce one
third of the income of RAI, the public sector.29

The central conclusion is, then, that the financial basis of both
sectors in Canada is ill-founded, should be reconsidered, and must
be improved. The expansion of cable systems will impose this need.
In the public sector, too great a dependence on taxation and adver-
tising, and in the private sector on advertising alone, introduces
or imposes restrictions upon the purposes of broadcasting, diverts
it from proper concentration upon programming, and places too large
a motivation in programming on serving the needs for revenue and the
compulsions of the investment and advertising markets.

Particularly does this subordination to advertising purposes force
Canadian programming into reliance upon imported productions and to
their selection primarily in the interests of advertisers or investors.
While this paper wholly concurs that American and other programmes
Should be imported, Canadian programmes should have greater access,
promotion and financing. The motives and forces dominating Canadian
broadcasting, partly in the public sector and largely in the private
sector, are not sufficiently the right motives and .orgies. It is not
the public or the private sector as such whidh is to blame. It is
the basis which government or business, which political or commercial
pressures have imposed on them.

The basis is wrong. The basis shapes and selects the purposes and
the purposes are wrong. These purposes have a certain justification
and may have a proper role, but there are more essential puryodes
than those of the market place. These are the purposes of Canada,
of Canada's highest strategy as a Canadian society. There is the
needffirst, to develop greater and happier human beings and, second,
to make greater and happier Canadians as human beings.
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Issues in Canadian Cultural Policy

Let's face it. There are cultural issues, and they are acute -- parti-
cularly in a country which is attempting to became genuinely bilingual.
Marshall McLuhan has implied on various occasions that emerging cul-
tures may be able to leap from an oral tradition into electronic cammu-
nications, without going through a long penance in the linear print
mode. He has suggested, for example, that francophone Cugibec has been
able to leap into film and television more quickly and successfully
than les npudits anglais; the franccchcza leap has been from i rela-
tively stiEUE-i6ciety into film and TV-land. This is heady talk, and
not without value, but it does little to explain the real development
of Canadian culture -- a development which may well be instructive to
other societies, even though a Canadian, viewing his own cultural house-
hold, may today find the Manage in some disarray.1

The main issues in Canada's cultural policy -- federal and provin-
cial -- came into sharp focus with Expo '67, the international exhi-
bition which alerted everybody to the vital energy of audio-visual
media, multi-media, and mosaic experience as modes of "reading".
These relatively new modes will not supersede print, but they expand
our whole consciousness of the nature of oammunications. Yet despite
a growing body of literature in the field, Ottawa bureaucrats were
asking in 1967: "'What do you mean by Communications? -- A letter, tele-
gram, phone call, newscast?" As for "culture", they were reasonably
satisfied that it had been taken care of. There were such institutions
as: a National Gallery and National Museums; a National Film Board;
the publicly -owned Canadian Broadcasting Corporation; the Canada
Council, Charged with supporting artists, the performing arts, and
post- graduate study and research in the humanities and social sciences;
a Board of Broadcast Governors to regulate all forms of broadcasting;
a National Library. And there were many other official or quasi-
official cultural organizations -- provincial arts councils; the
Dominion Drama Festival; Jeunesses musicales; the Banff Sdhool of
Fine Arts; and (though not reedy for Expo '67) a grandiose National
Arts Centre in Ottawa -- $48,000,000 worth of opera house, theatre,
"studios", restaurants, bars and terraces, with street-level space for
bookstores, etc.

In all this, Canada had followed a course sanewhere between the Bri-
tish and American patterns. There was a state-owned broadcasting sys-
tem aimed at uniting the country's vast terrain,, just as the railways .
had done in the nineteenth century; but private broadcasting was also
encouraged. The major cultural institutions were largely autonomous,
financed principally by public funds, but buffered against political
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interference by governing Boards of responsible citizens. A Minister
(frequently the Secretary of State) reported to Parliament for these
institutions; but the planning and programing of cultural affairs was
not in the hands of politicians, as in most socialist countries. The
Canadian system seemed ideal: it escaped the apparently chaotic laissez-
faire of American commercial enterprise and the caprices of "founda-
EI6Ei"; and it was perhaps more open and mobile than the class-
oriented cultural scene of the United Kingdom.

So what was wrong? TWo gigantic things: first, the information
explosion of television, electronic recording, photo-copying, sate-
llite transmission, holography, and all the modes of information pro-
cessing, storage and transmission that had arrived or were about to
arrive. For the moment, technology appeared to have outstripped con-
tent; new government policy'was drastically needed to regulate both
communications technology and (in the face of a new nationalism) to
dhow some concern about indigenous content.

Second, thanks to both the social sciences and the media, a new
concept of "culture" had risen to prominence -- almost preeminence.
"Culture had become "the observed style of a society": it could be
high or low, popular (mass) or elitist; it could be regional, national
or international. Objects of 'both "high" and folk culture began, in
one sense, to look like fossils; and the institutions which preserved
then, like mausoleums. Culture had to be alive, or come alive in the
NOW; and for the young in the sixties it demanded a gut response, an
emotional involvement, as much as analysis, reflection and documen-
tation.

As these developments became sharply visible, the presiding issues
in Canada's cultural growth were articulated, but progress in meeting
them was slow. When a new Liberal government (under Pierre Elliott
Trudeau) came to power in 1968, there was euphoric talk of "the demo-
cratization of culture", a slogan for whidh there were dozens of inter-
pretations. Did it mean bringing high art to the masses via touring
exhibitions, performing troupes, television and radio? Did it mean
mini-Expos such as Toronto's elaborate Ontario Place? Did it mean new
support for popular and folk culture? The preeminent policy issues
finally appeared to be these:

1) The need to apply the Constitution to make Canada a genui-
nely bilingual nation (a problem that'exists in more than
twenty nations, ranging from China and India to Switzerland
and Belgium).

2) The necessity of regulating the media to better serve the na-
tional interest in terms of content, geographicll coverage,
and information storage, retrieval and dissemination.

3) The need to Channel constructively a rising wave of "new na-
tionalism".

4) The need to revamp the educational system, particularly at
the post-secondary level.2

4
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And more vital than, any of these complex, interrelated issues, one
dominant problem: Would Canada veer towards an official culture along
the lines attempted in France under de Gaulle and AndX6 Malraux as
Ministre des affaires culturelles? Would it prefer to grow like
'Dopey? Would it develop the pattern of semi-autonomous institutions
championed in the Massey Commission's Report on Arts and Letters? Or
would new strategies be devised?

In 1965, in response to the Massey Commission's report, the Canada
Council was founded, dedicated to "excellence" in the arts, humanities
and social sciences. Prior to 1968, while the so-called "quiet revo-
lution" was secularizing Quebec education, and developing, a.theery of
"two nations" in Canada -- one anglophone and one francophcne or Que-
becois - the Pearson government (Liberal) 'had already launched a Royal
Commission on Bilingualism and Bicultuxalism, jokingly known as the
"Bye and Bye" Commission. The Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (to
be known as Radio-Television Canada c April 1, 1974, with a big "C"
logo) had lost its major influence in the licensing of new stations,
public and private, and the Board of Broadcast Governors (BBC) has
become the Canadian Radio-Television °omission (CRTC) , with broad
powers to regulate all the technology and licensing of radio, TV
and satellite broadcasting. New support for the private film industry
was planned; and though education was the exclusive domain of the pro-
vindes, the federal government got deeply into building universities
and financing them on a per-student basis. Ottawa also planned an
educational TV network -- a national "baxdwaxe" facility which would
presumably get its content or "software" at the discretion of the
provinces. (This kind of lock-step network, incidentally, had proven
unworkable in the U.S.A. almost ten years earlier ) Plans were also
underway in the sixties for administrative centralization of the mu=
senors.

But almost all of these plans were unsatisfactory to the Trudeau
government.. Ten days after the election of June, 1968, the Secre-
tary of State who reported to Parliament for most of the cultural
and information agencies) made it known that the Prime Minister had
very little faith in senior civil servants -- the "mandarins" at the
deputy minister level. The new government would govern, and it would
move fast. In the period from 1968 to 1972 the thrust towards "demo-
cratization of culture" produced the following phenomena:

- A vast growth in the personal staff of the Prime Minister and
other ministers (Jahn F. Kennedy style in the view of a variety of
observers).

- The creation of a Department of Communications with somewhat hazy
responsibilities. Initially, the Department created a series of
task forces -- a term more favoured than Royal Commission -- to inves-
tigate all the tectnological and cultural implications of media.

- Increased powers for the Canadian Radio Television Commission
(CRTIC), which by 1972 included quotas on "Canadian" content in both
radio and television, and even broadcast music.3

- Implementation of legislation creating a Canadian Film Develop-
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meet Corporation (CFD0-1968) with an initial fund of ten million do-
liars to invest in or lend to private film projects which were de-
monstrably Canadian.

-The creation of an agency called "Information Canada" which would
info:nag/radians about all aspects of the federal government, and ans-
wer citizens' questions. Predictably, the opposition parties saw
this as a move towards the.politization of information about government,
and the agency became known in the press as "Misinformation Canada."

- New support for the National Library and archives, including the
preservation of film, tapes, photographs, etc.

- A senate commission (chaired by Senator Keith Davey) to study
the press.

- Aid, by way of subsidy through the Canada Council, to the publi-
shing industry. (The Ontario government gave direct provincial aid
to save a leading publisher fran insolvency, and has since made un-
restricted grants to publishers through the Arts Council of Ontario --
an important innovation).

- The promise of a global policy to regulate all aspects of film
and other audio-visual media -- a promise whidh by 1974, despite nu-
nervous reports fran both the public and private sectors, succeeded
only in producing an informal "green paper" for further discussion.
In this crucial area of communications, the government has been very
slow to understand and formulate policy.

These were all hopeful signs of the government's awareness of cultural
and information problems, but no one in Ottawa seemed to have either
the authority or experience to think them through. Senator Davey's
report on the press was the most concise and illuminating document
prodWoed. Numerous reports were not released, even in summary, and
the public had to rely largely on press releases, trial baboon policy
statements, and the investigative work of journalists in such news-
papers as Toronto's Globe and Mail and Star, and Montreal's Le Devoir.
The government:was, in effect, spending more time in putting out po-
litical fires than in building a coherent Canadian cultural base. The
interrelations of cultural issues was perhaps the greatest lacuna in
the government's planning; and the most naive result was the separation
of the technological aspects of media from content. Some highly-placed
politicians were persuaded, for awhile at least, that "the medium is
the message". Thus, the Department of Cannanications, now reporting
to Parliament for the Canadian Radio-Television Commission (CRTC) has
been principally concerned with licensing and hardware. But the qua-
lity of cultural expression is left to suds programming institutions
as the CDC, the Film Board, and the museums. The Film Development
Corporation cannot decide whetber it is a bank, or an agency which
should promote "quality" in Canadian films. The bridge between the
mediumrand the message has not been built -- not even designed.

Still worse, in a period of monetary inflation and high unemployment
-- an international problem in the seventies -- the government has
introduced two new cultural programmes in the name of "democratization"
of culture: Opportunities for Youth (CFY) under the Secretary of
State; and a Local Initiatives Pruyzanue (LIP) under the Department
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of Manpower., -These programmes in 1972 cost close to two hundred
million dollars more than doOble the caMbined budgets of the Museums,
the Film Board, the Canada Cbuncil and the National Arts Centre.
There have been the usual instances of cheating and mismanagement of
funds in these programmes. The Auditor General's Report for 1972 in-
dicated forty-four cases which violated the law, either through "con-
siderable weakness in the execution of projects" or the authorization
of projects which did not conform to "fixed criteria and Objectives".
Twenty of these involved fraud that merited prosecution. Among 424
projects, 169 were so poorly documented that the Auditor General could
not verify their accounts. This kind of cheating or trictage is the
dhaff of any political mill -- beloved by journalists. BUt the deeper
implications of such programmes are staggering.

What the Opportunities for Youth (OFY) and the Local Initiatives
P/ogrmuut (LIP) reveal is that a great deal of cultural programming
is falling directly into the hands of the party in power, and that
expensive cultural decisions are being made in the privacy of a mini-
ster's office. What experts are involved in making OFY and LIP awards?
They are not visible. Indeed they may be no more than functionaries
under the direct control of a minister. In short, a degree of poli-
ticization of culture has arrived -- in American terms, patronage,
or the "spoils system", though these are not merely post office jobs
or other minor functions. The most glaring example of cultural po-
liticization is that in 1972 the LIP programme spent more money on
drama than the Canada Council. Needless to say, morale in the semi-
autamomous cultural institutions and the universities has declined
severely. No one can be unhappy when the Secretary of State buys a
theatre for Le Theatre du nouveau monde, makes a generous grant to
Jeunesses musicales, or the Shaw Festival in Ontario. But such
arrangements smell of political largess, and imply a denial of the
pattern of cultural support which is relatively independent of politics.

Perhaps the best way of attempting to untangle very recent cultural
issues is to face the post-EXpoweve of nationalism -- the demand of
many citizens to control theiphysical and human resources of their
country. The first impulse was towards economic nationalism (which
is not my subject here). But the next wave -- the gut response -- was
cultural, and it has become a major concern for both the federal and
provincial governments.

For example, in the late 1920's, film was regarded merely as enter-
tainment -- a grand substitute for the circus, with an audience of
millions. The provinces levied a jealously-guarded entertainment tax
on each theatre admission; but the distribution and exhibition policies
were entirely controlled by American, British and French corporations,
in that order of importance. The National Film Board, founded in 1939
by John Grierpon as a wartime information agency, arranged a free-
distribution network for schools, church halls, unions and cooperatives;
but NFB films appeared all too rarely in commercial houses, since pro-
grammes for the mass public were packaged outside Canada. This was

Canada's first and greatest media sell out.
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What the new nationalists demand is cultural autonomy over what will
be seen, heard or published in Canada. Despite Prime Minister Trudeau's
initial claims for an international culture, Canadians want to know
more about themselves, and they want increased access tEo the means of
communication. This, in a nation just over 100 years Old, is a kind
of puberty. Canadians are saying that they don't wantta follow the
patterns of John Bull, Uncle Sam, COmrade Marx or Chairman Mao; they
want, in Emerson's phrase, to establish an "original relation to the
universe".

But the new nationalism is in many ways merely Chauviki.stic, and
the prime example arises in education -- identified by Vuakminster
Fuller in I Seen to be a Verb, as the key problem in wester civili-
zation. In Canadian primary and secondary education, about 80% of
the textbooks came from non- Canadian sources. In 1970, over 90% of
the audio-visual materials used in schools were produced. abroad. At
present, companies such as Encyclopedia Britannica Films, McGraw -Hill,
and others in Britain and France have virtually eclipsed Canadian edu7
caticnal publishers and film makers. Yet Canadian governirents have
done almost nothing to confront the need for using materials by and
for Canadians. (Time and Reader's Digest have enjoyed privileges
which gave then a cansiderable advantage over Canadian publications;
in 1975 the federal government is promising to cancel its favours to-
wards these magazines.)5

Same examples: 1) Since education is a provincial domain, the Na-
tional Film Board and the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation both pro-
posed in the 1960's programmes not for sChools, but for "youth" and
"continuing education" (education permanente). Suth programmes could
be used at the discretion of provincial departments of education.
These programmes were, in general, too expensive for any single pro-
vince -- studies in language-learning, demography, the north, Cana-
dian history, etc. But the federal government, on constitutional
grounds, was very nervous about such proposals, so a number of ex-
cellent projects were rejected, though the flow of foreign films con-
tinued unabated. At one point in the late sixties, Radio Quebec pro-
posed a comprehensive series of programmes to teadh French as a second
language. That programme foundered because in Quebec, as in Ottawa,
there was no clear policy on media. In Quebec, um and videotape
projects were divided among Radio-Quebec, Radio--anada, Le ministare
de l'education and L'office du film du Quebec. And by 1973 there
was no solution to these problems. The National Film Board failed
equally in a language-teaching proposal to the Secretary of State,
though there was a huge budget available to promote bilingualism. The
establishment of a Canadian Council of Ministers of Education in 1968
was a good move if not (as yet) productive.

2) In this period of rapid developeent in the media, most govern -
ments have failed to understand that film, tape and disk technology
are becoming as standard as the typewriter was in the 1940's, and that
students should be learning to use these media, while libraries or
"information centres" should be making a/v documents easily available.
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The library, indeed, must regain its place as the core of the univer-
sity's resources. But one wonders whether libraries must undergo
their first massive coronary before real aid is available. At the
moment, adainistrators may recognize the ailment, but the usual pres-
cription is only aspirin.

3) But libraries or "media centres" cannot help the national con-
sciousness greatly unless there is a substantial production of native
software in print, film, tape, disks -- all the media; and it is here
that governments have most seriously failed..._ If a nation cannot record
its own cultural experience, including the original creations of its
artists and thinkers, then its cultural diet will come from elsewhere.
I do not suggest an exclusively Canadian diet; we need a balanced diet,
but we need to cook and enjoy our own dishes.

4) A related problem concerns faculty in higher education. In the
thirties and forties, Canada was short of well-trained academics, and
the vacuum was largely filled by British scholars. Militant Canadians

soon began shouting "Limey Go Home!" Following World War II, with
a geTrationof war babies and a spectacular growth in the univer-
sities, the academic vacuum was filled by American scholars, and the
new Canadian nationalists began crying About American academic impe-
rialism. The real flaw, of course, was that in a variety of fields
Canada had again failed to meet the foreseen needs of higher education,
while American universities had produced a surplus of Ph.D's who moved
in to fill the vacuum. In some areas the acedienic background cc nationa-
lity of a scholar is not a cause for anxiety. But in such areas as
economics, political science and history, the situation is delicate.
Apolitical science department which is largely American or British
or French is probably insufficiently informed about Canadian culture,
and ill-prepared to understand the Canadian situation. Yet Canadians
should not be playing the cry-baby game of tantrums over "academic
imperialism." A cooler law of academic supply and demand was lost
sight of in the 1950's and 1960's, and Canada is now illogically suf-
fering a certain affront to its amour prppre. .In any case, the extreme
Canadian nationalist view that nobody foreign can instruct us is surely
exaggerated. True, we have everything that the media can bring us;
but good minds know no national boundaries, and we need them, as every
country does. The real problem is media-consumerism, rule by the ad-
vertisers.

The new nationalism raises grand problems of cultural autonomy and
self-recognition -- the need for indigenous media software. But four
further issues must be identified. First, the creation of software
must be accompanied by an adequate distribution system. The Canadian
Broadcasting Corporation may have solved the national problem, but it
is weak in distributing its software internationally, because it often
pays performing fees for only single-shot broadcasts and telecasts;
after that, the material becomes archival or is erased. Cturercial film
distribution is almost wholly foreign owned, and the National Film
Board's free distribution system is so over -taxed that it can no longer
provide service to schools. The first answer seems to be that provincial

departments of education Should establish film libraries to serve their
own constituencies; in this situation they often reject
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NFB prints as too costly. In Some areas, schools singly copy film% on
videotape and use them, regardless of outmoded copyright laws. For
the young, a direct response to the problems of fili distribution is
"treargroune-ffirTand oocperative networks which will bring'experi-
mental work to committed aUdiencee.

This situation leads directly into international problems of copy-
right law. New photooppying methods such as Xerox and the mare ex-
pensive Londe camera for photographing and printing apy material, have
at once destroyed both copyright and censardhip'laws. The resolution
of this Vast problem can only be reached by international.agreemolts;
but the problem affects authors and artists very seriously. In Canada,
artists have formed a militant association called Canadian Artists
Representation (CAM-which demands that artists Should profit not only
from the sale of their work, but from reproduction of their work in
any form. The association is very young, and still exploring the po-
ssibilitise of improving -the income of artists; but the initiative
can only grow. Artists are learning that the law can help than if
they define their problems clearly.

Beyond the copyright situation, the public is increasingly demanding
access to cable or ultra-high frequency channels. Some of these efforts
are described elsewhere in this book. The fact is that citizens are-
unwilling to wait for government action, and are testing their strength
and initiative against both government and,coMmercial interests.

That leads me to a final point -- perhaps the most optimistic and
naive in this overview of cultural issues. Young and imaginative
teachers and students are not willing to wait for legislator% and
masercial interests to develop a coherent communications policy; they
are creating'a/v "documents" on their own; they are copying films and
long -play record0. This is a grass-roots response to the media, and
youth is miles ahead of government ,regulation. /v images will be
available to us all in the near future, and at low cost. Canada is
not alone in this electronic revolution. 'It will be world-wide, just
as the dissemination of information is world-wide. Then how do we
control MOSS media? Will governments in power control information?
Do commercial interests control information? Will the press or ad-
vertizing agencies control information? Or will Canada continue-to
develop alert and flexible semi- autonomous agencies which are largely
independent of political and commercial control?

That raises a final and all-important question. Canada, apparently,
has wanted a non-political and non-cannercial control of information.
The issue is immense, and grows at the speed of tedhology; it is
(even before languagel the prime cultural problem that Canadian so-
ciety faces. There is no indication yet that. we have a viable so-
lution; but at least we know what the problem is. Unhappily, the drift
sews to be towards placing the media in the hands of huge Canadian
corporations. This is no doubt better than foreign control, but will
Canadian corporations be more responsible than American, British or
French corporations? As the Broadcasting Act states, communications.



must be "in the public interest". The prime interest of corporations
is profit, and to date private radio, television and cable televiiion
have not served "the public interest" well enough. One,even wonders

whether citizen groups who increasingly demand local access to cable
dhannels are entirely honest: they may simply wish for a plurality
of programme possibilities; but they could also be politically oriented
-- asking for media power which could short-circuit the denCoratic

electoral process as we know it..

Coda: By Canada ISayy July 1st, 1974, the federal government had
established a new advisory agency, the Institute for Researah an
Public Policy, mcdellea in part an the Brookings Institute in Washing-

ton. Its first priorities haVe nothing to do with war. Communications
is fifth an the priority list but studies have already begun in this
area. The Institute is independent; its reports will be advisory
only. In a new Bill, C-5, the federal government furthermore proposes
to add teleommunications of all kinds to the authority of the Canadian
Radio-Television Commission (CRTC), %Allah would now became the Canadian
Radio-Television-Telecannunications Commission (CRTCC), reporting to
Parliament through the Minister of Cammunications. Private industry
(including Mather Bell) opposes this legislation, since it appears
to give the MCC almost unlimited power in regulating media, and
thence cultural affairs. But the principle of keeping media power
out of the hands of politicians and commercial interests seems to be
working in Canada. The danger is that our media people could become

tame fence-sitting types. The most reassuring thing is that we hAe
gifted young people, artists, writers, broadcasters and teachers who
will lead the wave of the future in Canadian life.
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Selected and edited with comments
by Donald F. and Joan B. Theall

John Grierson en
Media, Film and History

In a study of Canadian comunications it seems appropriate to have a
facet of. John Grierson's work discussed and represented. Originally
the editors planned to use a talk of Grierson's presented to a confe-
rence of educators, civil servants and filmmakers at the National Film
Board in the Spring of 1971. But the conversational style and the
elaborate use of references unfamiliar to those not acquainted with
Grierson's work, the Film Board, and aspects of Canadian history since'
the Second World War, madethe editing of this talk for a printed pre-
sentation impossible. Instead, we used substantial quotations fran
the discussion and two interviews which he gave at McCall University,
connected by commentary to assist in prosading context and continuity.
This article therefore, attempts to represent his opinions rather than
ours and we have suppressed any critical oamentary on points on which
we might have differed.

In 1970 John Grierson, founder of the National Film Board of Canada
and often described as father of the documentary film movement, re-
turned to Canada to teach at McGill until his death in 1972. He fre-
quently pointed out that he had desperately wanted to return to Canada
which was such an important part of his life. His period here provided
an opportunity for a retrospective consideration of his previous work
as well as an opportunity to shape some of,that insight and thought
into a form which would influence the future. Although he published
little in the last two years of his life, he lectured, provided inter-
views and wrote reports for universities and governments. This work
provides a rich source for examining John Grierson's beliefs and the
intimate link he saw between thought and action, theory and praxis.
All of these entered the very fabric of Canadian camunication policy
and practice, especially at the Film Board.

Grierson was fond of pointing out that his life work was conceived
in the university and that, therefore, it was appropriate that he re-
turn to the university. He argued that education was the most impor-
tant mass medium in our society. The documentary movement itself was
the transformation of the motion picture into a conscious instrument
of educational policy. It is interesting, therefore, that Grierscn
saw this as rising out of his university studies:

I developed the documentary idea in the Political Science De-
partment of the University of Chicago in connection with the
melting pot theory. I felt that films should be used like
newspapers to bring alive the 'new America' to immigrants from
Europe. The films would ease their paths to becoming AmericanS.1
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He spoke of his conception of documentary as rising directly from the
nature of the motion picture:

The origin of documentary film goes right back to the begi-
nning of the motion picture. The motion picture is a window
an the world. The camera views things from close up, with a
microscope or a telescope as it were. It can see things in
detail, upside down, sideways and roundabout...We formed the
documentary movement as a deliberate attempt to do what the
cinema had not yet done. There was no model...for us to fol-
low in mobilizing all the forces of cinema toward the disco-
very and illumination of the ordinary world...'

Grierson's family background, his Calvinist upbringing and his socia-
list commitments all dictated that he concern himself with the world
of the worker, the ordinary man and with a sense of moral commitment.
Motion picture, as an ideal instrumnt for doing this, required libe-
ration from the forces which had directed it towards the world of
entertainment for entertainment's sake. By bringing the ordinary life
of ordinary people to a higher level of consciousness, film could be-
come an instrument in social reform and Change of values. At the
beginning of his thoughts about documentary, Grierson could observe:

I was interested for a really low reason. I looked at theatre
in England and Scotland; I looked at the movies in England and
Scotland, and the working class people were comics. This I
did not like. I thought, being of the Clydeside and of that
fearsome persuasion of radicalism, maybe we might start at the
beginning and to hell with all the economics and political the-
ory. We might get working people somewhere in the theatre and
on the screen in some other guise than as comics.3

While Grierson's thoughts may have been sparked off by the problem
of the "melting pot" in the United States, his radicalism rapidly
moved him beyond this to the awareness that film could Change the inter-
national assessment of the problems of the working man. From Chicago
and Lippman he had learned the importance of the democratizing influence
of media, but his traditions caused him to carry it mudh further than
these original perceptions.

His sense of the ordinary context, developed at Chicago, permeated
his thought and it might be with considerable shock that many "cul-
tured" supporters of Grierson learn that the press and especially the
yellow journalists of the 20's were central to the way documentary
developed:

This I think Micluhan's been on to, because I hear he's talked
very courteously about his particular period. But I said this
active verb in the headline of the yellow newspaper is the key
to something or other that I suspect is an aesthetic judgement

I didn't use the word linear -- an aesthetic judgment as
distinct from a contemplative judgement. The active verb
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which changes things, represents a dramatic pattern which
turns the report into a story, which in fact it was doing
because people were talking about stories...And so the whole
theory of the dramatic film came as a theory of newspapers,
the theory of newspaper reporting, and not as a theory of

ivies

In his career Grierson came out of the university experience to be-
come a writer about movies before he became the leader in the docu-
mentary field and the evolution of government film-making in Canada.
Like MCLuhan in the sixties he demonstrated the continuing relation
between theory and practice by noting:

I didn't come out of the sky writing About the potential of
movies as an art; as I said, I came out of the university,
concerned with the particular problem of education which the
modern world had created. And, of course, the MOLdhan thing
has merely confirmed in my view the development which from
an academic consideration we were at least partially are
of at that time. But oddly enough in terms of yellow jour-
nalism, not of television as MoLuhan put it, and certainly
not of mcvies.5

For this reason, Grierson probably held a life-long respect for print
journalism which manifested itself in his attitudes toward television
as well. In a pre-Watergate world he could observe that "the news-
paper today is more important than TV in creating and crystalizing
world opinion".6 Like any other Griersonisms this may be an over-
statement, but it certainly calls attention to an imbalance when tele-
vision alone is credited with massive influence.

Grierson based such conclusions on a constant sense of comparison
between the effects of different media within society. He spoke of
the need for a "comparative observation" of media as part of its on-
going study:

Just as a film has many unique qualities, so does the printed
page. RemeMber the incident in which a Saigon authority shot
a Viet Cong officer in front of the camera? That was one of
the disgusting episodes of the Vietnam war which went around
the world immediately, and made the world shvirlaPr.

However, the same scene had different effects on TV and in the
newspaper. When it was shown an the gent page of the Montreal
Star, there was great protest. The editor of the Star asked me
to put it to my film class at McGill why there was a different
reaction to the same story in the two media. The answer from
the students was: didn't I know that TV wasn't for real?

That is a very interesting point. Television isn't for real.
It is so caught up in blood and thunder of a 'frantic fictional
kind that when something with real blood and thunder comes up
the impact is dulled.?
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His teaching was, an important way to make contact with a significant
segment of societand he could translate a student's observation
back into a further analysis:

What she said was, see, you asked a silly question, television
isn't for real. When I have the great honour of meeting Mr.
Micluhan I'm going to say, 'Listen I'd like to hear you an this
thing, it's been a reality for you, but it hasn't been a rea-
lity for somebody else'.0

What Grierscn is arguing has some similarities with ethnomethodology
since he is stressing the relevance of different kinds of accounts of
experience given by different individuals with different social situa-
tions, each stressing their own fund of personal knowledge and inte-
rest. From such a basis he could generalize about the different media,
arguing the case for the importance of education and film:

The influence of TV and newspapers is, of course, very im-
portant, but only in relation to the educational process.
Nevertheless, film does have some advantages. It gives all
people a Ohance to see distant or microscopic places which,
until now, only specialized scientists and wanderers have seen.
The mom shot, for instance, is one example of how splendidly
actuality is portrayed on TV.

Television is nothing else than a window an the world, a
small screen showing pictures an the move. However, it is a
bad version, because the images appear very static. A theatre
presentation of motion pictures is superior to TV except for
newscasts.9

Film was obviously Grierson's main love and one which he stressed
and defended. Yet his assessments in that area could be just as sur-
prising as with the other media. Partly it is a question of his pedur
liar standards and the way they related to his particular emphasis an
cannunication. He could say that "Fiction was a temptation for trivial
people" and he could argue:

...I as not interested in the vulgarities of the private per-
sonal life in any way whatsoever. I don't want to see it un-
less it is so significant that we interpret it within the
Aristotlean canon -- we must feel that we are looking at the
fate of man. There are many stories in the movies that aren't
worth a damn, including all of Bergman. Who cares a damn about
these lonely old bastards, your dirty old men? Who cares a
hoot? I like his style, I like the way he uses film, but his
stories get between me and Mr. Bergman. I'm just not interested
in his people.10

Tor Griefs-on who held firmly to a philosophy of social responsibility
with debts to Marx and Calvinism, "it is an illusion...(to) consider
other people because they're other human beings. We're interested in
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other people because they're part of the body politic". The function
of media had to be related to a function of social responsibility.
For this reason many of his views when looked at baldly might seem
unpalatable, yet they often drew attention to little emphasized areas
of responsibility. Documentary film, for example, had a spin-off
since it brought together the government and the film- maker, a union
many film-makers strongly protest. Grierson, on the other hand, would

argue:

The great thing about the documentary film is that it re-
introduced the artist to government service. Goverment patro-
nage had occurred in Italy during the Renaissance when artists
worked for the Catholic Church or Lorenzo de Medici, but the
ptmmomenon had not happened in modern government until we started
with documentary.

Government service is very worthy as it involves the long-
range interests of the nation. Here the artist has the oppor-
tunity to do something constructive, and to help establish a
country's identity nationally and internationaly.11

This view brings what seems like almost historical conoepts badk to
life within the contemporary situation. Grierson saw integrity as
central to genuine communication and hence he saw the filmmaker Who
adopted a role with government as "the king's good servant".

If a film -maker is working for a national agency, he must be
a loyal civil servant and work within the framework of govern-
ment information policy. He is not making films for himself,

but for government. He can't do anything he damn well

pleases.

In case governments at improperly the film-maker must however be pre-
pared to speak out:

The day a government information service runs only for the
interests of the party in power, I would have nothing to do
with it, nor would any information man worth his salt.

However, if a government film -maker wants to say something
outrageously difficult he must resign. He Should be an hon-

est man and stand an his an two feet.13

In other words, the loyalty is ultimately to the public and to preserve
that public it is important to exercise first of all integrity and

devotion:

You may not tell lies to the public. Your duty to the public
is more important than your duty to your wife and Children,
not to say your bloody conscience before God. You can tell

private lies. That's O.K. That we do in fictional movies.

But public lies may not be told.14
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Because of this intense commitment to the pUblic and to a standard
of integrity, Grierson became as is well known, deeply involved in
education, propaganda and film making. He could speak of his trans-
formation of the British workingman image with deep pride:

nor a Short time, I heard people in one great London theatre
applaud the faces of the British working class. Then I knew
that I had really done something. Besides making 4g picture
I had made the audience applaud themselves.15

This sense of image - making could be transferred from a class to a na-
tion concerned with potential domination as well as eventually beco-
ming a foundation stone in the creation of the National Film Board of
Canada which he described as "a poetic centre for Canada". His sense
of the prdblem, once again rose out of his experiences in the States:

During the Toenties everyone in the United States was attemp-
ting to create the new Amexica...The same thing ought to be
going on here. Canadian filmmakers should be using film to
put forth the new Canada.16

But here again there were standards and they could be applied to
analyze propaganda efforts which were still great films, like Leni
Riefenstahl's Triumph of the Will.

News: Does one judge a film by its tedhnical quality or by
Iii-Social influence? I an referring, for example, to. the
technically well -done movies of the Nazi film maker, Leni
Riefenstahl.

Grierson: Let's talk about Leni. Her movie, Triumph of the Will
is, without question, a splendid picture. I doubt if another
film had as mudh impact on people. But it had a bad influence.
It was on the wrong side.

If I were secretary of state, responsible for the creative
agencies of this country, and a picture were made of Riefenstahl
quality and with a Nazi outlook, I would see that it was banned.
The first test of a film is not whether it is attractive or
not;,but whether it is good or evil. The work may be very
beautiful, but it must not be allowed to lead people to des-
truction or to pervert youth.

I think there are lots of beautiful films going around today
that shouldn't be presented because they are teaching people
defeatism. On that subject, I as such more cruel than most,
I have seen beautiful things in my life and I've known many
artists, but I'll shoot them all down if they don't represent
the good of the next generation. The protection of its youth
is a nation's foremost duty.17

Grierson, therefore, would have supported some forms of censorship

.1 1
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and he would have sacrificed technical virtuosity if it were in the
interest of preventing irresponsibility. Yet he could reverse the
techniques of propaganda, and use then himself:

I've been in the mind- bending business and don't want to be
outside it wherever I am, whether for the British government
or the Canadian government, whether against the Nazis, or --
well what we did to poor Leni Riefenstahl really was a shocker.
You know the way we took that abeolutely magnificent film of
her's, Triumpah of the Will, turned it inside out and made a
picture which you have at the Film Board, Mr. Commissioner,
Leni's Triumph of the Will, we turned it into a thing called
The War f& Men's Minds, which by the way, I don't know whether
that was the first use of the phrase, but it became one of
the great cries after the war -- The War for Men's Minds --
when Archie MoCleieh and Benton and those bohundhins at
Chicago started with their wild schemes. 18

The retrospective look of those final years in Grierson's work were
concerned with balancing the past. Propaganda had always been counter-
poised with aesthetic effect in his mind, but he felt that he had had
to be more concerned with the propaganda or mind-bending aspects and
less with aesthetics. Be was aware of the equally important function
of the aesthetic in a theory of communication and film and in his
period of return to Canada could suggest:

On the debit side, I regret I got too involved in film as a
propaganda force, and gave myself little roan to get involved
in it aesthetically.19

Yet part of this is typical Griersan understatement, for he was cons-
tantly raising aesthetic questions, arguing aesthetic points of view
and balancing aesthetics with the other campomants in his philosophy.
The problem of the aesthetics of film led directly to prdblems con-
cerning its ultimate continued success or failure.

Another regret, though it is not a personal one, is the
fact that film seems to have lost the impetus it had in the
thirties. Its power as a medium has been dissipated into se-
veral directions.

Film is at its mr epic and most important when it is simple.
Lately, film has beme very "artsy tartsy" because of the
auteurs with their Sam cameras and 8mm attitudes. The 'art'

film is a kindergarten film.

The other direction film has taken has been into the enter-
tainment world. I have said that 'fiction is a temptation
for trivial people'. In the fiction-romance film, producers
capitalize on the vulgarities and intimacies of personal life,
whidh have little significance, and in which I, for one, an

not interested. The subject of alienation, which so many
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peeudoartists are treating in their film today, should be
beneath the notice of a true artist. I regret that so many
filmmakers seam to have lost the creative way.20

Such rhetorical statements about the creative and aesthetic factors
must be read, though, in the total picture the later Gtierson developed,
where his insistence cn quality of perception and mind was always pa-
yixaount. .This led him to praise the artistic intensity of the work
of underground filmmaker Stan Brakhage, and to find the creative and
intellectual stimulation of Yugoslavian film maker Dugan Makavfijev so
great that he stayed pp all night talking with him when he visited
Montreal. Contrarily, Grimm= could split with his long-standing
Canadian friends, criticizing films such as Paul Almon's Act of the
Heart as seriously over-rated, yet praise the work of Don Shebib. His
ialialdes, therefore, cn the "art" film or the fictional film must be
seen as the kind of dialectical counterpoise, the intellectual tough-
nese for whidh he was famous and which he Obviously intended it to be.

In his teaching, as he considered the aesthetic area, he developed
a broad traditional and philosophic perspective whidh grew out of his
early training in a Scottish university,la training which blended with
the traditions that had contributed to MOGUL Toronto and other older
Canadian universities. Speaking of his students he suggested:

There's no fooling then. You can't start talking about aesthetic,
at least I couldn't, without finding yourself into the damn non-
sense about the sublime and the nature of comedy. You've got
to gethack to the antimony of Kant somewhere along the line.
You can't talk About"fteeddmwithaut getting back to Plato. If
you're gang to discuss the individual artist in relation to
the state you'd better take account of Trotsky's Literature and
Revolution. You'll find yourself inevitably having to tell than
to go lock at Arnold's Culture and Anarchy. However it is, you
find yourself returning to the authorities arid you'll find them
returning with you to the authorities. 21

So when Grierson used.the term aesthetics he saw little conflict bet-
ween theory and practice, between criticism and creation, and he saw
it as part of a long ongoing dialogue throughout human history. In-
sights cancerning the yellow press, journalism or TV melded easily
with insights About Marx, Plato or Kant. But his aesthetic concerns
were never purely abstract or theoretic for he was intimately concerned
with what had happened in the practice which created the history of
film:

From the very beginning the motion picture has first of
all the quality of being parapatetic. .What is the implication
of its being Able to get around? All right, you've got a win-
day an the world. What is the implication of your having a
window on the world? What are the frontiers you're going to
discover with this window on the world? You begin to talk
about lenses. All right, you can add a microscope to it.
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You can not only do these simple things, you can have slow
motion, you can have speed up notionuyou're adding these
things. And then of course there's the word montage. You
begin to put different things together. Not to please as
the poet does, unfortamately, but at least you can put then
together, and you can put then together to create an idea,
like Bisenstein. You can even put them together to create
a feeling, an affection, or perhaps a poetic attitude. So
you get these qualities, and than of course once you get
sound you've got all the keys of the kingdom, because you've
not only got noise.

If you.elAt 'Want to know the difference that noise brings,
just think of your own Canadian image of unutterable lone-
lines' which is getting up at some godless hour like five
&ales* in the morning an same lake in Canada and smelling
two million years of primitive vegetation, except all your
freshwater smells like hell to the primitive alien. But
there in the middle of that unutterable silence you hear a
loan. The moment you hear that loan you)uxerwhat silence
is about; you've suddenly heard not the proof of sound but
the proof of silence. With sound, of course, you've got this
thing which is noise. You've got that we found out about
very early. By the way, in thole days, those among youlAbo
are interested in the art of the cinema might possible con-
sider that for years when we were using sound and experi-
menting with sound we weren't giving a god -damn about the
sound film. We were trying to save the spirit of the silent
film.22

Such statements were accompanied by detailed descriptions of actual
films in which Cierson had participated, communicating an enthusiam
which could not have helped but be contagious if it had not already
been a preferredimedium by the student audiences which he most fre-
quently addressed. He could speak of the "wonder", the "bubble" of
film and, with an irony, observe, "but not too much of that please at
university, or people get excited". Fran his statements about saving
the spirit of the silent film in the new era of sound, it was a small
step to a fascination with the effect of combining sound and image:

And over and above that, of course, you achieve this gorgeous
thing that you can play asynchronistically -- what you can do
by putting sound in a different beat with the image is nobody's
business. I talk from sore cold blooded and joyous experiences
during the war of what we could do to Mt. Hitler by having the
beat in our discs -- well it's asynohronima -- we will not go
into further detail. Incidentally, what you can do by slow no-
tion at the wrong moment is, of course, rather splendid. I re-
member when poor old Hitler -- and I say poor old Hitler because
of things we did to the poor man -- he did a little sort of
dance. He just lifted his foot in that curious way and did a
sort of whirlygig. Well I slmolmotioned that gesture and you've
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got no idea what it looked like for a great German Duce, what-
ever he was, to do a sort of jig in slow motion, because every
single frame, my friend, is sissy -- and that we duly put out
as our version of Compienne. And there was one moment I think
that he might be pleased with, when we got hold of that very
serious march of the Germans down the Champs Elysee -- you
know, when they conquered Paris -- and all we did, talk about
asynOhronism, all we did was to take the German music off the
film and put on the Marseilles -- an interesting difference
when it comes to mindrbending.23

Whatever, the aesthetic it was always ultimately in the service of
the educative propaganda that Griexson saw as documentary. So while
he could praise Flaherty, whose mastery of the art he so well reco-
gnized, he could also qualify that praise from his own standards:

In the case of Flaherty, when things didn't look sub specie
eterni old Flaherty fixed it that they did look sub specie.
Fbr example, we went to British Samoa and found that all his
life he was looking for the great story of innocence and, by
the way, this wasn't fooling because he was a very glorious
person. As Bogart used to say, 'You see he was a drinking man
ndfrocathat-allgreat-tlaingsl-- according-to-Bogart-and my,-
self in my day -- 'all great things derive'. But he went down
there in pursuit of the great sub specie and the great picture
of innocence which had constantly eluded him, and he found that
the girls, these handsome girls down in British Samoa, were
dressed by the missionaries pp to the neck in nightgowns. So
Bob, in his pursuit of innocence, took the nightgowns off them
and stripped them to the waist, and that's the way they axe in
Mbana. Even Flaherty had a sort of deviation from this finding
of the truth, seeing it the way it is, and there comes a moment
in all our aesthetic lives when we're not very sure that making
it the way we want it is the greatest contribution perhaps to
the public purpose, the public good.24

For Grierson, aesthetics arid public ethics are ultimately not com-
pletely extricable. So that while he would have wished to have done
more with the aesthetic, and he recognized'its overwhelming importance,
feeling it to be more generally overlodked than it should be, he ulti-
mately subjected all creation to _a series of values posited by his view
of the public good. In response to a question in an interview by Ron-
Blumer of the McGill Reporter concerning cinema verit6, some of whose
advocates suggested that you can get at truth by simply turning on a
camera, Grierson replied:

There is no such thing as truth, until you've made it into
a form. Truth is an interpretation of a perception. You've
got moral laws to affect it, you've got social laws, you've
got Aesthetic law*. What is truth isn't a nasty question at
all -- it's a question:that is forever with you when you're a
film maker. It's to make your truth as many-faceted and as
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deep, as various, as exciting, as possible.

You don't get truth by turning on a camera, you've got
to work with it. What is the truth of a human being, what
is the truth of a street, what is the truth of a city? You

don't get it by simply peephole camera work. You must your-

matter. You must n
self tell the truth at all times, and tell it to your subject

ever sneak or stea1.25

Grierson does not permit the achievement of an "easy" theory of social
communication or an easy philosophy of the role that public control
ought to play in such a process. Neither does he allow for an easy
rejection of the theoretic, the intellectual, the artistic or the
aesthetic. In practical decisions his complex-view of the two came
through as much as in his reflections an a :tedium. Dealing with a
question concerning the justification of cinematic poetry, Grierson

suggests:

You would find it difficult to find any one of the poetic
films in the whole industry of the cinema that could not pos
sibly be justified, either under the commercial category, Or
because the government sponsoring thought it valuable for the
country, or the industrial entity found it valuable for the
industry image.

In other words, there are many forms of social justification.
Mclaren isn't an exception, but it takes a long, long imagina-
tive policy of national public relations to see the social jus-
tification for McLaren and experimental films of that kind.
The justification is easy because it mane that Canada can hold
up her face in the art world abroad.. And a distinguished face.
It is good that Canada had Norman MtEamen to export to the cul-
tural centers of the world. In fact, McLaren has been the most
notable single cultural export of the Canadian people for the
last 20 years. It is one of the paradoxes of the whole business
of propaganda and national projection, national expression --
that one single figure like Mtlaxen can do more for a country
-- for very little money, because McLaren is not an expensive
item for the Canadian government -- in the way of bringing pres-
tige to the Canadian people abroad than many more extravagant
and grandiose projects. And when you're talking of social jus-
tification, include also that particular domain of social jus-

tification.

So we've got several domains, haven't we, by which we can
excuse poetry? In fact, I'd be hard put to think of a way
in which one could not find a justification. 26

It was this Constant concern with the relation of the public and the
medium that led him into teaching and into stressing the importance
of the teaching of nedia. He spoke with respect to this to a group

of Canadian individuals in film and in university teaching. His choice
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tp move from his TV programme in Scotland to teaching in Canada was
partly a result of a desire to explore questions:

In fact, I'd been asked by one or two universities in Scotland
to prepare a report for them on a subject that I was very un-
sure about, but which interested me very much and it was: How
can we within the disciplines of a university discuss the best
media in such a way as not to get the poor university involved
in all this mystique of communications all this messing around
with the making of amm films by amm Hcw can we really
face u0 to the mass media whidh you have Said in the past had
a great bearing on our public life, without really vulgarizing
the whole process of academic teaching and academic acquisition
of knowledge ?27

That exploration led to a report which he wrote for the administration
of McGill University, which was completed the spring before he died.
It provides a conclusion to the three aspects of his retrospective
thinking about media on his return to Canada:

"There are two special reasons why the mass media are a useful area
of study at the university level:

All students read newspapers, see films, watch TV, etc. The mass media
represent not only a common area of dbeervation for.all students but
an area of observation vitally affecting them as individuals and ci-
tizens. That is to say, they repregent a 03M021 area in which same Of
the basic principles normally associated academically with political
science, aesthetics, social psychology, etc. can be examined. That
is to say, they represent an area of observation and vital interest
cu to the students of different faculties. That is to say, they
represent one area of observation and vital interest in which the sob-
called "divide" between the sciences and the humanities can be bridg6d.
That is to say, they are thereby a proper concern for university policy
at a high level.

This will be doubly apparent if we take account of the need commonly
expressed by students to have an area of =mon exchange where the
students' own powers of observation analysis and expression are as
important as their acquisition of knowledge. Uniquely, it is one area
where students of all sorts have their own personal experience to build
on and to feel creaiive about at university level. What we have in
the mass media for university purposes is a sort of mental trampoline'
for the' students to bounce an. No doubt there are others, not least
in the students' debating societies, but the mass media area is again-
unique in that.there are many facets to its truths. Everyone whatso-
ever (I found) feels that here is discussion he can get into and one
subject on which he has something personal to say.

I emphasize these b points i.e. the mass media as a common area
of observation and the mass media as a mental trampoline for student
expression because they were not in my mind when I began my lectures.

1 2.,-)
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The surprising development came not just with the vitality of the dis-
cussion in the seminar but with the increasing interest, variety and
ease of the papers presented.

My own approach to the discussion of the mass media was much less
speculative than most. I was interested specifically in what concern
with the mass media came within the normal disciplines represented by

litical science aesthetic, and social ehol . I moreover con-
myself as ar as ;cos le to what was demonstrable. For example,

the so called "language" of the popular newspapers has been developed
in our time and is readily demonstrable in its nature and discussable
in its influences, against the specific background of say, the American
'melting pot', the growth of the American cities, the development of
civic spirit organization in the U.S. generally, and the development
of national spirit and national unity in the U.S. in particular. Not
only is this demonstrable but it was in fact demonstrated at the outset
of this particular mass medium development in the Political Science
school at Chicago.

:.

Nor is there any pressing need to conjure up "subliminal" influences
when there is so much evidence available, to reveal and discuss, of
purposes actually intended and served by the popular newspapers, lu,
yalties deliberately inculcated and processes of propaganda of one
sort or other deliberately - and overtly - imposed cn the news. Spe-
culation does, of course, arise where great impacts have been node,
and influences experienced, which were not intentional, but derived
fran the innocent taken-for-granted assumptions of particular times
and surroundings.

The heroic and other dramatic values reflected in the popular news-
papers of, say, the twenties and thirties, represent a valid area of
observation; but, in this matter, the popular film with its interna-
tional circulation and impact on distant and differing societies pro-
_vides amore remarkable area of study. The fact that so mach of the
nature of the language and the influence of the newspaper (and of the
film) has been long observable (and in fact has been long observed and
foreseen and planned and carried out) puts a premium on the organized
appearance before students of actual practitioners.

This should be taken into account and not only for the contribution
these practitioners make to the study of the subject. The meeting
with practitioners and the direct =tact with practical creative forces
not only add a useful assurance to academic exercises, but may well
help to debunk some of the more 'nystical' speculations which presently
derive fran the ccmuunications enthusiasts. Most important of all is
the fact that this contact with makers (Scots: ;raker equals poet)

gives to the student a valuable personal contact with creative expe-
rience actually in the making. I was surprised by the effect of pre-
senting to students individuals who were in fact their own near neigh-
bours. A principle is obviously involved of some inportance to a uni-
versity. From my Own experience, I would say I should have done more
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in this direction, and in respect of all the mass media.

I shall have something of the same sort to add later in respect of
experts at the University, introduced at key points in the discussion
to provide an illumination of basic principles: in, for example,
philosophy, constitutional and international law, previous historical
practice, ancient religious and tribal practice etc. etc. my own ex-
perience is that in this field of reference (i.e. the stony of the
mass media as a living process affecting the mind and the imagination
in the present and the future) the practitioners and other experts
will get more rewarding satisfaction fran small audiences of mentally
greedy students than from larger public appearances.

In the student atmosphere, practical experience certainly dictated,
more than I originally intended, the course of the discussions. For
example, fram my own sources I had something to contribute on the fol-
lowing matters: (1) The development of the forms of the popular press
and the American background of the '20s in both the cities and the
small towns; and, with this, the attitudes of particular publishers,
editors and columnists I have known. (2) the development of the
language of the cinema, both in my own sdhool of film making and in
other sdhools I knew; and, together with this, the outlook of same of
the originating film makers i have known. (3) The deliberate use of
the cinema in propaganda on many levels of influence; and, together
with this, the specific operation on different occasions of the film
as a weapon of propaganda. In other words, film propaganda in so far
as it is a known and practiced art. (Even in its "subliminal" aspects
it is a known art which has produced its own various schools of thought
and equally various practices.)

(4) My experience (more limited but at least indicative) in the
production of films for under-priviledged peoples and to net the needs
of under-developed societies. (5) My experience in the distribution
of films to under-privileged peoples and the surprising cannantary this
can provide on the assumptions, 'value-judgementc' of Hollywood films
(and western society in general). (6) my experience, (again limited
but indicativz) in the defining of the relationship of dramatic patterns
Uo public demand, inclination, aMbition, potential need, etc. and the
consequential partial logic (fumbling coherence) of film development
and star values, etc.

(7) My experience (not so partial this time) of access to the means
of production and distribution; of the conditions (limitations and
privileges) deriving from different sources of finance and authority;
(notably governmental and national). (8) my experience as a theorist
and practitioner in the national and international 'politics' of infor-
mation and pLupagaada services: this theme reaching, as far as any,
to the first principles governing or effectively quaWying, such 'Coln- N
mots as 'freedom of expression,' freedom of the press,' the free
flow of information,' 'the right to bias,' etc. (9) my experience
(partial but over a long period indicative) in one particular field
of television appeal.
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I cite these areas of study for various reasons, but one in particular.
They indicate in themselves a fairly wide coverage of mass media pro-
blems but without much recourse to speculation or mysticism. It is
a salutary contribution to, say, the discussion of 'magic,' to have
stirred a modest spoon in the making of if and be able, to same extent,
to define its wcmking. And so too, in discussions of the 'subliminal.'
There is muCh of a practical order to say, which will help correct the
feeling of 'victimisation' and 'helplessness' of which many students
seem to complain.

What emerges iTportantly"from such a personal list of active oamoerns
and actual activities are the gape in the coverage. Cbviously, in a
long-term coverage of the mass media, thereShould be a far more con-
sidered account of e.g. radio (as a language), than I could give. There
should be a far more penetrating account of TV experience, of the pro-
biers arising in news cow/age and in their relationship with political
and social authority. Likewise, the TV record (constructive and des-
tructive) in the matter of public influence (personal, civic, provincial,
national and international) can be practically demonstrated in pro-
grammes. I did not develop this aspect. There is, likewise, much to
be dcne in drawing attention to and bringing the student mind to bear
an, the relative influences of the different mass media and the possibly
false assumpticns now prevalent regarding these influences. Not least,
there is much more to develop than I managed about the creative hrrizons
now explored and still open to be explored, by each and all of the mass
media.

I emphasize, as I did earlier on, that these themes, important as
they may be in themselves to a consideration of our daily experience
and citizenship, are principally important insofar as they provide
common ground for intellectual and creative discussion at the miver-
sity and a unique opportunity for one and all to express a personal
concern and a personal viewpoint based an personal Observation and
analysis. It could provide a useful preparation for citizenship in
action an one and every professional level.

I add that if such .studies were to be developed in universitipq across
the continent, they would create quickly a body of criticism of the
greatest constructive value to the management and development of the
mess media and particularly of TV and radio. I could conceive of this
being considered a matter of national importanop. Considering the
influences (especially in television) now operating an sentiments and
loyalties and an public opinions, and considering the influences pre-
sently affecting both political authoxity'and political stability and
now operating uneventually and even nondhalantly in tel6vision, it may
very well represent a priority of national interest.

I have heard of other 'inter - disciplinary' exercises which cane un-
stuck. Fbr ladk of common active cause, same of the contributors con-
tributed all too much in terms of the old routine. With mass media,
the subject matter is .activist enough to secure better results; but,
just in cane, a lecture series of this sort might best be treated as
a 'prediction'. A 'production' requires a 'producer'. 'In Hollywood,'
says San Spiegel, 'the secret is we always have a bastard. If he is
a dedicated bastard, you could get big pictures%27
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Dick MacDonald
Content Magazine

The State of the Canadian News Media

The pity about the =temporary commtnications =enmity in Canada is
that we still seen to pay acme attention to the hardware -- in which
there's no doubt we specialize -- than to the input. Indeed, the news
media of the day spend more time and effort and money developing tech-
nology than they do in inrersing themselves in the kinds of journalism
whiCh the Canadian populace probably needs in order to understand the
maze of sticky issues confronting most people today Except for a
buzz of activity at the turn of the 1970s, the nation's press and
broadcast industries have, by and large, been marking time.

They've not been marking time in adapting new cannunicaticns tech-
nology to the business of gathering and disseminating news to the
Canadian public-at-large. For instance, the national co-operative wire
service, the Canadian Press, has =mad briskly into the realm of com-
puterized data banks and cathode ray tube terminals and the country-
wide chain of Scutham daily newspapers now is experimenting with similar
programs in their newsrooms. Same 58, or about half, the dailies in
the country are being printed using cold type and the offset process.

There has not, however, been the same degree of attention or money
applied to the editorial product. With the odd exception, the press
-- newspapers, periodicals, radio and television collectively for the
purposes of this essay -- still uses styles and techniques which were
better left in the 1950s and 1960s.

Among the more critical sectors of Canadian society, and certainly
among sane in the journalistic profession, a great deal of optimism
about the future of the press peaked in 1970 with the release of the
report of the Special Senate Ccranittee on Mass Media. The ccemittee
had held public hearings and had done a hefty dunk of research for
more than two years, and the media, partly out of an awareness that
the public was interested in the proceedings but probably just as much
out of a knee-jerk reaction to unusual scrutiny, had faithfully covered
the committee's mirk. When the report was tabled by Senator Keith
Davey in December, 1970, the media offered lavish coverage. And then
forgot about it -- or appeared to forget about it (to give them the
benefit of the doubt).

One of the purposes of the whole exercise was to stimulate public
discussion on the media, that least-examined of our institutions. Four
years after the event, it still can be said that the oammittee -- spe-
cifically its chairman -- succeeded in provcking a good deal of dis-
cussion.
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But what else did the Senate committee achieve? Apart from a surge
of debate at the time, practically nothing at all. As a stimulus to
new legislation, the report was an abysmal failure. But as part of
what might as well be called a canscicusness-raising process, its long-
term effects could turn out to be more important. The public most de-
finitely is more critically-aware of the media today than it was, say,
in the 1960s. Whidh is good, for surely we need a society which can
question its institutions, its processes, its very nature. But that
questioning must be followed by modifications or new directions an the
part of the institutions and where the media are concerned that does
not appear to have been happening. Consequently, the public becomes
overly-cynical, distrustful even, of the media. And, if the media are
not serving up the platter of information which the public says it
needs, if the media do not form part of that James Reston has called
the leading edge of society, then the media are not taken seriously.

The tendency then is for the media to become increasingly an enter-
tainment vehicle. In an era when complex subjects need to be explained,
require interpretation, and must be put in context, the media are shir-
king their responsibilities. Their behavior is, at best, immoral, and,
at worst, amoral.

Senator Davey, who followed up the release of the report with hundreds
of speeches across Canada, found the public to be far more skeptical,
far more cynical, far more bitter About the media than their owners
appear to realize. In the Senate report, the committee referred to
the "shoot-the-messenger" syndrome -- the tendency of the public to
blame the media far the bad news they convey. After meeting enough
people to have earned same expertise an the subject, Davey found that
the shoot-the-messenger syndrome is alive and well in Canada.

The Senate committee considered the media, and made recommendations,
in three main problem areas: (a), the questions of media diversity
and media concentration -- the phenomenon of more and more outlets
falling into the hands of fewer and fewer owner'; (b), the whole ques-
tion of quality, and how well the public is served by the media; and,
(c), the problem of Canadian cultural survival -- how the media affect
the sense of nationhood. In some of these areas, the results of the
report have been fairly gratifying, in others disappointing.

More voices: The real guts of Keith Davey's report was its reco-
gnition that the media, in economic terms, are natural monopolies. The
industry exhibits a natural tendency toward concentration, a tendency
whidh militates against the public interest. The report pointed out
the extent of concentration (77 of the country's 116 dailies were con-
trolled by chains or groups, and 176 of the 369 broadcasting outlets)
and suggested how the government could arrest this trend -- chiefly
through establishing a Press Ownership Review Board, which would decide
whether proposed mergers were in the public interest.

The Canadian Radio - Television Commission (similar to the FCC in the
United States) already is fulfilling this function in the broadcast
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field; and it is the CRTC's stated policy that inter-media mergers
(ownership of a cable system by a newspaper, for instance) generally
are to be discouraged.

The lack of a corresponding review agency for print media has led
to the inevitable result: There are dramatically fewer independent
newspapers than there were even four years ago when the Senate committee
tabled its report. The argument against a CRTC-type control over mer-
gers, sales and purchases in the print media runs to the effect that
broadcasting needs governing because there is limited air space and
licences are held in the name of the public whereas there is no such
restriction on the newspapers or magazines.

Given the economic realities of the country, this is a specious ar-
gument. Flor people to, be well informed, they require a selection of
information sorces. If more and more of the sources have common
ownership (and it follows that most then will share news resources and
journalistic attitudes), the public is not well served. Ergo, some
form of governmental intervention may be necessary.

The trend toward concentration will continue, unless the government
acts to modify it. New amendments to the COrbines legislation, which
give the government more flexibility in disallowing mergers whldh are
against the public interest, could be applied in the media field with
excellent effect. Or at least they could have been a few years ago.
By now, the trend toward drain ownership is so far advanced that it
may be time to advocate sterner solutions sudh as dismantling some
of the chains, or them to sell some of their properties. The
courts ordered IBM to "unbundle" in the United States; and drain do-
vinare of the daily field in Canada now has.approadhed the dimensions
of IBM's dominance in the computer field. Same people have suggested
a form of no-strings-attadhed subsidization of news flow may be are
answer. It would be an incredibly-difficult thing to administer --
perhaps an impossibility -- but it is a viewpoint being espoused more
frequently by enlightened politicians and journalists, though not by
publishers.

There's one encouraging counter-trend in the picture: The periodical
industry in Canada, despite the burden of those grand old Easy Riders,
Time and Reader's Di t, has never been more diverse. Government
grants have perf part of the job whidh the Senate report suggested
Mould be handled by a Media Development Loan Fund' another reoommen-
dation never acted upon by the federal government)., Unfortunately,
under the existing ad hoc system of grants, most publications can't
hack it long enough to survive. it is heartbreaking to see so many
fine Canadian publications -- many directed at specific topics and
audiences -- burst onto the scene and wither and disappear after aft:
issues.

Time and Reader's Digest, giants in publishing in Canada as they are
gighere in the world, enjoy special privileges in that advertisers
can deduct 100 per cent of their ad costs from taxable income. This
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effectively makes Time and Digest ad rates lower than' those of the hum
dreds of other foreign publications which flood into Canada. The two
publications contained rake in more than half the magazine advertising
dollars in Canada -- at the expense of native Canadian publications.

Senator Davey's committee, and numerous other groups and individuals,
have long advocated that Time and Reader's Digest lose their special
status and drop their diagaie as being Canadian publications, whieh
they most assuredly are not. the federal goverment, at last word,
apparently is finally taking a look at the possibility of withdrawing
the exeMption afforded Time and the Digest. The key issue, as ex-
pressed in Cultural Soviiiignty: The Time and Reader's Digest Case
in Canada by Isaiah Litvak and ChristccherMauie of Ottawa's Carleton
University, is "not whether Canadians should be denied the opportunity
of reading foreign publications, but whether a foreign publication,
the editorial policy of whidh is formulated in another country in the
context of its value system, should be allowed to print under a Cana-
dian guise and be assisted in this pretense by Canadian legislation",

Against such odds, small Canadian magazines are faring better than
they did a decade ago. Part of their limited financial success no
doubt is due to the dissatisfaction gxcmdng numbers of people feel
toward their conventional suppliers of information, the newspapers.
Because the dailies are not meeting the public's needs, specialized
publications have cropped up, nary of which have formed the Canadian
Periodical Publishers Association, a grouping of 55 small magazines
(total circulation about 750,000) which is a clearing house of ideas
and serves as a lobby for expanded advertising and government support
of an indigemus industry.

Che of the assumptions of the Davey Report, as it has came to be
called, was that the nedia, along with the arts and education, are
,indispensable to developing a sense of nationhood -- Canadian cultural
survival, really. Periodicals, because they are usually national in
character, are especially important. Some progess has been made, and
while the magazine industry may not be exactly healthy, at least it's
Showing signs of life.

The CRTC has provided a good example of what a little resolution,
backed by the proper legislation, can accomplish. Chairman Pierre
Juneau has resisted all the broadcasting pressures directed against him
and emerged with policies on Canadian content for radio and TV which
have strengthened -- indeed, one might almost say, created -- a viable
Canadian music and recording industry.

Quality: The underlying assumption in the Davey Report was that the
media's quality could be judged by how well they were preparing their
audiences for social Change -- taking the "surprise" out of the world
by badkgrounding trends before they became sudden and surprising events.
For instance, how well did the nedia prepare us for the onslaught of
the energy crisis? A public served by alert media might have seen it
coming.
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The coMmittee's contention that the media's performance, overall,
simply wasn't good enough provided the most controversial section of
the report. The controversy acted as a prod, and did lead to sore
improverents, though, in retrospect, one would have to view sore of
the steps taken as purely token -- anything to avoid being legislated,
as it were.

? At the owneru' level, the Canadian Daily Newspaper Publishers Asso-
ciation -- in collaboration with the Canadian Managing Editors Confe-
rence -- after several years of soul - searching has invested some of
its funds and energies in editorial matters, instead of devoting it-
self exclusively to ding advertising. The CDNPA and the CHEC pe-
riodically hold regional seminars and their newsletters now include
a good- deal of material on editorial content and journalistic perfor-
mance.

More visible, although still weak in terms of serving as ombudsmen,
are press councils in the provinces of Quebec, Ontario, Alberta and
Saskatchewan, and in a mattering of cities. So far, their effect as
a spur to editorial quality has been more symbolic than real. The
Quebec council, a well-funded, expertly - appointed group, will turn out
to be the most effective, because its purview is all media, not solely
newspapers. And it still is feeling its way; once it embarks an a
coqprehensive public education program, media owners in the province
should expect to be kept on their toes. Councils in the other pro-
vinces peck away at petty complaints from citizens (granted, one of
their functions) without treading in areas which could prove embaras-
sing to owners.

Senator Davey says there's no question in his mind that the media
axe doing a better job today than they were four years ago. But, most
of this is part of a process of natural evolution. The Senate report,
of course, had a role to play -- and even now it is a sort of de facto
text bock in oommunications across the country. TO be fair, most
Senate reports get shelved and forgotten. Davey's still sells at In-
formatics Canada bookstalls, still helps people think about the media
in Canada, still serves as part of the evolutionary process. And that
in itself is a hopeful sign.

The fact remains that the media haven't effectively picked up the
ball. And where segments have picked it up, it hasn't been run along
very,well. Journalists tried, are trying, but at this point even they
seem to have lapsed into a period of lethargy. Perhaps it is the lo-
gical pastern: Fallowing the euphoria of the Davey Committee days,
and surfacs signs of iqprovement in the media, a vacuum has opened,
partly the result of sheer exhaustion by those who spearhead any new
advance.

Journalists across the country responded to a call for a national
conference in 1971, the first-ever in the country, which was designed
to assess the Davey Report from the reporter's position and to exchange
thoughts an directions for Canadian media. They've net annually since
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that first Ottawa conference (a second was held in Ottawa, the third
and fourth in Winnipeg, in the west, and Moncton, in the east, and
the fifth is scheduled for Tbronto in 1975) and the conferences serve
as, if nothing else, a yearly cppartunity to reaffirm journalism's
ideals.

The most significant item to emerge from the 1974 conference was a
proposal for a shield law for journalists -- protection fran having
to break canfidences, from divulging information sources in the in-
terests of the public's right-to-know. The draft legislation was sent
off to the federal government in Ottawa and while it is known that the
concept has support on either side of the House of Commons, it is not
likely to be given priority attention. Not until, probably, journa-
lists are being thrown in jail for not revealing the names of persons
who risk their careers for passing on facts which are considered vital
for a public appreciation of an event but which authorities would pre-
fer to keep labelled "Tap Secret".

Indeed, the lack of action by the federal government in many areas
of media probably can be traced to the office of Prime Minister Pierre
Trudeau, whose relationship with the journalism community generally
has bordered on antagonism, if not outright hostility. His criticism
of the media has sane foundation, of course, and it is fundamentally
different than that exhibited by former president Richard Nixon in
the U.S.

Trudeau has the view that many of the journalists with whom he has
to deal, and ultimately the papers and stations which carry their re-
ports, simply lack integrity. They pander to prurient interests, he
thinks, and true, too often this is the case. He detects a parasitical
behavior, and of course this has been a continuing trait of the pro-
fession -- or seen by same as a trait, when in fact the role should
be seen as a critical liaison between the governed and those who go-
vern.

Trudeau's private views notwithstanding, his government did establish
the CRTC, which has immeasurably imprrved broadcasting in the country,
and his department of communications, now headed by a former journalist,
the inspired Wrard Pelletier, has undertaken same sweeping studies of
ccummications tedhnologies for the country. Indeed, Teleconmission's
examination of the hardware was an invaluable contribution to Canada's
tradition in cananicatians. Now, if only the same attention could
be paid to software . .

This is not to say that the spattering of full-fledged journalism
schools we have in Canada are not nurturing the loftiest principles;
on the contrary, they are doing yeoman work, as are same of the junior
college programs flourishing across theoountry. Indeed, more students
now axe enrolled in camnanicaticns courses some with a career ob-
jective, others existing purely to develop a critically-minded citi-
zenry, a noble aim -- than ever before. And we may well find that the
products of these curricula will help redirect the media of tomorrow,
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for they possess a degree of social and cultural sophistication hitherto
unknown and unused.

The problem is that journalism schools are only beginning to be ta-
ken seriously by a significant proportion of the nation's professional
newsmen. The Toronto Star's Rae Corelli, in a report to Ryerson Poly-
technical Institute, noted that the medical school graduate is presu-
med to know the rudiments of anatomy, the law school graduate is pre-
sumed to know about torts, the engineering graduate is presumed to .

know something about material stress, but the journalism graduate is
the Object of no presumption whatever. His competence has been sub-

jected to no test whose validity is accepted without question by a
prospective employer.

It's true, and it's somewhat tragic, that the country still does not
have an accepted standard for its journalism graduates. The country
does not have a counterpart of the proficiency certificate awarded to
young reporters by the National Council far the Training of Journalists
in Great Britain. Putting it another way, the people who hire and fire
on Canada's daily papers are forced to rely on two things: What they
know about the curriculum of the applicant's journalism school, and
what they know about the competence and integrity of its instructors.

In Short, there's been a communication gap between the media and the
journalism sdhools. D.G. Carmidhael, of North Bay's Canadore College,
says it is time the nation's journalism sdhools levelled with the news-
paper business on their strengths, and on their limitations. As well,

he says, it is time that the journalism schools invited the newspaper
business to play a much larger part in the establishment of curricula
and the creation of a universal yardstick by which journalism graduates
can be judged.

While the media have been moving away from the pick-someone-front-
the-street-and-train-him syndrome and paying more attention to the
skills taught in journalism schools, they also have been, albeit on
a hit-or-miss basis, implementing in-house training programs. The
Southan newspapers, in particular, have established on-the-job training
programs both for new employees and for long - service writers and edi-
tors who need to become familiar with new approaches in communications.

It is in Quebec, perhaps, that formal training in journalism achieves
the most serious recognition. Indeed, the Quebec media, notwithstanding
an unhealthy amount of ownership concentration, may be the liveliest,

most thorough and most informative in all of Canada. Montreal, for

instance, has no fewer than seven dailies -- five in the French
language, two in English -- an unheard-of representation for a city of
2.5 million. Add to that a raft of weekend publications, and a dozen
broadcasting stations in the metropolitan areas and Montreal must be
considered the most vigorous media city in North America.

The bilingual (nearly) mix of the city has a good deal to do with
this situation, naturally, but above that, or perhaps connected to it,
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is an almost insatiable demand for information of all stripes, Qougbec
is a very political province, and because political processes tend
to produce "news" (in the conventional ), media have devoted more
energy to covering this arena than, to most other subjects
About which the populace rightly should be exposed.

Actually, the media's attention to politics is seen across Canada,
and it usually is to the detriment of coverage of suds areas as
science, housing, medicine, education, technology, the arts. A few
years ago, former Winnipeg Tribune editor and now communications con-
sultant Eric Wells conducted a survey an the actual national news content
of papers across the country, and the preponderance of government or
political information was overwhelming. He took two American psydlor-
logists and stuck them away in a kind of exploration-of-space project
at a Prairie university, with daily papers he sent them their only
communication with the outside world. At the end of the experiment,
they both wondered whether Canadians were only interested in politics.
The vitality of the country and of the people, they found, were not
reflected in the press. The situation has not changed appreciably.

If a fundamental purpose of mass media is to help people understand
each other, the Canadian press has failed singularly. Certain papers
make occasional forays into various regions and do, for instance, a
series of articles. But this is not sufficient because the occasional
forays do not capture the moods and the feelings of a particular region,
and in Canada balkanization still is very much alive (and for the better,
it can be argued, as opposed to a national conformity and uniformity).

Worse, Eric Wells thinks newspapers in particular don't even do a
very good job of reflecting the society immediately around them. There
is no intent as to why they publish, he says, except to sell more ad-
vertising. Newspapers in Canada, while perhaps an average wider-
ranging in content than American papers, still insist, by and large,
on reading for the lowest-amamon-denominator. Papers in England and
Europe, though, manage to hold huge circulations and still .carry strong
intellectual content. Wells believes that the intelligence and the
curiosity of even the common, everyday public are much wider than most
media practitioners recognize, whidh takes us back to the theory
that today's news media exist primarily as advertising and entertain-
ment vehicles -- not as conveyors and interpreters of information which
people khoula have if they are to understand the forces which mould
their live l.

Senator Davey was right in saying that a new consciousness has been
growing among Canadians about their news media. It's just that, to
some, the process is agonizingly slow. There is the realization that
the public has a right to information in order for there to be a more
democratic participation in decisions made for society. The Obvious
corwanion to the right-to-know is the right-to-tell, and that is the
realm of the journalist, as a communicator. Better understanding among
nen is the operative phrase.
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IL has been said the. seventies will be remembered for Man's new
concern About his environment. If we regard the emixcnirent as the
whole complex set of conditions in which we live, then the ways in
which information is gathered and distributed must be considered to
be of paramount importance. Pollution of the mind may be just as he-

zardouwas destruction of our ptysical health through pollution of
Land, sea and air. In this respect, the media have a crucially-
important task to perform; the media, then,comprise an ecology force,
at once social and political. Philosophically, if not materially, the
media are a public trust.
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Gertrude Joch Robinson
McGill University

The Politics of Information and Culture
During Canada's October Crisis

Almost 25 years ago a Canadian economist, Harold Innis developed a theory
maintaining that changes in communication technology have widespread
physical, structural and cultural implications for a given societd-
Using historical evidence from Egypt, Mesopotamia, Greece, Rome and
Medieval Europe he dotted that the replacement of clay tablets,
papyrus and later the introduction of paper plus printing, created new
monopolies of knowledge and power. The twentieth century electronic
revolution which stresses long over short haul communication is no ex-
*option tR this geperal rule. According to Innis and MOLuhan it has
lied the retat of increasing the speed of camunicaticn and *educing
its cost to those who control the information hubs, while making it
more difficult for People in outlying communities to talk to eadh
other.

Structurally the electronic revolution has led to the decentrali-
zation of communication activities and the centralization of authority.
Witness the latest attack on the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation's
(CBC) program centralization in Toronto which is supposedly quite in-
sensitive to mid-western and western catermication needs. Culturally
this revolution has narrowed content variety and homogenized people's
oonceptions of reality. The media with their monopolies of knowledge,
Innis argues, have acquired the social power to produce official ver-
sions of the world which are fashioned from values stressing market
perishability and political control rather than human adaptation needs.

Is it possible to submit some of these theoretical claims to empi-
rical test? The lower cost and increasing speed of information disse-
mination in the twentieth century, as well as the tendency toward
centralization of communication power in the hands of conglomerates,
have been widely noted in many parts of the world.

Much less has been said about the socio-cultural implications of
media development. Few U.S. theorists, according, to Cares have focused
an' the social implications of communication technology, the bias inhe-
rent in this technology, the media's symbolic power, let alone their
role in the dialectics of cultural stability dhange.4 These over

may be partially explained by the strong avioral stance
adopted by American researchers of human communication. They also
reflect marked social, geogiaphicaland.historical differences between
the two countries. Both Innis andHOLuhan have had to orient them
selves in a land of vast physical size with a strongly bi-cultural
tradition and a population one-tenth that of the United States.
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Canada, a colonial country opened up by Frendh and English explorers,
fur traders and priests imtediately adjacent to a super power and
peopled by diverse inuigrant groups thinly scattered along a hundred
mile strip above the 49th parallel, makes it difficult for communication
theorists to ignore the cultural dimension of carmmization technology
and the political implications of =die use.3 In spite of the fact
that the country's mosaic conception of culture is institutionalized
in a bilingual national broadcasting system (CSC) and a bilingual press,
book and film industry, writers and politicians have become increasingly
aware that these two cultures rarely intersect. They instead constitute
what B%4 McLennan calls "two solitudes"

/he media portrayal of these two solitudes provides a unique oppor-
tunity for exploring in greater detail how English and French Canadians
conceive of their alternative realities and what implications these
conceptions have for theories of communications and political behavior.
As communications analysts we need to understand how the *leaning which
actors attain to a situation evolves and whether Innis' and Moluhan's
claims that the new media's spatial bias will tend toward homogenization
of content can be substantiated. As citizens of a multi-cultural state
we moreover need to know whether the differences in reality mapping,
if they exist, do or do not erode the potential for Canadian political
unity.

October 1970: "Front de Liberation du Quebec" (FLO)

The FLO crisis was dhosen for an amalygis of French and English reality
npppings because crises have a number of advantages for symbolic ana-
lysis. During a crisis unimportant and irrelevant political details
are filtered out and media attention is focused on the most fundamental
political stances.4 FUrthermore, because crises are unexpected they
provide more opportunity for individualism in news selection and pro-
jection of editorial attitudes than is ordinarily the case.5 During
a crisis routine interpretations break down and new definitions of
events must be sought. Both of these factors operate to highlight
differences in French/English news perspectives.

The FLO crisis has been variously described as a "Time of Terrorists
and Soldiers",6 "War Declared on Quebec",7 and "Strong-Arm Pule in
Canada".8 All of these descriptions focus on the political aspects
of the situation assuming that the crisis was uniformly perceived by
everyone. In fact, this was not the case and therefore a variety of
solutions to the confliCt were proposed by federal and provincial, as
well as English and French leaders and media. The crisis covered 59
days from Monday, October 5th when Mt. Cross, a British Trade Commi-
ssioner was kidnapped in front of his Montreal residence, to December
3, 1970 when he was finally released and his captors left for Cuba
together with anurter of other political prisoners and their families.

Within hours of the kidnapping the FLQ had sent a manifesto listing
seven demands; to radio station CKAC, which employed a sympathetic disc
jockey. These included the release of 21 jailed neuters of the Front

de Liberation du Quebec, $500,000 of gold and safe passage to Cuba or
Algeria. The demands were rejected out of hand by Foreign Minister
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Mitchell Sharp. Instead over 400 arrests of FLQ sympathizers were
made in the following days. On Saturday, October 10, the Front struck
again. This time, Pierre Laporte, Oughec's Minister of Labour and
Immigration was abducted and subsequently mumdered. Premier Foutassa
responded to this edicalation by naming a govermental representative
to negotiate the term of release of both captives and by recognizing

however remained adament against giving in to the demands and
Robert Lemieux.as theaawyer for the FLQ. The federal t

on October 14, Ontario Premier Roberts offered the opinion that "We
have to stand and fight...it's war".

Miarehile, the pressure of Premier t to negotiate a full ex-
change mounted and 16 influential among(them Rene'Levemquid
(leader of the separatist Parti ) and Claude Ryan (Publisher
of Le Devoir) issued a statement criticizing Premier Robert's stance
and urging the government to release the 23 cxmvicted terrorists. A
day lacer Premier Hortense asked for ammedforces to assume the safety,
of Montreal's people and buildings and on October 16, apparently with
Bourasse's approval, the controversial ,,War Measures Act was proclaimed
by Parliament in Ottawl. It gave the gOvernment virtually unlimited
power of search and seizure and led to the arrest of over 400 people,
many of them Ftendh Canadian intellectuals, artists and teachers asso-
ciated with the separatist movement. The end of the crisis came six
weeks later on December 3rd, 1970 when Mt. Cross was released and
h4s captors received safe conduct to Cuba.

French/English Coverage of the FLO Crisis:
A Sketch of Alternative Realities

A number of findings in two studies permit us to systematically ex-
plore the alternative versions of reality which the French and English
media created of the FLQ crisis. The first and more extensive study,
content- analysed front and editorial page coverage of a representative,
weighted national sample/of 22 papers selected from Canada's total
of 166 published in 1970.9 It investigates stress, intensity and
scope of the first seventeen days of crisis coverage (until Mt. Laporte's
death) in terms of total space used, themes selected, geographic lox rce
of items and personalities mentioned in Frend and English papers.
Papers mere moreover divided by region and size to gain insight into
the impact of geographical location and circulation on message flow
and interpretation. A second study supplements the Siegal findings
by analyzing only one topic, the War Measures Act coverage, in greater
detail. Interviews and participant observation finally provided data
on broadrest behavior throughout the crisis.

Let us begin with an analysis of the print, media. What different
aspects of reality did the French and English Canadian press select .

to feature and play during the October crisis? It was found that the
22 dailies in their 300 editions used the same total amount of space,
indicating that both cultural groups interpreted events as a crisis
and gave them constant front and editorial page coverage. Of the
total 102,504 column inches, 33% were written by the regular staff,
28% were provided by the Canadian Press, 26% was devoted to pictures,
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4% each to editorials and material fran other news services like
Southern, APP, UPI, AP and Reuters, while 3% cane fran other sources
and 2% constituted letters and cartoons. The disproportionately
large input by newspaper staffs validates Klapper's prediction about
the greater influence of journalists on interpretation during a crisis.
Here however the similarities between French and English press cove-
rage end.

The themes selected, geographic sources of items and personalities
mentioned are quite different for the two groups. To find out what
issues were discussed, all stories were classified under 32 themes.
The theme labels indicate the main thrust of the story: Kidnapping,
Manhunt, Security-Army, Parliament-Politics, Federal Government Po-
sition, Qu&,ec Government Position, Negotiations, War. Measures Act,
Civil Rights, Time, Murder, Legalistic, International Aspects, Inter-
national Reaction-Personalities, International Press Reaction, Cana-
dian Press Reaction, Canada Reaction- Personalities, Media, Local
Intrusion, Background, Colour -Human Interest, Economic, Sports, Enter-
tainment, Protest Movements, Historical, Cearruniqpe. Obituary-Eulogy.10

Table 1 Whidh,summ arizes the differences in themes receiving front
page play in the Frendi and English samples indicates that the two
gr placed approximately equal emphasis on stories pertaining to

V6Iaore front page stories an Negotiations, Religious-FUneral,

and.Security. Beyond that however the French dailies

the position of the Federal Government, the Quanec Government and
Time. The English papers on the other hand emphasized the Manhunt,

Measures Act, Murder and Parliament.

The fact that the French and English papers stressed different
aspects of the crisis, namely Negotiations covering stories urging a
cartaxastime approach to solVing the crisis, versus Manhunt which dealt
with police activities, indicates a disparate set of outlooks and
values in the two press groups and explains the other variations of
front page coverage. The most important precondition for negotiations,
according to the French press, was the attitude of the authorities,
the federal and provincial governments in Ottawa and Quilioec City.
While these two themes ranked immediately after Nvotiations in the
French papers, they were not nearly as important in the English group.
Furthermore the sense of time, so important in defining a crisis, in-
dicates a French sense of urgency in bringing about negotiations, for
otherwise the hostages would be killed.

For the English papers, in contrast, the most prominent theme Manhunt
involving the police, was closely tied to Security and War Measures
Act. Security dealt with the role of the army, as well as the emer-
gency powers acquired through the War Measures Act which permitted the
authorities to expand the manhunt and help uphold the principle of law
and order. Ctrsequently, Parliament, a theme not highlighted in the
French press emerged on the English front pages. Parliament which was
asked to approve the emergency act was of interest to the English press
in its legislative capacity, while the French papers with their stress
on the need for negotiations were significantly more interested in the
executives, both federal and provincial.
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Three additional French-English differences emerge and are based
on an analysis of the mean number of mentions in aver-all coverage.
These were the International aspects of the crisis, the interest in
Civil rights and the focus on Personalities. French papers wrote
stories pertulubming to international relations and interaction between
Ottawa and other governments in Europe and the rest of the world, quo-
ting both personalities end the foreign press two and five times as
often as English papers." If mentioned at all the English press fa-
cused an Canadian reactions and international relations only as far
as the United States was involved.

In addition, there was in the French press far greater attention paid
to the civil rights implications of the War Measures Act than in the
English. Here the percentage differenaes in mean nutter of stories
weis French 4. 149%.12 There is also a statistically significant diffe-
rence in the names coming up in the heads of page one stories. The
French press had double the interest in personalities based on the
mean number of names appearing. Among these are Cross, Laporte, Lemieux
(FLQ Wenn lawyer), Bourassa, Rose, Charbzoneau and thartrand (the
kidnappers) and Drapeau (Montreal's mayor). In contrast, only Prime
Minister Trudeau ranked high in frequency of mentions in English news-
papers.

Yet another characteristic of the French press which illuminates
differences in outlook and values is the emphasis on background sto-
ries explaining the ramifications of the FLQ crisis and related
matters. These were virtually absent in the English press. These
baokgnmznd stories according to Siegel, were often "think" pieces
and intellectual journalimprepared by political scientists and
others. One implication of this finding is that it indicates greater
French media imalmement in politics through interpretative pieces.
This interpretation is.further supported by the fact that the French
media, especially Montreal's radio stations, CKAIC and CKU4 were active

actors in the crisis, functioning)es contact and distribution points
for the FLQ cannumiques to the Quebec public and government.

Since editorial attitudes an issues are closely related to front
page coverage, Siegel's editorial findings may be used as a convenient
summery of his results in the theme analysis. Table 2 clearly indi-
cates that while all editorials stress terrorism and the FLQ, 5 ran-

king of other issues substantiates a French emphasis of the Quebec
and English preoccupation with the Federal Government. They rank 3rd

and 6th place scoonling to frequency of mention. Similar differences
in ranking appear an the issue of Negotiations which are ranked 6th
by the French minority while the Englishmajority gives them 10th
place. Canadian Unity and the War Masamres Act are high on the inte-
rest agenda of Inglieh press, ranking 8th and 5th respectively for
English papers, rather than doWn the line in 9th and 12th place for
the French.

We mey summarize that French papers view the crisis from a Quebec or
French Canadianperirective stressing in their editorials how the
October events affect life in the province. To avoid polarization of

1 4 3
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the two cultures, a negotiated settlement is proposed, the civil rights
of the minority are stressed, separation as a politically viable stance
is discounted and a historical perspective for the rise of terrorism is
supplied. The English Canadian press on the other hand sees national
unity at the heart of the crisis. To maintain this unity it propoees

\ to hit the terrorists with all available power, including the police
\ and the army. There is consequently little concern for civil rights.
\instead there is worry about the immediate economic repercussions of
the crisis for Canada, the cost of the police and the fluctuating
actions of the stock market.

TWo other but lesser findings emerge from the Siegel study which
have implications for the way in which national identity is interpreted
by the two cultures. The first indicates that there is a great how-
geneity in crisis coverage in the French press, which is not evident in
English papers. The evaluation of front page themes, the news theme
content, geographical source of stories, emphasis on personalities as
well as editorial position are the same in all six French papers.
Only the space profiles on these papers differ.13 The great disparity'
of English crisis coverage on the other hand precluded the emu:gm=
of regional patterns, in spite of the regional ownership patterns of
the Canadian press.

Instead it appears that an English paper's size and its distance
from the crisis were most important in determining English coverage.
Consequently the large circulation Montreal (Star and Gazette) and
Ttronto papers (Globe and Mail and Dail Star) tended to have more
coverage and greater similarity in than medium sized and small
papers in the Atlantic, Prairie and British Columbia regions far re-
moved from the crisis center. Small papers, as a group, were moreover
much less conciliatory, taking that may loosely be called a "hard
line". They were generally opposed to negotiations, strongly suppor-
tive of the army and in favor of the War Measures Act and Prime Mini-
ster Trudeau's refusal to meet the demands of the kidnappers.

The author's own content study based an topic analysis of the War
Measures Act coverage in six regionally selected French and English
papers, incplements and amplifies the Siegel findings. Here it is
noted that.Act coverage included seven topics: justifications, dis-
cussions of suspension of rights, federal versus provincial initiative,
its relation to separatism, group reactions including international
comments and evaluations of performance.

Table 1 corroborates that the War Measures Act as a category was one
of the main topics of, crisis coverage. It received from between one
quarter to over one third of all references in all papers. The highest
attention scores based an percentages of references were found in the
Gasette and Le Devoir (both of Montreal), but for quite opposite rea-
sons. 'The French papers focused their primary attention an the shaky
nature of the act's justifications as well as its infringement of civil
liberties. La Presee'the mess circulation daily opts for the former,
while the intellectual Le Devoir stresses suspenaion of rights in 16%
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TONS
Nankin, of "War liesistass" Tipples

hs Six Newspapers

Gazette Le La Press* Globes W.F.Preas Sun

Att. Em l Att.I d,l Att. Em l Att. Em( Att. Em Att Em
g

1

v v .
Justifications 4 8 9 10 0 8 5 6 10 12 6 7
(Expediency) 1 2 3 1 1 3 3 1 1 .2 2

Rank: 2

\
Suspension of 1 8 16 11 9 \4 0 8 10 11 3 3
Rights 2 1 2 2 3\ 2 1 3 4 4

Rank: 5 \v
Federal and 2 3 4 7 1 1 1 1 1 2 2
Provincial 4 4 5 5 5 4 5 6 5 5

4
4

,Rank:

Group 31 3 7 18 6 5 18 29 9 8 10 3
Perceptioris 3 3 1 3 2 1 2 2 1 1

Rank: 1 t.

Stop 2 3 2 4 1 0 7 0 ; 1, 1 1 1

Separatism 4 6 4 6 7 5 6 4 5 6 5
Rank: 3

-5 4

Evaluation 0 1 2 1 3 1 0 0 0 0 0
of WMA 5 5 6 4 4 7 7 6 5 7

Rank: 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 2 3 4

Other 6 7 7 7 6 6 5 3 4 3 3
Rank: 6 1'Totals

Attention and 40 26 40 46 29 20 35 44 31 36 ZS 25
Emphasis
(in permed)

Attention = % of a I references to topic in sample

Emphasis = % topics given handling or main point straws
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out of its 40% references to the act. Both agree that it is a govern-
mental overreaction to the situation.

The English papers, in contrast, tend to highlight group perceptions
(Mbntreal Gazette, Toronto Globe and Mail and Vancouver Sun) noting
that political parties, teachers and students and public opinion gene-
rally are more concerned with the Act's role in safeguarding political
unity. As expected, the French papers never confused the FLQ kidna-
ppings with.the Parti Quetecois political separation drive and there-
fore considered the War Measures Act ineffective in dealing with the
separatism issue. This topic camsequently ranks last in over-all atten-
tion and emphasis in both La Presse and Le Devoir.

True to the Siegel findings, the English papers except for the
Gazette, as a group, make the least mention of the sub-topic of eva-
luation, but show no further consistent stress of line of argument.
The dimersified interpretations of the English press is furthermore
evident from the fact that "other" arguments and evaluations ranked
third in attention in papers outside of Quebec and Ontario.

The Political Inylications of Alternative Mappings of
trie FLQ Crisis in Multi-National Canada

Numerous studies have indicated that the media's alternative mappings
of reality may have a 4struptive impact on the political processes of
multi-national states. In certain instances it seems a country's
media may foster and reinforce disintegrative political tendencies by
popularizing and serving as a rallying point for political groups
threatening the very foundations of national unity. Innis claims that
consequently governments in all societies keep a close watch over their
information monopolies, especially if these are challenged during a
crisis.

Since the press in Canada is privately owned it was not as readily
accessible to governmental influence during the FLQ crisis. But the
broadcast media were another matter. Here the government had a po-
tentially greater control for two reasons; first, the director of the
public broadcasting system (CBC) is governmentally appointed and,
second, the electronic system is much more centralized, functioning in
three loosely integrated networks. Interviews Ind participant ob-
servation reveal that the CBC's Davidson was taken into the government's
confidence prior to the imposition of the War Measures Act and that his
authority over the broadcasting corporation was utilized to support
and implement governmental censorship over information.

According to the War Measures Act, section 3, during war, invasion
or insurrection "the powers of the Governor in Council shall extend to
all matters coming within the classes of subjects hereinafter enume-
rated....(a) Censorship and the control and suppression of publica-
tions, writings 4 maps, plans, photographs, communications and means of
cammication".17 The Act furthermore provides for arrests, detention
and deportation without warrant, control of harbors, ports and terri-
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torial waters, transportation, trading and expropriation. TWo ques-
tions require clarification. First, what was the effect of these
wide-ranging powers on the operation and content of the Canadian public
and private broadcast sectors during the crisis period? And second,
haw did they counterbalance the deviant points of view expressed in
the Frendh press?

Interviews with program personnel and the broadcast logs of Hourglass
and CFCF TV indicate that there were at least three effects of censor-
dr471T7iiie War Measures Act was directly responsible for getting rid
of a number of potentially inflammable specials, increasing top and
middle management involvement in public affairs programming and rein=
forcing the "self censorship" practices of broadcast personnel. All
of these factors together changed neme coverage,,formats in both the
CBC and private broadcasting and made public affairs coverage during
the October crisis more neutral, factual and homogenized. Broadcasters
consequently functioned as transmitters rather than interpreters of an
important series of events and thus counter - balanced the widely varying
assessmentg of the crisis appearing in Canada's Frendh and Englieh
press.

The elimination of "potentially inflammable" programming in both
public and private broadcasting emerged from a number of interviews.
The CBC's Director of Information Pruyiamming in Taranto rescheduled
the October 13th documentary on Lenin and the Russian Revolution twice,
Showing it finally on December. 18th, five days after Mr. Cross' release.
The Act also first advanced and then postponed till January 1971 the
documentary on "Separatism" written and directed by Hourglass host
Peter Desbarats. Private stations too felt the Act's power. Here a
two part sequence of Iranside dealing with a fictional revolutionary
working out of Montreal got the axe. More serious however, the October
28 French CBC Cent Mille Chansons was not aired, because Pauline Julien
the popular singer with separatist leanings was in jail.19

Another way in whidh censorship manifested itself was through in-
creased top and middle management involvement in news programming.
This switch encouraged a cantextless presentation of facts virtually
eliminating interpretation so important to an understanding of the
crisis. Increased upper management involvement in prograsanung is a
well-known and documented phenomenon during political crisis. 20 In
both the CBC and CXV Montreal stations there was a change in daily
public affairs decision-making patterns. TO reduce uncertainty, higher
management levels not usually involved took an active part in program
selection during the October crisis.

Interviews indicate that it all started with the Taranto Director
of Information Programming, who does not usually concern himself with
daily content in Montreal and Ottawa, calling off all public affairs
shows on the night of October 15th, one day before the War Measures
Act wee instituted. Because this order generated strong resistance
among Montreal journalists, it was ultimately rescinded, though not
before creating havoc. Peter Desbarats of the nightly Montreal
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Hour3lass remembers: "We were told that a CSC directive fran Toronto
would prevent us from discussing the FLQ kidnappings (live) on the
Show. We quickly patdhed together another line-up fran items on film
and tape, but received word to go ahead with the students from McGill
five minutes before air time".21

After the WM proclamation the CBC head office furtherncre continued
to remain involved by quashing all "man on the street" segments and
"citizen panels" on Hourglass. It also called daily for over four
weeks inquiring about the shag's nightly content and encouraged Kay
McIver, the then Montreal public affairs supervisor to be more vigi-
lant. Interviews indicate that she consequently sat in on all pro -
gramme meetings, a practice followed as well by the news director and
station manager of CFCF who usually do not participate in program for-
mulation. In the more sensitive French network, moreover, all public
affairs shows were required to be taped and middle management.previewed
both the daily Flormat 30 and the weekly Format 60.

Restricted news sources throughout the crisis further "sanitized"
coverage with much reporting based op short bulletins supplied by the
police. Since it was a local event, C' cppy was largely irrelevant
and on the spot coverage was hindered by FLQ secrecy and police ope-
rations. COnsequently, coverage in all broadcast stations was reduced
to the retelling of past events and oancentration on hostage badk-
grounds and the history of the FLQ. Only when Mr. Cross was found at
the end of the crisis, was live coverage possible. Tb cope with these
realities, informants noted that CFCF made its reporters into topic
specialists and Channeled them into specific areas, instead of assi-
gning them randomly to stories during the crisis.

4 Inc eased self-awareness and the imposition of self-censorship on
the part of news personnel throughout the crisis was a third-result
of the uncertain October situation. The War Measures Act, as we saw,
specifically condoned censorship and the control and suppression of
oammunications. But what did that mean in practice? Neither the CBC
head office in Tbranto nor private network lawyers it seems, issued
memoranda to their staffs clarifying the Act's implications. Doubt-
lessly, the reason for this inaction was the-fact that the Act is so
broadly phrased that it is difficult to interpret. As a result CBC's
President George Davidson midway through the crisis merely told re-
porters that he expected news personnel to be guided by a "policy of
restraint" and to refrain from remarks feeding the tense atmosphere
in Montreal. The specifics of this "restraint" were however never
spelled out, though the English programming Vice-President lid cir-
culate a memorandum urging the greatest caution.

Interviews revealed that journalists generally erred on thd. side of
over-caution as Desbarats'diary statement for October 16 shows. Here
he notes: "FOr the first time since I became a journalist I an working
under a rigid set of directives. Internal policy within the CBC today,
at least as far as we understand it, is that we explain the Whr Measures
Act, which the government put into effect early this morning, but we
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are not allowed to discuss its political implications. But at least
we can still go on the air live" .22 But even for Hourglass, as we
have seen, citizen panels and "man in the street" cammentary were pro-
hibited.

Self-censorship was moreover reinforced by arrests of journalists
and individuals with known liberal or separatists tendencies. Many
stations had colleagues visited by the Royal Canadian Mounted Police.
One lass editor-researcher and producer of the NDP's Last Post
was for three days. The resulting over-conservatism reflected
itself in CBC top management at to eliminate all live broadcasting.
The evidence shows that thieves lidhed in Radio Canada's French
programming on the grounds that it had been too emotionalst the onset
of the crisis. The Englieh network however did not sttznit to these
demands and consequently Montreal's English-speaking viewers watched
the discovery of Laporte's body live, while Frendh Canadians were
treated to a running commentary against a backdrop of still pictures.

Over - caution also affected private statics managements like radio
CaAD. Here Hod Dewar, popular host of the morning Show was dropped
after fifteen years of employment for commenting on the War Measures
Act. The reason given once again was that criticism of the government
could be construed as indirect support for the outlawed FLO endues
therefore illegal. The resulting changes in news formats and the way
in which events were covered during the October crisis is amply demons-
trated by the program logs of Hourglass and (CF.

Table 4 the Hourglass Log indicates that there was Very little crisis
coverage in the first week, when Mr. Cross was kidnapped. This Changed
drastically with the abduction of Labor Minister Laporte on Sunday,
October 11. During the second week, four of the five dhows were en-
tirely devoted to the crisis, coverage falling off once again after
the imposition of the War Measures Act, October 16. The latter vir-
tually inhibited mention of the crisis, in spite of Leporte's murder
on Sunday, October 18 and his state funeral two days later. It is

also nOticelble that the third week featured no citizen responses to
the crisis, though these had been the mainstay of peak week news co-
verage.

Two cross pressures on the staff, arising from the undefined nature
of self-restraint and a journalist's professionally inculcated desire
not to omit items, explain jogrnalistic behavior during the October
crisis. First, it led to a highly personal resolvtion of conflicts
for eath staff member and, second, it generally encouraged factual
recounting of events and non-analytical coverage. Interviews and
program analysis indicate that the broadcast media opted to side with
the government, voluntarily abdicating their right to criticism. News
analyses were replaced by the use of two-minute news bulletins and
CBC as well as the private broadcast networks extended their regular
newscasts to acomanadate increased coverage. CBC's Weekend did no more
than recap the facts, while CTV innovated Insilht News whidh broadcast
at odd hours and for different amounts of time without interpretation.
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Table 4

(BC "Hourglass" Log Book Entries

(One Hour Daily Current Events Show)
"Nothing" refers to nothing on crisis

Week I Date: Item:

Oct. 5 nothing

Oct. 6 editorial on kidnapping (1 item)

Oct. 7 nothing

Oct. 8 Robert Lemieux Press Conference (1 item)

Oct. 9 nothing

Week II Date: Item:

Oct. 12 Panel of Citizens: Paul Dencet and Phil Cutler
recreating cenversaticns heard all over Montreal,
Live, FELL SEM

Oct. 13 Panel of Citizens: (same group)
Live, FULL SHOW

Oct. 14 nothing

Oct. 15 McGill students and Sociology Professor discussing
English views of the crisis
Live, FULL SHOW

Oct. 16 Two lawyers diiieussing the War Measures
Live, FULL SHOW

Week III Date: Item:

Oct. 19 Professor on War Measures Act (I item)
Reacticn to Laporte's Death (1 item)

Oct. 20 nothing

Oct. 21

Oct. 22

Oct. 23

Act

Interview with Rod Dewar just fired from radio
WAD (1 its*

Drapeau interview questioning Mardhand's claim
that FRAP is a front for the outlawed FLQ

"Man in the street" on Municipal Elections
journalisti on same topic
FULL SHOW
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Also of Interest:

Oct. 26

- 155 -

Desbarats'interviebrwith the BBC London
World Tonight

Nov. 3 Discussion of the role of private radio
during the crisis

Nov. 4 Lawyer on the Public Order Act

Nov. 13 Pauline Julien on "'M Solitudes"

Dec. 3 fiesumct events since October 5, 1970

Dec. 4 , Gaston Thefrrien on Lanctot and Cnatbanneau in
'a Cuba
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On Ottober 26, two weeks after Cross' kidnapping, the British BBC
asked for an interview, with Desbarats for World TOnight. The
discussion included surmises about Mr. Cross' well -being and finally
an inquiry whether events in recent weeks will lead to an increase of
extremism in Qu&ec. Desbarats notes in his diary: "This is a ques-
tion I can't answer now. The government has achieved its short -term
Objectives, I tell the interviewer in London. The terrorists are
frightened and the majority of Canadians in Quelioec and elsewhere are
solidly behind the government's Show of force. But in the long run?
Mbre than a hundred of the people who were detained by the police are
now out of prison and spreading stories about the apparent futility
of the police action. People are demanding to know more about the
"apprehended insurrection" which so disrupted the normal political
life of the country".23 Whether a crisis really existed and the War
Measure, Act wes justified remains a hotly contested issue in Canada
today." The Act expired May 1, 1971 and by August the criminal
charges against 35 individuals who were accused of aiding and abetting
the FLQ, were also dropped because a majority of the accused were ac-
quitted by local juries.25

In summary it npy be noted that the expurgation of potentially in-
flammable programme content, increased nmnaganent involvement in pro-
gram planning and the operation of journalistic self-censorship which
prohibited interpretation, all added up to homogenizing and neutre-
lizing broadcast content. Journalists could justify their abrogation
of a critical stance by falling bade on the professional criterion
of "Objectivity" and "factual" reporting. Broadcast institutions,
especially the CBC with its governmentally appointed top management,
saw the uncritical submission of their network to political leaders
as the proper thing to do in a time of crisis. Their submission to
authority set the tone for private stations which followed the CBC
lead. Only middle and lower-echelon personnel in Ottawa and Montreal
cautioned against the possibly dangerous precedent and effects of
overt news screening in a democratic country like Canada.

COnclusions: Theoretical and Political

What kinds of conclusions can be drawn from the assembled material?
Three seem to be most notable. First, there is the realization that
a theory of human ommunication must account for the way in which
actors' assessments of situations affect behavior. This suggests that
the public stock of symbols available to people to attach to selected
aspects of reality make a great differemce to theay in which they
"see" their world. Secuad, it appears that Innis!prediction that the
spatial bias of the electronic media make them more susceptible to
centralized manipulation and therefore toa hOrogenization of outlooks,
is partially substantiated. Finally, it turns out that there may be
different degrees of monopolies of knowledge and power enjoyed by
different information tedhnologies.

A number of scholars from Burke26to Berger and Ludcmann27have pointed
out that Our =martial of reality is socially constructed from a stock
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of significant symbols. This implies that we learn about ourselves
and the world from those with whom we live and work and that what we
call "reality" is not something external or separate, but made Up of
selected aspects which we learn to pay attention to. If this is so,
Innis suggests the technology distributing the symbols will also
have cultural implications. By this he means that the media network
through which we communicate, affects the structure of the things we
think about. It also helps supply the symbols with which we think as
well as the arena in whidh our thoughts occur.

The French and English press coverage indicated that this is indeed
the case and that there was furthermore a great difference between the
two coverages. If we break these down into their component parts, we
find that the two discussion agendas juxtaposed the themes of Nego-
tiation, (AJAmec Government, Civil Rights and Time in the French press
with Manhunt, War Measures Act, Pkixr and Pairlihent in the English
papers. The symbols emerging from these competing themes had to do
with compromise on the part of minority and with law and order on the
part of majority Canadians. The arena in which thought occurs was
defined by the French press as the province of Qugbec. This resulted
in a strongly local coverage and perspective. The Englisth papers ser-
ving three-fourths of the Canadian population spread over nine pro-
vinces on the other hand defined the thought arena in national terms
and perceived the crisis primarily as a threat to national unity. Be-
yond that however there was no consensus in the English press about
haw to differentiate between the Parti Qu4becois separatist aims and
those of the kidnappers or hair° understand the province's call for
greater economic and culturakjautonamy.

For a theory of human communication these findings suggest that
people's ccrsnunicative behavior cannot be explained in purely cyber-
netic terms. Such an approadh, as Deutsdh stresses, is most valuable
for an analysisof the goal orientations and control aspects of human
oannunication." It is inadequate in explaining the process by which
shared meanings emerge, what forms exchange may take and how influence
works. Cybernetics and systems theories, because they assume that the
status and social condition of senders and receivers are fixed, sub-
stitute "significance" for "' meaning ". "Meaning" as we have seen does
not however reside in information transfer, but in the minds of the
people engaged in the tra.-Lsacticn. Human exchanges furthermore cannot
be fully explained by citing network characteristics and efficiency-'
criteria, because humans axe surrounded by both a physical and a co-
mmunicational environment. What each of us selects and pays attention
to in this environment is of crucial importance to an urxierstanding
of how we behave.

The assembled data on Canadian' broadcast behavior during the crisis
furthermore substantiate Innis' prediction that the electronic media
may contribute to a more hcmcgenimd outlook because their organization
tends to centralize authority and shifts it to more distant places.
These hubs in turn are more open to manipulation from other power
sources. The CBC data clearly indicate that the CBC was consulted by
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the government and that increased top echelon involvement in progra-
mming reduced content and interpretative variety. To recapitulate:
Certain kinds of documentary as well as fictional episodes and the
utilization of interviews with the public were eliminated from both
the French and English news coverage. Interpretative variety was
reduced by Tbronto's supervision of Montreal and Ottawa public affairs
broadcasts as well as by journalistic self-censorship which was con-
doned and encouraged by the CBC organization. Finally, restricted
news ,sources and a reliance on police material further "sanitized"
interpretation. These three factors taken together tended to make
public affairs broadcasting of the October crisis in radio and tele-
vision more neutral, factual and homogenized than it would have been
under ordinary conditions.

As to the political implications of monopolies of knowledge and
power supported by different information tedhnologies, the study
suggests that print in Canada was better able to protect its monopoly
of knowledge and varying definition of reality than broadcasting.
Whether this is a universal phenomenon is a question not answerable
from the present material. Three reasons account for this difference
in Canada. First, the fact that there are 116 newspapers privately
owned by approodwetely ten chains, compared with Canada's three elec-
trade networks." The latter are regionally organized, owing to the
country's small population unevenly distributed across a large terri-

fk
tory. Only local papers can obtain, sufficient advertising revenue
for survival in suds a setting. Furthermore, the press employs nearly
3,000 journalists, perhaps three times the nutter of production per-
sonnel in broadcasting. Many of these are located in and around the
Quitec-Montreal-Ottawa-ibronto axis according to the Siegel study.
They had a disproportionate influence on the October coverage because
of the nature of the crisis and because the national news agency CP
was further from the scene.

In spite of greater press than broadcast autonomy over its monopoly
of knowledge there were, however, according to the Siegel study, indi-
rect pressures at work even here to unify political interpretations
across Canada. Two of these are most interesting. During the crucial
period there was an ongoing editorial dialog between the major papers
in Montreal, Tbronto and Vancouver and furthermore many of the major
reporters and editorialmwriters knew and communicated with Gael othem
throughout the crisis. Editorials appearing in Le Devoir were read
and commented on in the Toronto Globe and Mail and often the Vancouver
Sim-ekbOod-opiniama-froz-the_Abntreel.gazette. As a result all large
papers with the widest circulation, todiNiEch and English, were .

conceined about the civil rights infringements of the War Measures
Act, as well as with this need to distinguish between the aims of the
terrorist Front du Liberation du Cufioec and the legal Parti Qu464Cois.
The large circulation papers like the broadcast media thus served not
only to establish a unified framework for Canada's rnlitical discussion
agenda, but to reestablish a balance between Fterwh ane English views
whidh would serve as a future base for political consensus.
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we are convinoed that you mean to do us good by your proposal,
endue thank you heartily. But you, who are wise, must know
that different nations have different conceptions of things;
and you will therefore not take it amiss if our ideas of this
kind of education happen not to be the same with yours...Se-
veral of our young people were formerly brought up at the co-
lieges: they were instructed in all your science; but, when
they came bade to us, they were bad runners, ignorant of every
Amens of living in the mcods...totally good for nothing. We
are however, ...obliged by your kind offer, and to show our
grateful sense of it, if the gentlemen of Virginia will send
us a down of their sons, we will take great care of their
education, instruct them in all we know, and make men of then.

An Indian Chief in reply to an offer to
educate Indian youth, Ben Franklin, 1794

In 1967, when we got involved in the design of RAVEN (Radio and Visual
Educaticnal Netwotk) to serve the communications needs of the isolated
Indian communities of the B.C. coast, few people had heard of portable
videotape recorders and single sidebend radios. Now community acmes
groups and video conferences proliferate, and =Oh has been written
and related about the RAVEN project. Little of it has toughed on its
essential Characteristics however.' It is not so much the technology
used that matters, although that is what makes any system possible at
any given =lent. It is the choice of a particular technology and its
method of Application in the light of the needs of a particular social
group that is central in such a design. This is the kind of analysis
and synthesis that has continued to occupy us as we have looked at
actual or potential communications systems in varying cultural contexts.

The opening quote seems appropriate to us because inadvertently or
not, communications systems almost invariably trespass into the field
of education, at least into adult non-formal education, as UNESCO re-
fers to it currently. The quotation is also singularly appropriate
for highlighting the cultural divergencies that continue to be under-
estimated not just in dealing with native people an this continent,
but by the planners of the western world in the design and execution
of systems for the developing nations.4 Scientists and engineers have
perfected the technology of mess communications and the techniques for
tranemitting messages from a limited number of origination points to
a mess audience. As we share these technologies and techniques with
people of other nations and her cultures, we contribute greater effi-
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ciency - whatever our intentions or stated goals - to the process of
world cultural homogenization. Assuring that this is not a deliberate
and/or desirable goal, we postulate that it is an avoidable outcome -
if we lock carefully at our Ohoice of teChnologies in the light of
cultural parameters and clarify the tasks for which the system is to

be inaugurated.

RAVEN is one example of a system deliberately using suipler techno-
logies than those of mass broadcasting because of the job that needed
to be done and because of the cultural and social patternings of the
people who would be using the network. The principles applicable to
the design of the RAVEN system are, we believe, applicable to the de-
sign of networks in other cultural contexts and may yield widely diffe-
rent network structures.

To develop these ideas it is necessary first to have a brief look
at the cultural context.of this system design: the B.C. coastal
Indian communities. Nearly half of the 40,000 Indians of British
Columbia live in the coastal area, scattered over approximately 800
well reserves coeprising 81 independent units called "bands", an
average of little more than 200 Indiana per band.3 The differences
dividing the groups axe of long standing. Within one of the six major
linguistic divisions as identified by anthropologists, even neighboring
bands differ in dialect and cultural traits and not infrequently have
a history of mutual hostility.4

In the past twenty years steps had been taken toward cooperation by
the Indians in groups such as the Native BwrAdvwdlood of British Columbia
and its splinter organization, the North American Indian Brotherhood.
More recent events had seen the rise of two Inter-Tribal Indian Fede-
rations on Vancouver Island and the unification of five northern bands
into the Niehga Tribal Council. Communications and cooperation bet-
ween these larger groups, however, remained short of that needed to be
effective in today's conditions.5

The problems confronting the Indian people that required coordination
of efforts, experience and resources included the protracted struggle
over land claims. Indian rights to the lands of British Coltrbia had
never been formally extinguished by treaty; consequently, the question
remains open but will require the presentation of elaborate legal
briefs and historical documentation. Progress had been slow and spo-
radic. AS one Chief commented, "Many of the Indian people simply do
not underzebend the political and legal complexities of the Land Ques-
tion".

Similarly, the Indian Affairs Branch had called upon Canadian Indians
to participate in discussions concerning the revision of the Indian
Act, the federal legislation which dictates in detail the rights and
duties of legally recognized Indians. But as one spokesman observed,
"Abet of our people never understood the first one". Underscored, in
both instances - land claims and the revision of the Indian Act - was
the need for better ocamunication - for access to the information and
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understanding Indian groups needed to make decisions.

In addition, Indians were expressing the need far day to day kind
of information - about the best type of roofing materials for coastal
housing, about how to deal with loggers encroaching on reserve land;
and they wanted to learn from other hands haw they had handled similar
problems or what their experience had been. They were asking in effect
for a revolution in the commumications structures they had had for
nearly a century. It was the classical hub pattern in which the In-
dian Affairs Bureau and the regional superintendent remained at the
center, yet what was needed was greater communication between bends.

Host information came to the regional superintendent and only through
him, to thetandis. The bands all oommunicatedieith the Agent, and he
redistributed information as he thought best. And since the Agency
controlled travel funds, the Agent or his representative oammunicated
with each of the bands. Bands did not commicate regularly with one
another, but were caning to recognize, under the force of outside
pressure, their need to do so, in spite of whatever remained of long
time animosities.

They were shifting as well from a Lang term position of dependency
on Indian Affairs agents to one of greater independence. Animosity
now directed against the Agency provided the classic impetus for Bands
to cooperate: together against the outside enemy. But cooperation and
communications continued to be thwarted by the geography that had bred
such disparate groupings in the first place. Travel by air or sea
becames difficult, unpleasant and in some please, impossible through
long winter months; telephone service was non-existent, unreliable or
expensive. Mail is too slow and unsuitable anyway for a semi-literate
population with strong oral traditions.

As the Federal Government Task Force on Information was to put it a
year later:

Clearly, the first need is for intoxication, Indian people must
know what are their opportunities, their rights. This is not
an easy need to meet. Schools, pamphlets and their educational
efforts have failed miserably as statistics will show. The prb-
blems, rules and programs are usually so complex that their use
can be explained only through test cases carefully studied.
Indian people an the edge of subsistence do not have the resources
to experiment with the meanings of worval and bureaucratic forms.6

The red, blue, yellow, pink circulars of the Indian Affairs Agency were
a familiar joke - filed carefully on the reserves - as toilet paper
in village facilities. The native people complained that they were
never told anything; and the Indian agents replied in exasperation that
a circular had been sent.

The essential need was then for a carrunications system in a form
suitable for the people who would use it and that would facilitate
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communications between groups not now having easy access to one another.
Clearly the system should not be a centralized broadcast system, one
that would too easily recFeate the hub communications model, repla-
cing the Indian agent with an Indian Super thief. It would have to
provide information when somebody wanted to know it; so it would have
to be a two-way interactive system providing instant feedback - not
a structured aneZ1iiir1Z30Cast operation.

It would have to be as culture-free as possible. This meant two
things:

1) It could not be print because the population was
semi-literate, with a strong oral tradition.

2) It had to be ample to operate, so that it did
not require oversight by specialists from the
dominant culture or require native people to
submit to lengthy training in the institutions
of that culture.

It Should furthermore be as decentralized as possible, giving none
of the rival tribal or language groups ccntrol or dominance over the
system. Some resource and operational centre would be required by any
tedhnology but it should be minimal, functioning more as a switching
centre than as a central broadcast headquarters. To form the backbone
of the RNYEN system, we those single sideband radio. Any village on
the RNVEN system can originate a message, and given the right climatic
conditions, every other village can hear it directly or get it relayed
through the central switching centre. The same can be true of half -
inch videotapes that could be made in any village and "bicycled"
(transported) to the others.

Finally, the system should be native, not only in operation and con-
trol, but in its exclusivity. The native people should not be expected
to share the air waves with logging and/Or shipping operations, uncer-
tain at all times as to who might be listening to what concerned only
themselves. So we applied for - and RAVEN eventually got - private
operating frequencies. No one else receives or transmits on then
without permission from the RAVEN society and a license from the fe-
deral Department of Communications.

Sane people have said that the radio network wouldn't have been ne-
cessary had the telephone system adequately served the province. This
is only partly true. Radio provides a "community of the air" that
only the old small town party-line telephone can approach. A system
where everyone can hear everyone else's conversation, and everyone
knows that everyone else can hear it, creates a communications space
that is significantly different and better suited to this context than
is the private space of the urban telephone connection.

The idea is that from the central headquarters on one of the reserves
an the coast, information can be passed rapidly and, efficiently to
people in the outlying villages, many of which up to this time had not
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even a radio telephone for emergencies. They can be given by those
Indians who have had greater opportunity to learn the information
that they need in order to make same of the decisions they are being
called upon to make. They can learn of the real prospects awaiting
an Indian in the city who finishes his education; they can hear of the
medical and health facilities available once they know haw to get
access to them. In addition they can discuss all this information
between communities, talking fram village to village about matters of
mutual concern. They can exchange information about what Indian people
of different cultures are doing across the continent to preserve their
heritage and at the same time to take advantage of the ongoing eco-
nomic activity that surrounds them in twentiet h- century NorthAmexica.
They an get mace immediate attention from government departments and
other bodies for the settlement of their grievances. They can find
out which form in what department is appropriate to handle a current
problems they can give their reactions to the decisions of the Minister
of Indian Affairs about health care matters, or educational improvi-
sations. Many oamarnities will no doubt be listeners for long periods
of time, but the potential and the ability to make their voices heard
will be there.

Same movements of information, particularly when they are more cam-
pies and more directly educational require a visual camponent. RAVEN
has chosen the half-inch videotape recorder as its means of visual
commamications. These are very simple, easy-to-operate pieces of equip-
;vent that enable each community to produce its own television programs,
to ship the tapes it has made and to play back tapes that may be sent
to it, either fran the control center or from other communities. It
is a means for them to see at first hand the ministers and officials
who are milking decisions about their lives, to determine not only by
words but by tone of voice and facial expression what their opinion
about new policies and legislation will be. They in turn, can make
tapes and have these shipped to the capital in Ottawa, some three thou-
sand miles army, to present their cases first-hand to the people who
have the power to change the situation.

Whether RAVEN has or ever will exploit all the potential for educa-
tional and informational exchange that lies within the design is a
question for analysis and perhaps debate in the future. What seems
indisputable is that technically and ye:dope psychologically, there
has'been no stopping the spread of the network and the idea. By the
end of 1973 there were nearly 100 stations licensed and/or in operation
not only in British Columbia but in the Yukon and Northwest Territories
as well. As Senator Cam' Williams, Chairman of the RAVEN Society put
it, "same of those communitiesparticularly on the west coast of
Vancouver Islandjust could not survive any longer without RAVEN".
Whatever other analytical or experimentma tests the design may be
subject to, it seems to have passed a basic experimental test: it's
working.

RAVEN as we have seen was designed to meet the needs of people li-
ving in a rural area, who needed information both fran outside their
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cultural group and frum'one another in ordr to make the necessary adap-
tations, that paradoxically would allow them to preserve their way of
life. Key factors in the design were that:

1) Indian groups Controlled it themselves and there-
fore could make the system suit their an needs
and their own cultural style.

2) It was interactive, with capacity for rapid if not
instant feedback and the ability of participants
to learn what they wanted to know, when they wan-
ted to know it.

3) It was as far as possible decentralized so that
all points an the network could speak to and hear
all of the other points, not just be passive reci-
pients of packaged information from a central source.

Such a social situation is not uncommon among large nuMbers of rural-
dwelling people throughout the world, and we must therefore raise the
question whether the RAVEN system is applicable elsewhere. Can it be
adapted to the needs of developing countries for raising the level of
informaticn/education?7 Historically such systems have been centra7
limed rather than decentralized. Witness the impact of The Farm
Radio Forum pioneered years ago by the CBC in Canada and transported
elsewhere. Basically this is a corp-way radio broadcast system in which
programs considered to be of interest to agricultural or otherwise occu-
pied rural

9

people are sent out from a central program origination head-
quarters.

In Tbgo in West Africa, for example, attempts are made to get some
feedbadc from the program recipients. The station provides forms to
the local animator and requests written responses through him from the
participants in discussions.9 The complaints about the system from
the point of view of those operating it are predictable. Mail is of
course slow so that feedtack comes more than one week after a proyzam
has been broadcast. Any request for further information can thus be
handled only two weeks later. Once again the system is designed for
a non-literate or semi-literate pe'le for wham the spoken word of
radio is probably more suitable than it has become in ours. The sys-
tem however is relying an writing or an print for the input fran an
orally-oriented people. The feedback is thus predictably limited and
suspect in its representativeness of the concerns of people who do not
normally express themselves in writing.

This centralized broadcast model also dominates the field of educa-
tional television here and elsewhere. It is well known that there are
built-in technical and economic restraints which make centralization
almost inevitable in the translation of television broadcast technology
to educational purposes. Production is expensive, and requires a con-
siderable even if debateable degree of expertise. In the interests of
efficiency and econcuy, production becomes almost invariably centred
in one place controlled by a limited number of trained and skilled per-
sonnel.
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As George Gertner has put it:

Selectivity and control, whidh are inherent in any ocanamic&-
tionidominate the mess-communication process. The right to
acculturate a nation and to shape the public agenda has never
been open to all; it is one of the most carefully guarded po-
wers in any society. lie real question is not whether the or-

gans of sass communication are free but rather: By whom, how,
for that pumposeeand With what consequences are the inevita-
ble controls exercised?10

When this model is transferred to a developing country therefore,
you very often find the control of production and pro:pawning in the
hands of those with the training and expertise-- the western educa-
tors. Even where attempts are made to introduce native people to the
origination process, it is at a low level through apprenticeship trai-
nee programs. Decisions about the organization, implementation, style
of operation, content and manner of delivery of education are almost
universally made under the direction of western-trained educators who
are using a western inventiontelevision broadcasting.

HOw a western-type communications system grafted on to a developing
country affects its culture is dramatically demonstrated in American

Samoa.11, Hem is what happened. The U.S. government spent mi-
llions of dollars on hardware and expertise to wire up every class-
room throughout the island' of their protectorate. Then with the app-

ointment of a new governor, the entire system came under scrutiny, its
results were labelled "cultural genocide ". The label is of course not

so much a condeenation as a tautology. Given the system, and the dic-
tates imposed by that 'yet= upon the style of the operation, it could

be little else but an efficient system for the Americanization of
Samoa. How can a new superintendent use such a centralized one-way
broadcast television system to provide an interactive culturally sen-
sitive program of individualized instruction?

In our own schools we have come to realize the limitations of educa-
tional television as learning techniques. Especially in the early
stages we have come to place far more emphasis on exploration, an the
opportunity to question and receive answers, on individualized instruc-
tion! We are redesigning our awn communications technologies to make
them more responsive to similar kinds of information transmittal and
inquiry needs in Canadian communities.13

But at the same time as we have been disouvering this at home, the
western nations continued to export the tool to their various deve-

loping protectorates.14 The Frendh in 1970 were masterminding an edu-
cational television network to serve the entire country of the Ivory

Coast. It was modelled on a smaller experimental system pioneered by
the French Agency for International Cooperation along the Niger River
in Niger. It may be, when the expertise among the people belonging to
the culture is sufficient that they can run it, that these systems
will provide a valuable adjunct to information/education systems in
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these countries. But because of their technical and ectncmic Limita-,
tions imposed by the western experience of those who have to direct
them, they are not readily adaptable to..the needs of rural cultures.

'A simple technology that requires less training in the thought patt-
erns and methodologies of an alien culture has less likelihood of re-
sulting in an alien system. Ironically the simpler technology adapted
to these kinds of uses does exist, is far less costly, requires less
maintenance and less expertise than that which we have been disposed
to use. The Australians, of course, have used simple pedal operated

.

two -way radios for acre than two decades in their justly famous School
of the Air. The man who invented those pedal radios for the Australian
outback has invented others that can be powered by bicycling or by
batteries or by a variety of means. A numberof them are in use in
the system in Nigeria that provides medical information and emergency
aid to people in the rural areas of that country. Perhaps ironically
it is in Australia (from which we borrowed basic ideas) that RAVEN
has received the most careful attention. In recommendations from the
Van Leer Research Centre of the University of Australia in Sydney,
recommendations on aboriginal education included this paragraph:

Radio and visual aid programmes including video -tape prop-

grammes among aborigines be designed especially but not ex-
clusively for isolated aboriginal families.

(Recommendation # 22)15

The African country which seemed most aware of the issues and most
responsive to the premises upon which RAVEN is designed-is Tanzania.
As those familiar with tie situation in that country will know, great
emphasis has been placed by the leadership on maintaining the rural
and agricultural traditions of the people. They are making a conscious
effort to avert the rush to urban centres and the consequent pockets
of unemployment that characterize a number of other African nations.
They place high priority on the preservation of traditional values such
as the extended family and try to promote the virtues of self reliance
and independence among the people in the outlying villages.16

They maintain a strong functional network of people, keeping lines
of communication ,open between committees at the national, regional
and village level. Transportation by their standards is expensive,
requiring Land Rovers to negotiate dirt and seasonal mud tracks. A
primary Objective is the development of more and more Ujamaavillages,
that is cooperative agricultural communities. Priority is given to
their information, education and mechanical needs over other villages
in the country. Tanzania is also alert to the fact that television
of any variety is beyond their means economically. they are loathe
to become dependent upon any of the industrialized nations for-large-
scale technological development. They are, however, within range of
a new satellite earth station in Nairobi and no doubt will soon be the
recipients of the benevolence of the industrialized nations bringing
than television broadaasting-
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prejudices and characteristic ways of viewing things influence our
planning and policy making and haw much leaders of other countries--
however distant fram us culturally--have been influenced by them. It
is perhaps only with the jolt of seeing the impact of these convention
and assumptions an other cultures that we come to appreciate just haw
limited they are. No one is asserting of course that any communicatibns
system, RAVEN or otherwise, is going to guarantee a successful achieve-
ment of social or educational goals. And certainly no one is asserting
that the wholesale transfer of the RAVEN design to other cultures will
yield a system any nom satisfactory to that culture than our centre-
limed one-way systems have proved in the past. It peens however that
the RAVEN design represents at least one step away from the conventions
under which we have thought and labored in the western countries for
several decades. The plea is made for similar patterns of thought and
analysis to precede any wholesale imposition of communication in other
parts of the globe.

We may conclude than that RAVEN buttresses the insight that simpler
communication technologies leave greater scope for the people of other
cultures to determine-And shape their own-networks such that they are
more likely to reflect their cultural patterns and to achieve their
social Objectives. Wm sophisticated equipment an the other hand,
carries with it an almost unavoidable trend toward centralization, the
need for a higher level of training and a consequent imposition of alien
thotyhts and cormmmication patterns upon a culture. The RAVEN level
of technology may provide a sort of filter throu0whidh people may
in their own way, in their own time, take from the "advanced" societies
what they need in order to survive and adapt to the demands of an
industrializing world.

As another member of the Intermediate Technology Group puts it:

. . . modern tedhnology is not culturally neutral. It implies
a set of values relating to work, education, organisation,
public and private expenditure, whichare part of the fabric
of Western market economies: but they can be, and are, thoroughly
disruptive in countries trying to build up their awn identities,
their own pattern of life and work.18
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Dorothy Todd H4naut
The National Film Board Challenge for Change

Films for Social Change :
The Hammer and the Mirror

"If you're as confused as most of us about the genuine Indian way of
life, if you've had trouble understanding what exactly it is that's
the problem with the Janes Bay Project, there's a film an CBC-TV to-
night you Shouldn't miss.

It's not propaganda in any way, and it isn't focused an the James
Bally Project. Well, to be honest, it is propaganda, but only to the
extent of giving the white population of the south a clear under-
standing of how Indians live in the wilderness and why they need great
areas to support a hunting population.

The film is called Cree Hunters of Mistassini and you can see it
tonight at 9:30 p.m.

The documentary follows three Cree families as they hunt and fish
most of a year on the land owned (if that word applies to Indians now)
by one of the three families.

There are 16 people in the three families and everyone is *portant
...that's one of the most striking aspects of the film. All neuters
of the families have their essential ccntributions to make to survival.
Nobody is less *portant than anyone else in the total plan, and the
children all help and thereby learn the skills they will need when they
are adults.

The three families form what I suppose we'd call a cam one, and the
way they organize their lives during the winter is quite remarkable.
There are 16 people living in a ate -roan lodge built during the autumn.
They live in total isolation throughout the winter, busy with their
chores, apparently healthy and Cheerful, and a very far cry from the
alienated Indians we generally see an television.

You may be as surprised as I was to discover the care they take in
planning the use of their land and its animal life. Contrary to what
we've all learned from the movie industry, Indians take good care to
know how many animals there are in their hunting area, where they are
and how many can be killed each year.

Every few years they leave their area fallow, if that's the right
word when it's applied to animals instead of crops. That's why there
are three families in this film hunting the land of one family -- the
others have left their land for a year to give the animal population
a Chance to replenish, and the following year the land seen in this
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film will probably be left without hunters while its owners spend the
season with another family.

There's nothing haphazard in the Indians' where of things at all.
They did, after all, survive and develop many in a far fran
hospitable climate and luck didn't have a 1 do with it.

The Indians do now use a few items of white civilization they didn't
once have saws, small wood burning stoves and some sheets of
plastic...guns too, if you want to go back a long way. But they could
do very well without then, and they did for heaven knows haw many hun-
dreds of years.

I've never seen a film that gave me so clear a view of the real
life of the North American Indian, nor so convincing an argument for
leaving in their hands the huge tracts of wilderness land they need
and tend so carefully.

Cree Hunters of Mistassini documents what may, to our shame, be a
vanishing way of life. It's a simple, beautiful and altogether un-
forgettable hour which can scarcely fail to give any thinking human
being cxxlsiderable food for thought.

'Boyce RiChardson wrote, directed and narrated the film. Co- director
was award- winning cinematographer Tbny Ianuzielo.

You may never see anything quite like this again, and I can't urge
you too strongly to watch it tonight."1

Joan Irwin, The Montreal Star's TV critic, describes the film very
nicely. She forgot to mention that the film was produced by the
Challenge for Change program of the National Film Board; that it had
been designed to "improve understanding and provoke social change",
and was a good example of a film that does just that. And she probably
didn't know it had had an interesting career before it ever reached
any film or TV screens. This film serves as a good starting point for
exploring the effectiveness of different types of film in the arena of
social change.

In 1972 Challenge for Change had a number of social priorities for
the year, among which were aboriginal rights. Boyce Richardson, for-
mer Montreal Star associate editor and reporter, had travelled the
length and breadth of the Canadian north a number of times, and had
produced a aeries of hard - hitting articles an the rights of our native
peoples and an the ecological evolution of the north. He had fought
the Quebec government's James Bay Project to the point where his ser-
vices were no longer required at the Star. Boyce was extremely know-
ledgeable about the native people's struggles, and about the south's
attempts to ignore them.

Challenge for Change invited Boyce to present a proposal for a film
an aboriginal rights, to be produced by Colin Low and co-directed by
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A powerful community is seeking decisions that are greatly affec-
ting these people. They have come to understand the need to syste-
matize their ideas and relate them to a white way of thinking . This
film is one expression of that understanding". It does not hit its
audience over the head or between the eyes. Like all powerful films
it reaches the emotions, infusing through the heart and pp to the mind
so that we find ourselves really changed by the experience.2

Is that enough? What are the intentions the Challenge for Change
program has with the film? What were the goals for a special distri-
bution carried out fran April to July 1974 by Mark Zannis, an activist
with the James Bay Defense Carmittee and co-author of The Genocide
Machine in Canada9 His report outlined than as follows:

a) to aahieve a 'political' impact to stimulate audiences
to concern and action around the James Bay issue and
the impact of the hydra-electric project cn the life
of the inhabitants of the James Bay area.

b) to stimulate the future distribution of the film fa-
liming its official release by organizing showings
for groups whidh could serve the purpose of interes-
ting other groups in seeing this film and other film
of a similar nature.

c) to test the film an various types of audience, from
the point of view of age and interests, so as to
guide the distribution of the film and suggest po-
tential written material and other aids useful over
the long term .4

The film was screened in Montreal, Quebec City, Ottawa, Kingston,
and Toronto, and then in the Cree settlements along the coast of James
Bay: Rupert Howse, Eastmain, Paint Hills, Fort George and Great Whale.
Reactions were overwhelmingly positive. The general public, who saw
the film an television in July, loved it, and understood its political
impact, as reflected by letters to the editor and by articles in the
media. "Many people who viewed the film have since become actively
involved in support of the cause of the James Bay Indians. This was
achieved by directing those who expressed a concern to groups already
involved in the cause".5 Groups involved in native rights will find
the film useful in building membership or allies for their goals.
Schools at all levels will find the film an effective classroom tool.
A French version has been made and will soon be causing Quebec audi-
ences some reflection.

But the film had a perhaps unexpected impact on the people of the
James Bay region. Mark Zannis tells it best: "The film was taken to
the Jams Bay area to be screened to Cree audiences, who have no access
to television and might otherwise be unable to see the film for some
time. It was felt that the film was of immediate importance there
because of the court case and negotiations; and, it was hoped the film
might generate same interest in the current legal situation...The Na-
tional Film Board has gained same credibility as the first body to vi-
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sit the area and to generate a greater sense of common identity among
the people of the different settlements. In Paint Hills the film was
much more popular than even the CHIC one-hour special, The Cree of
Paint Hills. The Chief reason for the popularity of the Mietassini
film was that the Indians spoke; it was their statement".6

The same film crew has just completed a companion film, Our Land is
Our Life, that focuses on the importance of the land to the native

ail across the north. It uses as an example the history of
Mistassini, where two thirds of the people still hunt all winter, but
where the heavy hand of the white men has tried to reshape the Indians'
life, and mach public money has been spent to turn Mistassini into an
average Canadian well town. Most notably, that brutal hand has picked
up the Children and sent them we -- in a vicious and often spooessful
attempt to alienate them from the parents and from their historical
%RV of life. And finally the hob - sailed boot of the James Hay Dever.
lqpment project, or similar projects elsewhere, is stomping over the
lend, busy trying to present a fait accompli to any judge who might,
like Judge Ahlouf, recognise the rights of the Indians to the land on
which they have lived for centuries.

This film is much closer to the original film proposal, but it is
imbued with the quiet dignity of the native people themselves. It
teaches us other things about than we have ignored so long. And jud-
ging from the two screenings so far, the second film may surpass the
first in impact, at least with southern audiences and with organised
native groups.

I think it is possible, from the Cree films, to draw up nine guide-
lines for making films that will effect social Change. First, mike
no attempt to be coldly distant or "Objective", in the sense of "dear
ling with outward things, eXhibiting actual facts uncoloured by exhi-
bitor's feeling or opinicns"..7 Making a film about people rather than
with than leaves your audience at about the sairarstance, or farther
away, and probably will not change than in any way. What About "tel-
ling both sides of the story?". In this case, the James Hay Corpora-
tion has ample public money to make any'nuaber of pUblic relations
films or otherwise reads the public with its message. Do they let the
Indians tell their side of the story? Relax...and express your com-
mitment.

You can, however, bring a certain kind of objectivity to the situa-
tion, if by this you mean a fresh new lock, a balanced look, and a
rigorously honest look. Third, recognize the community of spirit or
common goals between the filmmaker and the people being filmed. If
they are there they will add considerably to the impact of the film,
and to its honesty. In the came of the Cree films, the common goals
were to defend both human rights and the ecology of the area. The pas-
sion of the filmmakers matdhed the commitment of the people, and added
to the strength of the statement.

Make the film with an audience in mind, or make it so that it can be
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used by groups active in raising debate an the issues, and trying to
effect the body politic. Fifth, test screening before you finish the
film, to be sure your instincts are right about how the audience will
txxlerstand it.

Six, risks a beautiful film, with the highest quality of shooting and
editing you can reads. Honest and sincere mediocrity is not enough,
if }valiant to sake a film that can help people change their world. In
fact, people expect you to bring your professionalimm to your work, and
if they learn to trust you, and then find you have made a mediocre or
ineffective film with thee, they won't be overjoyed. To involve people
in the editing doesn't mean having them decide every shot. It means
helping you judge whether you have put the right emphasis and balance
cm what they have to say, or whether you have left anything out. They
went you to be an artist as well as an activist. (It is a slightly
different story when you are training people to do their own films or
videotapes, and ihere the first aim is straightforwardness and clarity,
and a very close knowledge of their audience and of themselves.)

Mike an intelligent film. Emotion without intellectual cohesion
doesn't have such staving power, and the two are not mutually exclusive.
Eight, build in the process during filming -- give the people their
images beck. It is a gift that will help them feel individually and
collectively stronger, give them new insights into themselves or rein-
force old insights. It will also keep you in close touch with then,
so that your film will really be their voice. It can also effect events,
if your timing for a screening is right. Reactions to the screening
of the Cree Hunters of Mistassini were filmed in March 1974, as were
the discussions about the government's offer to the Cree. The film,
by illustrating what they are fighting for, helped the discussions,
which were subsequently edited into Our Land Is Our Life.

Finally, build process into the distribution as well. Try to arrange
screenings with audiences that may benefit from speaking with eadh
other. Try to arrange for discussions afterward, and to have comple-
mentary written and filmed materials available, so that the audience
can carry its learning process further. Just showing the movie is only
a small part of the task.

This little list is far from being exhaustive, but it does illustrate
some of the things that have been learned by the Challenge for Change
program over the last seven years, in our efforts to experiment with
the media as tools in the social change process. Our first thrust was
to help citisens gain access to the media, in order to gain a public
voice. At first the filiiikers, in the Fogo Island Project, learned
to make films with people and for people, instead of just about people.
The aim was to-Silip them understand themselves and to get together to
improve their community. Film was a tool in the community development
process. The per of the media could finally work for people. And
continuity was assured by the involvement of a =amity development
worker. A local film -row Figs trained, working out of Memorial Uni-
versity's Extension Department on a permanent basis, serving all of
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Videotape recording with the light, portable half inch machines that
had by then been developed, was the logical next step. High costs and
the professional middle men were eliminated, as citizens easily mas-
tered the new tedhnology, and "citizen access to the media" became
"citizen media" -- citizens made videotapes about themselves, for them-
selves and by themselves, and assured their own continuity. By parti-
cipating in public discussion, people began to participate rather than
spectate in determining their own present and future.

The doors of cable television and the community channel were then
battered down, and this has led also to occasional broadcast of half
indh tapes an local television, as well as some effective onslaughts
an citizen radio. A sensible lot, people didn't want to be limited
to any one medium of communication, but learned which medium could
reach which audience with the desired impact, and learned haw to use
it. The communications media were demystified with a vengeance.

Of course, with community media groups proliferating, there were in
the beginning many errors, much time wasted, and a few hearts broken.
The videofreak mystique grew and exploded like Aesop's frog, and fi-
nancing for community groups was, and still is, a nightmare. We all
forgot, at one time or another, haw long it takes to build solid and
significant changes into society, and how short a period of experimeo-
tation there has been, since the organization of Challenge for Change
in 1967. But as each group of citizens masters its ability to reach
and oamnunicate with its fellow citizens, the body politic is
strengthened, and the democratic dialogue becomes healthier. We will
need all the health and strength we can get, to face pp to the social
and econcmic strains that appear imminent in Canadian society.

FOr people from outside of Canada, the sight of various government
agencies sUbsidizing or otherwise encouraging the citizens' ability
to talk to each other and to talk bade to government is an improbable
phenomenon. Col Connect, the report of the Study on Citizens COmmur
nications eaermusz jointly by the Department of COmmunications, the
Secretary of State, and the National Film Board may give some insight:

"We consider citizens ccmmunications a uniquely Canadian phenomenon,
for the technological pluralixm that gave birth to the citizens commu-
nications movement coincides with Canada's evident social, cultural
and political pluralism. We not only lead the world in citizens memo-
nications; we in fact invented it, and we are now exporting it
throughout the world. (Cne Observer has suggested that citizens commu-
nications repreiments a kind of marriage between 'The medium is the
message', and the NFB's grand old tradition of social documentary.)
It is no accident that the largest citizens coarzzlications groups in
the United States should be headed by a former director of Challenge
for Change, nor that the first report on citizens caumnicaticns in
Britain (published by the University of Southampton) should quote
Canadian sources for two-thirds of its collection of readings. Canadian
teams are working in Tunisia and Algeria; Canadian techniques have been
copied in California and Connecticut and Alaska, and are being studied
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This chauvinism is forgivable, we think, because it underlines the
reason that in the final analysis justifies the existence of citizens
communications and of a report about it. The fact is that citizens
communications empresses the essence of Canada itself. Canadians have
always been massively dependent upon, almost obsessed by oammmica-
tions -- beginning with the world's first long distance telephone call
(Brantford to Faris, Ontario); cantinuinsthrough a statistical record,
as the world's most loquacious telephone users and ending, for the
moment, in the world's first domestic communications satellite system.
Canada has also always been a loose federation, a pluralist society
that somehow managed to combine institutional conservatism with respect
for the freedom of the individual or of the group.

In recent years, this pluralism has acquired an increasingly political
dimension. gate apart from the jurisdictional see-saw between Ottawa
and the provinces, there is quite clearly a comparable (and, we believe,
a closer-to-reality) see-saw for the power between all the new citizens
groups, native gtoups, neighbourhood and community and special- interest
associations an the one hand and governments, at all levels, on the
other. Hence some of the most important uses of citizens communications
have been concerned with broadening the base of participation, and with
bringing the views of a wider range of interest to the at ention of
decision-mekers".8 TO me, that little grain of folly that allows our
government to encourage debate and dissent is a sign of health. TO
lose it would be cause for deep concern.

If we have came so far, however, if people can make their own films
or TV programs, why should we, Challenge for Change, or the National
Film Board, continue to produce films at all? We've discovered that
the new media literacy increases peoples needs for films rather than
making the National Film Board obsolete. It makes them more able to
utilize films about subjects of interest. For us the criterion for
doing film is simply: Is there an audience beyond the immediate co-
mmunity of the people an the sceen? If what they are accomplishing '

is of interest across the country, then it is worth making a good prof-
duct, which is easy to distribute and will catalyze discussion and
change in many places, instead of just in one.

Reactions to the Ctee film illustrate graphically the hunger of
Canadian people to know the reality of their society and culture.
Reactions to Arthur Hammond's Corporations series, though somewhat
different, illustrate the point. This series of seven films about
major Canadian organizations like the Steinberg food chain, was produced
by the National Film Board and has been said to be in the vein of
Challenge for Change. I wish we had more films of this depth and per-
spicacity. The films include six half-hour documentaries an the ope-
rations of the Steinberg Corporation, plus a 77-minute film called
After Mt. Sam, that describes the process of choosing a replacement
for the retiring president. They are films of great impact, and useful
for understanding the world around us. Yet the approach here was very
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different from the Cree films, since Arthur felt himself to be a
"curious observer", interested in making a useful piece of public edu-
cation by giving people a view of corporate operations from the inside
out. He tried to be Objective, although he adds, Now Obviously, I
don't observe a thing absolutely purely. It goes through a certain
amount of filtering as it goes through me "-9

What has been interesting is the varied reactions of audiences. "If
the range of opinion so far is any indication, it appears that people
tend to bring their already set attitudes and opinions to the films,
and go away with the same attitude and opinions. One man calls than
PR for Steinbergs, another calls t4-An part of a conspiracy to over-
throw the capitalist system/ anctr.er calls than the same old tired
slam against big business".10 responds: "The more objective
the film, the easier it is for !.1 audience to have differing opinions.
I think the truth about the films lies somewhere in the middle -- they
are a fairly objective account of the operations and social influence
of large oorporatims...I wasn't interested in doing a pro or can
thesis an the Corporation. I was interested in exploring a world and
that's, I guess, the way that documentary interests me...On the other
hand, I have certain views or preferences about life and the world
which are bound to show up at: certain times, and I think in the Inter-
national Operations film it's fairly clear where my sympathies lie . . .

There's certainly a big argument about Objectivity. There are
filnuakers who say you can't make objective films, and that you
ahouldn't try. You should go all the way and make films which clearly
take a point of view, and identify it. I think that's one way of ma-
king films, but I think there are many ways. It doesn't appear to be
the way I make then. Yet in the film I made about B.C. Indians, called
This Land, I have a kind of attitude which comes through in that film
I guess, whidh is very sympathetic to the Indians and their aboriginal
land claims...But I don't try to be consistent so..." (Neither do we,
Arthur, and your films are a fine example of intelligen,, sensitive
and useful Objectivity.)

The way I look at it is that Corporations are part of a whole pro-
cess of growth and tedhnological development and that kind of process
is going to go an. If it becomes very undesirable it can be influenced,
and if enough people Object to farm land being built over, they can
bring influence to bear an a government to do something about it...
If people want to go from there and say they don't like that part of
the process, and have ideas about what should be done About the process,
that's fine. Then the films themselves might be part of another pro-
oess.

I have my own view about how much films can influence people or
events. I believe it's a very limited influence. I think that occa-
sionally a film might cause a specific change, but that's probably
fairly rare. I think what may happen more is that films, like other
creative work and other information are part of a total process of
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information, which may lead to formation of opinion, which may lead
to changes. But they're just little drops along the way". 11

A nice healthy realism, after all my optimistic thinking; in fact,
I believe that aebiguity is a part of the total reality, and paradoxes
have a way of hanging around. The Foga Island Project, the seminal
experiment of Challenge for Change, has been seen as the triumph of
media as a community development tool, as the cammunity went fran a
60% welfare economy to a bustling fishing community developed an co-
operative lines. Yet erne people have said that the real ccmmunity
development was taking place in the centrally located pub that united
the ten disparate villages. And others have said that the films ally
helped to build a new power structure that became thoroughly entrenched.
However, the community development process has continued, and there
has been a complete renewal of the leadership within the last year.
We may never know precisely how muds film effected events. Perhaps
it is more elusive than the gruff instruments of social science caei--
measure. But I guess we have to keep an trying to find out.

My awn feeling is that film never actually effects Changes -- these.,
are carried out by men and women who are organizing and working fort )
Change. The film or, video can only help them see noire clearly, feel--
better About what they're doing, and heighten their feeling of achie-
vement. It compresses the time factor, and accelerates the process
that they are engaged in. Or, more simply, it can give them hope and
encouragement in their struggle to carry on.

In the meantime, we continue to live with our ambiguities, and we
continue to try to help Changes occur. In 1973, Boger Hart, continuing
the old collaboration between Challenge for Change and Memorial Uni-
versity's Extension Division, went to the north coast of Labrador with
Ian Strabhan, the community development worker for Memorial, to thoot
a film about the way the native people are slowly taking over control
of their villages, and banding together in facing governments. The
shooting took place at the same time that Royal Commission on
Labrador was making its. findings. The film was transferred
to twelve 20-minute videotapes and these were = immediately to the
people of the villages, and fee balk from that tion started to
come in to Roger as he was editing the film. The edited film was also
shown to the people, who were very pleased with it. In fact, the
screening in Main immediately affected a local political power shift.

But Roger was hoping that the film walla affect government policies
in the area. Here are excerpts from ammo to Roger from Wally Wason,
Challenge for Change distribution representative for the maritimes.
"Labrador North will be telecast in the next week or so by CENT within
their Here and Nye program. This locally produced CBC news thaw runs
6:30 to 7:30 p.m. five nights a week andioenjoys the island's largest
viewing audience of over 100,000. The executive producer liked the
film and will introduce it an tie shoo within the context of the immi-
nent release of the report-of the Royal Commission on Labrador."
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Roger notes: On Wednesday morning I conducted a screening before
13 senior provincial goverment officials from the Department of Edu-
cation and Department ,of Labrador Services. They were unilaterally
hostile, picky, critical, cranky and incensed in varying degrees.
(The 14th member of the group was a crippled old Eskimo from Nein who
watched with rapt attention and was wheeled away without a ward). All
the rest remained when I invited thewto stay behind. for a few moments
and give me their reactions, at your special request. A few moments
indeed! An hour and twenty minutes later they were still at it, dis-
missing the film as narrow, one-sided, biased, predictable, unfair,.
distorted and a waste of the tax-payer's money...Ian Strachan's pre -
sence on the screen was the equivalent of waving a red rag before a
bull. One dhap demanded to know why in heaven's name we didn't record
some of the 'good' things accompliehed. by Labrador Services. Be wanted
shown on the screen same of the fine new buildings they had erected.

This kind of question got us into a whole neaarea of discussion
which they seemed to enjoy: the inherent bias of the media due to
the necessity of selection of material and the subsequent editimi -
process performed by a person with a particular point of view. More -

over, the discussion even progressed onto an ideological level when
we explored that peculiar aspect of Canadian democracy Which permits
a, government to fund community development workers who then go out
and encourage people to organize in such a way as to end up critical
of that government's programs. The session ended on a friendly basis
hp ever and they all shook hands in turn before departing for lunch.

While the film does focus primarily on the process by whiCh the
coastal natives are beginning to exert more control over their own
affairs through the increasingly active village councils, it is by no
means a classical 'advocacy' film. Its mixture of history, interview
and documentation of a particular democratic process is all connected
by an objective commentary. The final product is more innocuous,
certainly, than the Extension people maintain, consequently, the pecu-
liarly negative response of these government officials only demonstrates
how wide the gap is between their version of reality and the 'truth'
as perceived by a responsible filmmaker from the NFB.

Is the only alternative then, to do a bland, and 'balanced' film
which gives equal time? Could you have made a good film totally on
your own without enlisting the aid of Ian Stradhan and his cohorts?
You probably could have, but it would have to be one that operates on
a different level of reality and relevance than one normally associated
with Challenge for Change. I bet you could do it though, and I bet
I would like it better. Maybe even tired old bureaucrats would like
it better because it would be less pejorative and more subversive on
a subtler level".

The film was very much what the people on the coast wanted .the govern-
ment to see, and Tagak Curley, former president of the Inuit Tapirisat
of Canada (the Eskimo brotherhood), who knew the coast well, thought
it was an excellent film. Maybe we should just point out to ourselves
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that there are sane situations or people that are just impenetrable
to film, and not try to do everything. it is, after all, just one
element in a total social process. Nevertheless, same films have been
known to help government people see a situation in a different light.
The Fogo films themselves, Will, PEI Planning, Working Mothers,
among others, have given us enough hope to keep on trying.

As the years go by, we keep accumulating more questions than answers.
Although we learn from past experience, each project is an unique ex-
perience. I don't have space to tell the story of La Noce Est Pas
Finie, Leonard Forest's fiction film crelted by a group of poor citizens
in north-east New Brunswick, that affected self-understanding and so-
cial action in that region. Leonard believes that film is an ideal
tool for raising individual and collective consciousness. Nor do I
have space to tell the story of Kathleen Shannon's Working MOthers
series, whose distribution impact has been incredible, whose portraits
of women who work have catalyzed not only women, but men and children
as well. Film is indeed a useful tool.

In order to effectively help Canadian citizens recognize social
change, deal with it and direct it, there is a great need for fibs
that will describe the way things are -- the social ecology of the
system, and haw it works, or doesn't work. There is also a need for
films that propose how things could be. All over the continent, small
groups are trying to find alternative approaches to our problems. A
few people are trying to prepare for the future -- working out an eco-
logical agriculture, non-polluting energy sources, decentralization,
cooperative housing and food, re-democratization of their communities
or their universities or their health services, community television
-- small earnest efforts to make the world more liveable, more human
in scale. These stories are little known now, but they could give
he and strength to the many who are frustrated or apathetic, and
could encourage more efforts to change the direction of the technolo-
gical juggernaut. Films about these efforts, be they documentary,
essay, fiction or fantasy, could help to multiply such experiments,
and have a cumulative effect in changing the world.

Judging by the requests for the film I have just completed, The New
Alchemists, people are more than anxious to learn about alternatives
to the present system. The film, about a quixotic but competent and
charming group of scientists, housewives and fish maniacs building
windmills, using solar energy, growing fish for protein and doing or-
ganic gardening -- developing survival technology on a postage stamp
farm-- is igniting the imaginations of a lot of people. go.

I an lucky to be able to participate in the distribution of this
films to learn how audiences can use it, not just to watch it. Being
able to participate in distribution is essential to someone who wants
to become an effective filmmaker in the arena of social change. Because
if you are interested in affecting audiences, you have to gain expe-
rience in how audiences react or how they use film. In Challenge for
Change we try to plan the film's distributaT from its inception,
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having the distribution coordinator work with the filmmaker from the
onset. It feels good, as a filmmaker, to have that support, and to
know that your film is going to be utilized effectively by the people
who need it, instead of disappearing anonymously onto shelves and into
statistics. The new Environnent studio at the NFB.also has a distri-
bution coordinator working with them, and it will make a big diffe-
rence to everyone.

I realize I have not talked about all the disasters that can happen
with film meddling in social dhange. The least worrisome are the dull
thuds, the mediocre dust-collectors that we all try to forget. The
ones we have to be careful about are the heavy-handed do-gooders with-
out enough community experience, parachuting in to make miracles and
causing real damage. Film is too powerful a tool for playing around.
Make sure you are very responsible, relate to a responsible segment
of the community (and I'm not talking about the Chamber of Commerce),
try to assure continuity in the community. Above all, be cautious
think small and go slow.

But, to get back to a ward mentioned by Joan Irwin at the very be-
ginning, were we all involved in propaganda? There is a ward to chill
the marrow of any good liberal democrat's bones. The dictionary says
propaganda is a concerted movement to disseminate a principle, belief
or practice. It does not sound quite so bad when you put it that way.
After all, you cannot have the courage of your convictions if you do
not have any convictions.

Jahn Grierson himself believed the NFB should be engaged in propa-
ganda. In fact, that revered founder of the institution produced a
film called War for Men's Minds during the war with Hitler He be-
lieved that propaganda did not have to mean lies or brainwashing, that
it meant solid information and commitment to one's iriPals, and Should
include questioning the reasons for events.

Grierscn believed that film should be used as a hammer rather than
a mirror, to hammer home a message that expressed the Canadian reality.
It isn't as simple as that. The mirror the films have held pp to the
Cree or the women in Working Mothers helps them became stronger, so
they can take pp their own hammers and build their own world. Perhaps
a good and honest filmmaker can create either a hammer or a mirror,
and both will have an impact on the course of events.

4.
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